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INTRODUCTION

The General Standards and Specifications included within this

Technical Guidance Handbook

are those that have been accepted by professional engineers and

technicians as general practices within the mining industry

They are not to be considered nor utilized as the West Virginia Surface

Mining Reclamation Regulations, Rules, Policies, or Law

For specific regulatory requirements, please refer to the

Code of West Virginia

and the Regulations promulgated thereunder

NOTE: Contents of this Handbook have not been revised from the original 1982 Technical
Handbook for Surface Mining. However, title and agency name have been revised for this
reprint.

April 1993
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CHAPTER 1

PRE-PLANNING AND SEDIMENT CONTROL STRUCTURES

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

Extensive pre-planning is necessary if the conservation of soil and

water resources in surface mined areas is to be effectively undertaken.

Pre-planning must be done prior to the beginning of surface mining operations

with the aim to eliminate or reduce some of the foreseeable problems associated

with the specific area to be mined. The problems associated with surface

mining are many and varied, however, the primary aim of pre-planning should

be to arrive at a satisfactory method of site drainage, reducing sedimentation

loads, preventing acid water discharge and meeting effluent limitations are

three very important items to consider when working on a comprehensive

drainage plan.

Other areas that must be considered during the planning stage are land

stabilization, geology and water disposal. Consideration in pre-planning

should be given to total environmental effects on air, wildlife, fish,

plants and aesthetics with a desire for improved land capability upon

completion of mining. Possible detrimental effects of surface mining can be

prevented if careful pre-planning coupled with good mining practices and

effective reclamation work is carried out.

In the following sections, some of the major problem areas and their

possible solutions are discussed. Each should be considered during the pre

planning phase.

1.1 SEDIMENT CONTROL

Sediment is one of the greatest polluters of water and causes

more offsite damages and problems than any other aspect of surface

mining.
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A number of factors influence erosion and sedimentation rates.

Among these are (1) type of soil and cover, (2) erodibility of the

soil, (3) degree of slope, (4) length of slope, (5) amount and rate of

rainfall, (6) climate, (7) distance from source and (8) degree of

filtering between source and sampling point.

In areas with established vegetated cover, the sediment producing

potential is reduced by the absorption of raindrop impact energy and

by decreasing the amount and velocity of runoff.

Steepness affects the potential energy that runoff has to transport

sediment and the stability of the particles subject to erosion. The

longer the slope, the more likely that runoff will cause the development

of rills and gullies, thereby greatly increasing the erosion potential.

Some of the physical properties of soil that influence erodibility

are: texture, percentage of coarse fragments especially on the

surface soil structure, mineralogy, amount and type of clay, organic

content and depth of soil.

The sediment storage value of 0.125 acre-feet per acre of disturbed

area is based on studies by the U. S. Forest Service and the Soil

Conservation Service. As sediment structure is installed and monitored,

more knowledge will be gained to provide a better basis for storage

values. It is imperative that provisions for cleanout and maintenance

of all sediment structures be provided.

There are various methods that may be used to eliminate sediment

problems provided they are skillfully planned and applied.

1. Sediment structures shall be installed and maintained by using

the best technology currently available to remove sediment from

streams and drainageways leaving the disturbed area.
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2. The smallest practical area of land should be exposed at anyone

time during the mining phase. This means progressive backfilling

and reclamation. Exposure should be kept to the shortest practical

period of time.

3. Final dressing and grading shall be done progressively and

temporary vegetation and mulching shall be done where permanent

vegetation establishment is delayed.

4. Spoil material shall in all cases be kept out of the stream

channel. Stream relocation should be avoided if at all possible.

5. Adequate watertight conduits or bridges shall be used where

haulage roads must cross natural drainways. Again, care shall be

taken to ensure that spoil does not get into the stream where

such structures are built. Road banks shall be mulched or seeded

immediately as construction progresses.

6. Diversions may be installed above the highwall to divert upland

runoff around the disturbed area to a suitable crossing of the

disturbed areas.

7. Rocklined ditches or other suitable structures shall be prOVided

where necessary to convey concentrated flows down steep slopes.

8. Toe berms or other acceptable filter devices shall be constructed

near the toe of spoil banks to slow down sheet flow and trap

sediment before leaving the site. Vigorous vegetation shall be

maintained on the berm.

9. Types of Water Management Practices may be used to assist in

sediment control. However, they will not be considered as

substitutes for sediment dams, excavated sediment ponds or other

approved storage structures.
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10. Discharge Structures - Discharge from sediment control structures,

(temporary and permanent structures), diversions, stream channel

diversions, etc., shall be controlled by energy dissipaters,

riprap channels and other devices approved by the Director to

reduce erosion, to prevent deepening or enlargement of stream

channels and to minimize disturbance of the hydrologic balance.

Discharge structures shall be designed according to standard

engineering procedures.

1.2 ACID WATER

The keys to acid water formation are: pyrite or other acid

forming compounds, a continuous supply of oxygen and water. Remove

one of the keys, oxygen, for example, prevents acid water generation.

Control methods for the abatement of acid water shall be as follows:

1. Intercept surface water that may flow into the pit by constructing

diversion above the °highwall.

2. When potentially acid producing materials are identified, a plan

must be developed for handling these materials in order to

prevent the production of acid water.

3. Water treatment facilities shall be installed to treat acid water;

treatment may include chemical processes for the neutralization of

the acid such as limestone spreaders, limestone drums, brickets, etc.

1.3 LAND STABILIZATION

Land stabilization as used here means long term stability of soil

and rock against slides, slips and mud flows. It is only through

cycles of wet, dry, freeze and thaw periods that true stability can

realistically be judged. Stability is controlled by (1) establishment

of vegetative cover, (2) outer slope of regraded spoil, (3) regraded
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drainage, (4) bedrock lithology and stratigraphy and (5) soil and rock

content of the spoil.

Slips and landslides are caused by the top heavy nature of a soil

mass and usually occur when the soil becomes saturated. Uncontrolled

spoil placements and uncontrolled drainage result in unstable conditions.

1.4 GEOLOGY

The geology of the area must be known if a satisfactory plan is

to be developed for water control and disposal, sediment pollution

control, acid drainage control and successful establishment of a

productive vegetative cover. Geologic factors indicate (1) potential

acidity, (2) potential slope stability, (3) potential stoniness of

spoil and (4) dip of coal strata. The strike and dip of the coal

strata must be known in order to plan an effective drainage plan.

Drainage plans can be enhanced by taking advantage of the dip (or

slope) of coal seams in determining which way to drain the benches.

This also permits determining which natural drainways to use.

1.5 WATER DISPOSAL

Collection and delivery of water to a safe and stable outlet is

an important aspect in developing a drainage plan. Water will always

occur, and provisions must be made to handle it at all times. Water

disposal usually will be connected with bench and diversion drainage

and the methods of getting this water to a natural drainway.

Water shall be directed to and discharged through an adequate

outlet. The outlet may be a natural drainway, a vegetated area or

some other stable constructed watercourse.

Bench drainage may be accomplished by waterways draining to an

outlet in the direction of bench slope. In no case will the water be
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discharged over the bench crest unless protected against concentration

of water by the use of structural means (pipes, riprap, concrete, etc.).

It must be recognized that all control measures are not equally

effective at all sites. Diversions may work well at some locations

but may be ineffective at others. Rocklined chutes, ditches or pipe

drop spillways shall be required at many places in lieu of natural or

grassed waterways. The methods of controlling erosion and sediment

must be site specific.

Where possible sediment structures should be located before

drainageways reach the main stream. A good rule to remember is to

locate them as close to the source as possible. Where feasible, they

should be of the diversion type. This will keep sediment storage

accumulations out of the main watercourses. After reclamation is

complete, the diversion may be closed and sediment deposits isolated

from further flows. Land disturbed by previous surface mining operations

that is not stabilized should be included when determining the disturbed

area above sediment structures.

1.6 SUMMARY

All overburden materials subject to disturbance should be classified

for potential acidity and a plan developed for handling and placing of

materials in such a manner that the resulting mine soil of the regraded

surface will support the planned vegetation. Massive rocks and

potentially acid-producing strata shall be placed where it is not a

part of the finished surface.

The after mining land use possibilities of the area affected

should be based upon the properties of the overburden compatibility

with adjacent land uses and the needs and desires of the landowner.
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Water capable of supporting fish and other desirable aquatic life

shall be the goal where impoundments are planned and are proposed to

remain for future land use.

Good planning, design, installation and maintenance of erosion

and sediment control measures utilizing the best technology currently

available will provide for effective control at all sites. However,

it must be recognized that there are locations where the physical

characteristics of the land are such that effective erosion and

sediment control system cannot be provided. When these conditions

exist, consideration for surface mining may be denied.

SEDIMENT CONTROL STRUCTURES

1.7 DEFINITION

Sediment control structures shall be constructed in appropriate

locations in order to control sedimentation. All runoff from the

disturbed area shall pass through a sedimentation pond(s) such as, but

not limited to, sediment dams, embankment type; excavated sediment

dams, embankment type; excavated sediment pond, dugout type; crib

sediment dam; gabion sediment dam; and bench control systems.

1.8 PURPOSE

To preserve the capacity of reservoirs, ditches, canals, diversions,

waterways and streams and to prevent undesirable deposition on bottom

lands, in channels or waterways, and other areas by providing basins for

the deposition and storage of silt, sand, gravel, stone and other sediment.

1.9 DRAINAGE AREA AND SITE EVALUATION AND LIMITATIONS

The contributing watershed above the site shall have an adequate

plan for providing protection against erosion of disturbed areas.

This plan shall provide for rapid revegetation of the disturbed areas
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in order to stabilize the area as quickly as possible after it has been

disturbed. The plan is also to include utilization of one or many

methods of "Water Management Practices" in Chapter 19 to assist the

overall erosion and sedimentation control system. It is required to

prevent excessive sedimentation from exceeding the design capacity of

the sediment dam. All areas disturbed during the mining operation in

the watershed shall be revegetated according to West Virginia Surface

Mining Regulations.

1.10 SEDIMENT

The sediment pool shall have a minimum capacity (from the lowest

elevation in the reservoir to the crest of the principal spillway) to

store 0.125 acre-feet per acre of disturbed area in the drainage

area. The disturbed area includes all land affected by previous

operations that is not presently stabilized; all land that ~il1 be

affected during the surface mining operations and all reclamation

work; and may include all other lands which have been disturbed by

timber operations, construction operations, other surface mining

operations, etc. The basin shall be cleaned out when the sediment

accumulation approaches sixty percent (60%) of the design capacity.

The design and construction drawings shall indicate the corresponding

elevation.

1.11 STRUCTURES IN SERIES

When structures are built in series, the principal spillway and

emergency spillway sizes for the lower structure shall be based on

the total drainage area above the lower structure. The required

storage for sediment for any structure shall be based on the

disturbed area in the uncontrolled drainage area above that structure.
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When an upstream structure exists, a lower structure in series

must be designed considering failure of the upstream structure. The

design shall consider the principal spillway, emergency spillway,

freeboard, etc.

Construction must be completed on all downstream structures prior

to construction of an upper structure in a series.

1.12 WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

Discharges from sediment control structures, which controls areas

disturbed by surface mining operations, must meet all applicable

Federal and State laws and regulations. The minimum effluent limitations

shall be governed by the standards set forth in the NPDES Program

under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act as amended, 33 U.S.C.

466 et. seq. and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
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2.1 GENERAL

2.1.1 DEFINITION

CHAPTER 2

ESTIMATING RUNOFF

page 2-1

Estimating runoff is the process of determining the volume or

peak rate of runoff, from a given watershed for the design storm, or

the safe yield expected from the watershed.

2.1.2 PURPOSE

This section establishes procedures for estimating depth and peak

rates of runoff for use in designing erosion and sediment conservation

measures for surface mining operations.

2.1.3 SCOPE

1. The procedures for determining yield and peak rates are applicable

to drainage areas of 0 to 500 acres.

2. For larger, greater than 500 acres, or those having special

situations, reference should be made to the Soil Conservation

Service National Engineering Handbook, Section 4, Hydrology.

3. This standard establishes the minimal acceptable procedure in

estimating runoff in predominantly rural or agricultural areas in

West Virginia.

4. Tables and charts are included for a quick and reliable way to

estimate peak rates of discharge and associated runoff volumes

for a range of rainfall amounts, soil types, land use, cover

conditions and average watershed slope.

2.2 FACTORS AFFECTING SURFACE RUNOFF

2 .2 .1 GENERAL

Precipitation, whether it occurs as rain or snow, is the potential

source of water that may run off the surface of small watersheds.
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The kind of soil and the type of vegetative cover have a major effect

on the amount of precipitation that runs off. Mechanical treatment

on a watershed, along with its topography and shape, affect the rate

at which water runs off. The combined effect of soil, vegetative

cover and conservation practices on the amount of rainfall that runs

off the watershed are represented by "runoff curve numbers" (CN's).

(Exhibit 2-2).

2.2.2 PRECIPITATION

The highest rates of runoff from small watersheds are usually

caused by intense rainfall. The intensity of rainfall affects the

rate of runoff more than it does the volume of runoff. Intense

rainstorms that produce high rates of runoff in small watersheds

usually do not extend over a large area. Therefore, the same intense

rainstorm that causes flooding in a small tributary is not likely to

be the one that will cause major flooding in a main stream that

drains several hundred square miles.

The intensity of rainfall varies considerably during the storm

period. The Type II storm distribution is typical of the more

intense storms that occur over West Virginia which distribution was

developed from U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(Weather Bureau) data.

2.2.3 ANTECEDENT MOISTURE CONDITION

The amount of precipitation occuring in the five days preceding

the storm in question is an indication of the antecedent moisture

condition (AMe) of the soil. The runoff curve numbers (CN's) for

West Virginia in Exhibits 2-2, are for an average antecedent moisture

condition (AMC II).
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2.2.4 HYDROLOGIC SOIL GROUPS

Soils associated with West Virginia have been classified into four

hydrologic soil groups as shown in Exhibit 2-3. The hydrologic soil

groups, according to their infiltration and transmission rates, are:

1. (Low runoff potential). Soils having high infiltration rates even

when thoroughly wetted. These consist chiefly of deep, well to

excessively drained sands or gravels. These soils have a high rate

of water transmission in that water readily passes through them.

2. Soils having moderate infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted.

These consist chiefly of moderately deep to deep, moderately well

to well drained soils with moderately fine to moderately coarse

textures. These soils have a moderate rate of water transmission.

3. Soils having slow infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted.

These consist chiefly of soils with a layer that impedes downward

movement of water or soils with moderately fine to fine texture.

These soils have a slow rate of water transmission.

4. (High runoff potential). Soils having very slow infiltration

rates when thoroughly wetted. These consist chiefly of clay

soils with a high swelling potential, soils with a permanent high

water table, soils with a claypan or clay layer at or near the

surface, and shallow soils over nearly impervious material.

These soils have a very slow rate of water transmission.

2.2.5 LAND USE AND TREATMENT

In the method of runoff estimating the effects of the surface

conditions of a watershed are evaluated by means of land use and

treatment classes. Land use is the watershed cover and it includes

every kind of vegetation, litter and mulch, and fallow, as well as
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nonagricultural uses such as water surfaces (lakes, swamps, etc.)

and impervious surface (roads, roofs, etc.). Land treatment applies

mainly to agricultural land uses and it includes mech~nical practices

such as contouring or terracing and management practices such as

grazing control or rotation of crops. The classes consist of use and

treatment combinations actually to be found in watersheds.

2.2.6 HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS

The soils and its hydrologic condition, in most cases, affect the

volume of runoff more than any other single factor. The hydrologic

condition of the soil is determined by its moisture content at the

time of the storm, its humus and organic content and its temperature,

and whether or not it is frozen.

2.2.7 VEGETATIVE COVER

Vegetation affects runoff in several ways. The foliage and its

litter maintain the soil's infiltration potential by preventing the

sealing of the soil surface from the impact of the raindr~ps. Some

of the intercepted moisture is so long draining from the plant down

to the soil that it is withheld from the initial period of runoff.

Another effect is the transpiration of soil moisture from previous

rains leaving a greater void in the soil to be filled. Vegetation,

including its ground litter, forms numerous barriers along the path

of the water flowing over the surface of the land.

2.2.8 TOPOGRAPHY

The slopes in a watershed have a major effect on the rate of

runoff and the peak discharge rate at downstream points.
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2.3

2.3.1

VOLUME OF FLOOD RUNOFF

WATERSHED CURVE NUMBERS

The runoff curve numbers for various watershed conditions previously

described are listed in Exhibit 2-2. The CN's in this exhibit are

for an average antecedent moisture condition (AMC II).

2.3.2 ESTIMATING DEPTH OF RUNOFF

2.4

2.4.1

The volume of runoff from a watershed may be expressed as the

average depth of water that would cover the entire watershed. The

depth is usually expressed in inches. Exhibit 2-6 lists the runoff

in inches for a range of rainfall depths and CN's.

PEAK RATE OF DISCHARGE

RAINFALL

The average 24-hour precipitation for various frequencies by

counties in West Virginia can be obtained from Exhibit 2-1.

2.4.2 AVERAGE WATERSHED SLOPE

The average watershed slope, which is the slope of the land and

not the watercourse, can be estimated accurately to place it in one

of the three categories (Flat, Moderate or Steep) in Table 2-1. It

may be necessary to determine the average slope of the watershed

within a greater degree of accuracy in order to obtain a closer

estimate of the peak discharge for special measures. (Exhibit 2-5)
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TABLE 2-1

SLOPE FACTORS FOR PEAK DISCHARGE

Average Slope

Slope Factor

in Percent

Flat 1*

Moderate

Steep

Range in Percent

0-3

3 - 8

8 and above

Actual Slope Used in

Exhibit 2-4 Computations,

1

4

16

* Level to nearly level.

2.4.3 PEAK DISCHARGE

The peak discharge for a 24-hour duration can be obtained from

the peak rates for discharge, Exhibits 2-4, 2-4A.

2.5 DETERMINATION OF SURFACE RUNOFF AND PEAK DISCHARGE

Complete the surface runoff and peak discharge computation sheet

(Exhibit 2-7) by the step-by-step procedure as outlined below:

STEP 1. Determine drainage area and land use of the watershed in

acres from topographic maps (USGS). aerial photos. or other data.

Also determine average slope of watershed in percent.

STEP 2. By using selected design frequency and location of

watershed. enter Exhibit 2-1 and determine the design rainfall.

STEP 3. Determine soil types in watershed in acres for each land

use from soil maps available in published soil maps and other

sources.
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STEP 4. Using Exhibit 2-3, determine for each land use the

hydrologic soil group for the soil type summarized in Step 3.

STEP 5. Determine runoff curve from Exhibit 2-2. Using land use

and hydrologic soil groups obtained in Step 1 through Step 4,

enter Exhibit 2-2 and select a curve number for each land use and

hydrologic soil group. Calculate a weighted curve number for the

total drainage area.

STEP 6. To determine the peak discharge for drainage areas of

zero to 5 acres, enter Exhibit 2-4A or drainage area 5 to 500

acres; enter Exhibit 2-4 with the watershed slope, curve number,

drainage area and design rainfall; interpolation within sheets

might be necessary to determine peak discharge.

STEP 7. Using Exhibit 2-6 determine storm runoff (inches per acre)

by using weighted curve number (Step 5) and rainfall (Step 2).

Interpolations within the table will be necessary to determine

the runoff (inches per acre).
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EXHIBIT 2-1
Average 24-hour Precipitation For
Various Frequencies by Counties

F-l-'C'-1 ~ (Yrs. ) I
County 1 2 r: 10 I 25 50 100v

Barbour 2.36 2.75 3.50 4.22 4.79 5.30 5.77

Berkeley 2.46 2.97 3.95 4.80 5.50 6.30 6.75

Boone 2.38 2.72 3.48 3.96 4.65 5.00 5.45

Braxton 2.36 2.70 3.44 4.10 4.70 5.10 5.65

Brooke 2.22 2.51 3.21 3.77 4.35 4.77 4.95

Cabell 2.38 2.68 3.42 3.90 4.52 4.92 5.25

Calhoun 2.32 2.63 3.37 3.88 4.56 4.91 5.40

Clay 2.35 2.69 3.45 4.00 4.65 5.04 5.55

Doddridge 2.30 2.61 3.33 3.90 4.57 4.92 5.40

Fayette 2.38 2.75 3.54 4.10 4.75 5.25 5.70

Gilmer 2.33 2.65 3.37 3.95 4.60 4.96 5.47

Grant 2.42 2.88 3.75 4.60 4.98 5.75 6.30 -
Greenbrier 2.45 2.35 3.75 4.40 4.92 5.60 6.00

Hampshire 2.45 2.93 3.85 4.70 5.20 5.90 6.55

Hancock 2.20 2.50 3.19 3.74 4.30 4.72. 4.85

Hardy 2.48 2.94 3.90 4.75 5.40 5.95 6.70

Harrison 2.32 2.66 3.37 4.00 4.65 4.98 5.55

Jaci<son 2.32 2.60 3.35 3.82 4.45 4.84 5.] 7

Jefferson 2.50 3.10 4.20 4.95 5.70 6.60 7.00

iCanawha 2.35 2.66 3.44 3.93 4.60 4.96 5.40

Lewis 2.35 2.67 3.40 4.10 4.68 5.10 5.60

Lincoln 2.38 2.70 3.44 3.93 4.58 4.96 5.35

/LOgan 2.40 ~.74 3.50 3.98 4.67 5.10 5.50

McDowell 2.43 2.81 3.64 4.15 4.79 5.32 5.70

l<1arion 2.30 2.65 3.36 3.99 4.63 4.97 5.50

Marshall 2.25 ~.54 3.25 3.81 4.44 4.82 5.10

Mason 2.34 2.60 3.37 3.83 4.45 4.84 5.12

Mercer 2.45 2.85 3.60 4.25 4.87 I 5.48 5.85

Mineral 2.41 2.87 3.74 4.55 4.95 5.70 6.25

Mingo 2.42 2.77 3.54 4.00 4.69 5.15 5.52

Monongalia 2.30 2.66 I 3.37 4.00 4.65 4.97 5.50
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EXHIBIT 2-1

Average 24-hour Precipitation For
Various Frequencies by Counties

Freq. (Yr-s , )

County 1 2 5 10 25 50 100 -

Monroe 2.47 2.89 3.82 4.45 4.97 4.75 6.25

Morgan 2.43 2.93 3.88 4.70 5.] 0 5.95 6.60

Nicholas 2.39 2.75 3.50 4.20 4.75 5.25 5.75

Ohio 2.24 2.52 3.22 3.79 4.39 4.78 5.00

Pendleton 2.46 2.93 3.85 4.70 5.30 5.85 6.55

Pleasants 2.27 2.54 3.28 3.78 4.42 4.79 5.15

Pocahontas 2.44 2.86 3.75 4.55 4.97 5.70 6.20

Preston 2.35 2.75 3.50 4.20 4.78 5.30 5.75

Putnum 2.34 2.65 3.40 3.86 4.51 4.89 5.25

Raleigh 2.40 2.77 3.56 4.10 4.75 5.25 5.68

Randolph 2.40 2.84 3.61 4.45 4.90 5.55 5.96

Ritchie 2.29 2.58 3.31 3.82 4.50 4.86 5.30

Roane 2.33 2.64 3.37 3.87 4.54 4.89 5.35

Summers 2.43 2.83 3.61 4.30 4.87 5.50 5.90

Tav l or- 2.34 2.72 3.43 4.10 4.72 5.12 5.65

Tucker 2.39 2.83 3.62 4.45 4.88 5.50 6.00

Tyler 2.28 2.55 3.28 3.80 4.46 4.84 5.20

Upshur 2.37 2.75 3.49 4.22 4.79 5.25 5.77

Wayne 2.42 2.74 3.49 3.95 4.58 4.99 5.40

Webster 2.39 2.76 3.55 4.30 4.82 5.40 5.85

Wetzel 2.28 2.58 3.28 3.85 4.50 4.86 5.25

Wirt 2.29 2.58 3.32 3.80 4.45 4.82 5.20

Wood 2.28 2.55 3.29 3.76 4.37 4.77 5.07

Wyoming 2.41 2.77 3.56 4.07 4.75 5.25 5.65



EXHIBIT 2-2

RUNOFF CURVE NUMBERS (CN'S) GENERAL AGRICULTURAL AREAS

Description Hydrologic Hydrologic Soil Group
Condition A B C D

Fallow
Straight row 77 86 91 94

Row Crops
Straight row Poor 72 81 88 91
Straight row Good 67 78 85 89
Contoured Poor 70 79 84 88
Contoured Good 65 75 82 86
Contoured & terraced Poor 66 74 80 82
Contoured & terraced Good 62 71 78 81

Small Grain
Straight row Poor 65 76 84 88
Straight row Good 63 75 83 87
Contoured Poor 63 74 82 85
Contoured Good 61 73 81 84
Contoured & terraced Poor 61 72 79 82
Contoured & terraced Good 59 70 78 81

Close-Seeded Legumes or
Rotation Headow

Straight row Poor 66 77 85 89
Straight row Good 58 72 81 85
Contoured Poor 64 75 83 85
Contoured Good 55 69 78 83
Contoured & terraced Poor 63 73 80 83
Contoured & terraced Good 51 67 76 80

Pasture or Range
No mechanical treatment Poor 68 79 86 89
No mechanical treatment Fair 49 69 79 84
No mechanical treatment Good 39 61 74 80
Contoured Poor 47 67 81 88
Contoured Fair 25 59 75 83
Contoured Good 6 35 70 79

Meadow Good 30 58 71 78

Woods Poor 45 66 77 83
Fair 36 60 73 79
Good 25 55 70 77

Farmsteads 59 74 82 86

Roads, Including Rights-of-way
Dirt 72 82 87 89
Hard surface 74 84 90 92

Disturbed Areas 72 82 87 89
(Surface Mines, Timber Operations,
Deep Mines, Bare Acres. . . . . )



EXHIBIT 2-2

RUNOFF CURVE NUMBERS (CN'S)
URBAN AREAS-DEVELOPMENT COMPLETED AND VEGETATION ESTABLISHED

Description Hydrologic Soil Group
A B C D

Lawns, Parks, BoH Courses
Cemeteries, etc. 39 61 74 80

Pavement and Roogs-Commercial
and Business Areas 98 98 98 98

Row Houses, Town Houses, and
Residential with Lot Sizes
1/8 Acre or Less 80 85 90 95

Residential
Lot sizes of 1/4 acre 61 75 83 87
Lot sizes of 1/2 acre 53 70 80 85
Lot sizes of 1 acre 50 68 79 84
Lot sizes of 2 acres 47 66 77 81

RUNOFF CURVE NUMBERS (CN'S)
URBAN AREAS-DEVELOPMENT UNDER WAY, NO VEGETATION ESTABLISHED

Description Hydrologic Soil Group
A B C D

Newly Graded Area 81 89 93 95

Pavement and Roofs - Commercial
and Business Areas 98 98 98 98

Row Houses, Town Houses, and
Residential with Lot Sizes
1/8 Acre or Less 93 96 97 98

Residential
Lot sizes of 1/4 acre 88 93 95 97
Lot sizes of 1/2 acre 85 91 94 96
Lot sizes of 1 acre 82 90 93 95
Lot sizes of 2 acres 81 89 92 94



EXHIBIT 2-3

H Y D R 0 LOG Y: Soil Names and Hydrologic Soil Groups

Albrights - C
All egheny - B
Allen (See

Ga11ia)
Andover - D
Ashston - B
Atkins - D
Barbour - B
Basher - B
Belmont - B
Renevola - C
Berks - C
Blago - D
Blairton - C
Braddock - B
Bri nkerton - D
Brooke - D
Brook side - C
Buchanan - C
Calvin - C
Caneyville - C
Capti na - C
Carbo - C
Cavode - C
Chagri n - B
Chavies - B
Chil howie - C
Chili - B
Chilo - D
C1ark sbu rg - C
C1i fton - B
Clymer - B
Cook port - C
Cool vi 11e - C

Corydon - C
Cotago - C
Craigsville - B
Culleoka - B

*Dekalb - C
Dormont - C
Drall - C
Duffield - B
Duncannon - B
Dunmore - B
Dunning - D
Edgemont - B
Edom - C
E1 kin s - D
Elliber - A
Ernest - C
Faywood - C
Frank stown - B
Frederi ck - B
Gal1ia - B
Gilpin - C
Ginat - 0
Gl enford - C
Guern sey - C
Guthrie - D
Hackers - B
Hagerstown - C
Hazelton - B

**Holly - B/D
Ho1ston (See

Allegheny)
Huntington - B
Jefferson - B
Kanawha - B

Laidi 9 - C
Lakin - A
Landes - B
Latham - 0
Leetonia - C
Lehew - C
Lickdale - 0
Lick i ng - C
Lily - B
Linden - B
Li ndside - C
Litz - C
Lobdell - B
Markland - C
Ma ssanetta - B
Mcgary - C
Meckesvi 11 e - C
Melvin - 0
Mertz - C
Monongahela - C
Moshannon - B
Muck and Peat - 0
Murrill - B
Muskingum - C
Nolin - B
Nolo - 0
Opequon - C
Orrvil1 e - C
Otwell - C

***Phil 0 - B
Pi ckaway - C
Pope - B
Potomac - A
Purdy - 0

Ramsey - D
Rayne - B
Robert svi 11e - D
Rushtown - A
Schaffenaker - A
Sci otovi 11e - C
Sees - C
Senacaville - B
Sensabaugh - B
Sequatchie (See

Chavies)
Shelocta - B
Shouns - B
Summers - B
Teas (Calvin

high base
substratum - C

Til sit - C
Tioga - B
Tygart - 0
Tyler - D
Upshur - 0
Vandalia - D
Vincent - C
Waynesboro - B

****Weikert - C/O
Well ston - B
Westmore1and - B
Wharton - C
Wheel i ng - B
Woodsfield - C
Zoar - C

For Soil varients contact the State Soil Scientist for Hydrolc~ic Group

* For Dekalb, use B where bedrock is fractured.
** For Holly, use B is drained, D if undrained.

*** For Philo, use C unless water table is lowered by complete drainage system.
**** For Weikert, use C unless water table is lowered by completed drainage system.





PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE II STORM DISTRIBUTION
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE II STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES- FLAT _
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE ]I STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES-~FL~A~T _
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE II STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES-~F~LA~T~ __
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE II STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES-~f~L~U~ __
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE II STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES-~f~LA~T~ __

CURVE NUMBER-~
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE ]I STORM DISTRIBUTION

SlOPES-~FL~A~i _
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE 1I STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES- MODERATE

CURVE NUMBER-~
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE II STORM DISTRIBUTION
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE n STORM DISTRIBUTION
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CURVE NUMBER- 70
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE :IT STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES- MODERATE

CURVE NUMBER-~
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE IT STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES- MODERATE

CURVE NUMBER--l!.L
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE n STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES- MODERATE

CURVE NUMBER--....lL-
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE II STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES- MODERATE

CURVE NUMBER----!2-
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE II STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES- STEEP

CURVE NUMBER- 60
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE IT STORM DISTRIBUTION
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE ]I STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES-~s~T~E~EP~ ___
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE 1I STORM DISTRIBUTION
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE ]I STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES-__~sT~E~EP __
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE II STORM CISTRIBUTiON
1------------------------------------------1
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS

TYPE n STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES-~s~T;E~EP~ ___
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR WATERSHEDS OF I TO 5 ACRES

TYPE II STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES FLAT
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR WATERSHEDS OF I TO 5 ACRES
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR WATERSHEDS OF I TO 5 ACRES

TYPE II STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES STEEP
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PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR WATERSHEDS OF I TO 5 ACRES

TYPE II STORM DISTRIBUTION

SLOPES STEEP

CN 75 CN 80 CN 85
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EXHIBIT 2-5

INTERPOLATING FACTORS

FOR VARIOUS SLOPES AND DRAINAGE AREAS

Steep Slope& - round to
nearest % slope shown

: i
I (Use discharge values from EXhibitl
2-4 & 2-4A sheets Labe Led "s t.eeo ")

Slope Ac;es i
% 1-50 51-500

.43 I

.55

.64

.71

.77

.88
1.00
1.16

from EXhibitl
"Flat")

Acres I
51-500 I1-50

.47

.58

.66

.74

.79

.89
1.00
1.13

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.7
1.0
2.0

(Use discharge values
2-4 & 2-4A sheets labeled
Slope

%

8 .92 .88
9 .93 .90

10 .94 .91
11 .95 .93
12 .96 .94
13 .97 .96
14 .98 .97
15 .99 .99
16 1.00 1.00
17 1.01 1.02
18 1.02 1.03
19 1.03 1.05
20 1.04 1. 08
25 1.08 1.14
30 1.11 1.20

I 35 1.13 1. 24
, 40 1.16 1. 29

45 1.18 1. 31
! 50 1. 21 1. 34

I
55 1. 23 1. 35
60 1.26 1.37

i 65 1. 28 1. 39
I 70 1. 30 1. 40
I 75 1.32 1.42

.95
1.00
1.05
1.10
1.13

from Exhibi
"Moderate" )

Acres
51-5001-50

.96
1.00
1.04
1.07
1.09

3
4
5
6
7

(Use discharge values
2~4 & 2-4A sheets labeled
Slope

%
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EXHIBIT 2-6
IWNOFF FOR INCIII~S OF Hi\INFi\1.1.

( Cu rv e No. 55 )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 o. [ 0.2 o.~ 0.1\ 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

:2 0.02 0.03 0.01\ 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16

3 0.19 0.22 0.25 0.28 0.31 0.34 0.37 0.41 0.45 0.49

4 0.53 0.57 0.61 0.65 0.69 0.73 0.78 0.83 0.88 0.93

5 0.98 1.03 1.08 1.13 1.18 1. 23 1. 28 1. 34 1.40 1. 46

6 1. 52 1. 58 1.63 l. 69 1. 75 1. 81 1. 87 1.93 1. 99 2.06

7 2.12 2.18 2.24 2.31 2.38 2.44 2.5] 2.58 2.64 2.7]

H 2.78 2.85 2.92 z , 99 3.06 :).13 3.20 3.27 3.34 3.41

9 3.48 3.56 3.63 :1.70 3.78 3.85 3.92 3.99 1\.07 4.15

]0 4.22 4.30 4.38 ,1.45 4.53 4.61 4.69 4.76

I
4.84 4.91

(Curve No. 56)

lnchcs/Tenlhs 0.0 (J. J 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.8 0.9

0

] 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
., 0.02 (J.O:l 0.0-1 0.00 O.OH o . 10 0.12 0.1.1 0.16 0.19

3 0.22 0.25 0.28 0.31 0.34 0.38 0.42 0.45 0.49 0.53

4 0.57 0.61 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.84 0.89 0.94 0.99

5 1.04 1.09 j • J1\ I . 19 I. 25 1 .31 1.37 1. 42 1. 48 1. 54

6 ] .60 1.66 l.n 1.78 l. 84 l. 90 1. 90 2.02 2.08 2.15

7 2.22 2.28 2.35 2. -12 2.48 2.55 2.62 2.69 2.76 2.83

8 2.90 2.97 3.0-1 :I. j I 3. ] 8 3.25 :1.32 3.39 3.46 3.53

9 3.00 3.68 3.76 3.l:n :L 91 3.99 '1. 06 1\ . ] 3 4.20 4.28

10 11.30 tl.tltl IJ • 5:~ tl . :'9 1J.67 tl.75 tl.H3 11.91 1J.98 5.06



HUNOFF FOR INCHES OF HAINFALL
(Curve No. 57)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 o .) 0.3 D.II 0.5 D.ti Cl.7 0.8 D.9

0

1 0.00 0.00 Cl.OO O.DO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OJ O.O:.!

2 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.09 O. I [ 0.13 0.16 0.19 o 'J')

3 0.25 0.28 0.31 0.34 0.37 0.41 0.45 0.49 0.53 0.58

4 0.62 0.66 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05

5 1.10 1.15 1. 21 1. 27 1. 32 1.37 1.43 1. 49 1. 55 1. 61

6 1.67 1. 73 1. 80 1. 86 1.92 1. 99 2.05 2.12 2.18 2.25

7 2.31 2.38 2.45 2.51 2.58 2.65 2.72 2.79 2.86 2.93

8 3.00 3.07 3.14 3.22 3.29 3.36 3.44 3.51 3.58 3.66

9 3.73 3.81 3.88 3.96 4.03 4.11 4.18 4.26 4.34 4.4~

10 11.50 11.57 1J.6:i 11.7:\ '1.81 11.89 11.97 5.05 5.13 5.21

(Curve No. 58)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 O 0)
.~ 0.3 0.11 0.5 o.ti 0.7 0.8 0.9

0

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03

2 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.24

3 0.27 0.30 0.34 0.38 0.41 0.45 0.49 0.53 0.57 0.61

4 0.66 0.71 0.76 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1 .11

5 L. ! 7 J .).J J .::'7 I.:n 1.39 1.115 J .51 1.57 !.63 1.69.~~

6 1. 76 1.82 1.88 J.95 2.01 2.07 2.14 2.21 2.27 2.34

7 2.41 2.48 2.55 2.61 2.68 2.75 2.82 2.90 2.97 3.04

8 3.11 3.18 3.26 3.33 3.40 3.118 3.55 3.63 3.70 3.78

9 3.83 3.93 4.01 4.08 '1.16 4.24 4.32 4.39 4.47 4.55..... 10 4.63 4.71 4.79 4.87 4.95 5.03 5.11 5.19 5.27 5.35



RUNOFF FOR INCHES OF RAINFALL
(Curve No. 59)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.11 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03

2 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.24 0.27

3 0.30 0.33 0.37 0.41 0.45 0.49 0.53 0.57 0.62 0.67

4 0.71 0.76 0.81 0.86 0.91 0.96 1.0 l 1. 07 ] . l 2 1.18

5 1. 23 1.29 1.35 1. 111 J .47 1. 53 1.59 1. 65 1.71 1 .77

6 1. 83 1.90 1. 97 2.03 2.10 2.17 2.23 2.30 2.37 2.44

7 2.51 2.58 2.65 2.72 2.79 2.86 2.93 3.00 3.08 3.15

8 3.22 3.30 3.37 3.45 3.52 3.60 3.67 3.75 3.82 3.90

9 3.98 4.05 11.13 4.21 11.29 4.37 4.45 4.53 4.60 4.68

10 4.76 4.84 4.9::: 5.00 5.09 5.17 5.25 5.33 5.41 5.49

(Curve No. 60)

Lnclte s Z'I'en t.h s 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04

2 0.06 O.OS 0.10 o . 12 O. J 4 0.17 0.20 0.2:> 0.27 0.30

;\ O. 3~) 0.37 O.tll O.IJ~ 0.tl9 0.53 0.57 0.6~ 0.67 0.72

.j 0.76 0.81 0.86 0.91 0.97 1.03 1.08 1. 13 1.19 J .25

5 1 . ~50 I. :,6 1 . 4;~ [ .'18 1.54 1. 6 L 1. 67 1. 73 1. 80 1. 86

0 I . 9:~ 1.99 2.0ti :~. 12 :2. I ~ 2.2ti 2 .. ~3 2.40 2.47 2.54

7 2.oJ 2.08 2.7'j ::.82 2.89 2.97 3.04 3. II 3. j 8 3.~6

8 3.34 3.41 3.49 3.56 3.64 :,.72 3.79 3.87 3.95 4.03

9 4.10 4.18 4.26 11.34 4.42 11.50 4.58 4.66 4.74 4.82

10 4.90 '1.98 5.07 s , 15 5.D s . 3 J 5.39 5.48 5.56 5.64



RUNOFF FOR INCHES OF Il/\INFALL
(Curve No. () I )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 o.~ 0.9

0

1 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

:2 0.07 0.09 O. It O.liI O. ] 7 O.~O 0.23 0.26 0.29 f). 3 ~

3 a . :)0 0.40 0.44 O.II~ 0.52 0.57 0.h2 0.67 0.71 0.76

4 0.81 0.86 0.91 0.96 1 .02 1.08 1.13 1.19 1. 25 1. 31

5 1. 37 1.43 ] . /~9 1. 55 t .01 1 .68 I • '71 I .8] j .87 l .9<1

6 2.0) 2.07 :~ . I iI :~ . 21 :~. :-!~ ~. 3 ~-j '2.iI '2 '2. /1 ~ 2 . ~)b ~.ti::;

7 2.70 2.77 2.HIJ 2.91 :~. 9H 3.06 3 . I IJ 3.~~ 3.29 3.37

8 3.44 3.52 3.00 3.67 3.75 3.83 3.91 3.99 4.07 4.14

9 4.22 4.30 4.38 4.46 4.54 !J.62 4.71 4.79 4.87 4.95

10 5.03 5.11 5.20 5.28 5.36 ~.4IJ 5.53 5.0 l 5.70 5.n

(Curve No. 62)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0

1 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07

2 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.22 0.25 0.28 0.32 0.36

3 0.40 0.44 0 ..48 0.52 0.56 0.61 0.66 0.71 0.76 0.81

4 0.86 0.91 0.96 1.02 1.08 ] .14 1. 20 1. 26 1. 32 1. 38

5 1.44 1. 50 1. 56 ] .62 L68 1. 74 1. 81 1. 88 1. 95 2.02

6 2.09' 2.10 2.23 2.30 2.37 2.411 2.51 z. 58 2.65 2.72

7 2.80 2.87 2.94 3.02 3.09 3.17 3.24 3.32 3.110 3.48

8 3.55 3.63 3.71 3.79 3.86 3.94 4.02 4.10 4.H\ 4.26

9 4.34 4.42 4.50 4.59 4.67 4.75 4.83 4.91 5.0G 5.08

10 5.16 5.25 5.33 5.41 5.50 5.58 5.66 5.75 5.83 5.92



RUNOFF FOR INCHES OF RAINFALL
(Curve No. 63)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0

1 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.08

2 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.25 0.28 0.32 0.35 0.39

:; 0.43 0.47 0.52 0.57 0.61 0.66 0.71 0.76 0.81 0.86

4 0.92 0.98 1.03 1.09 1.15 1. 21 1. 26 1. 32 1.38 1.44

5 1. 51 1.58 1.64 J .70 1. 76 1.83 1. 90 1. 97 2.04 2.11

6 2.18 2.25 2.32 2.39 2.47 2.54 2.61 2.68 2.76 2.83

7 2.91 2.98 3.06 3.13 3.21 3.28 3.36 3.44 3.52 3.59

8 3.67 3.75 3.83 3.91 3.99 4.07 4.15 4.23 4.31 4.39

9 4.48 4.56 4.64 4.72 4.80 4.89 4.97 5.05 5.14 5.22

10 5.30 5.39 5~47 5.56 5.64 5.73 5.81 5.90 5.98 6.07

(Curve No. 64)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09

2 0.11 0.] 4 0.17 0.20 0.23 0.26 0.30 0.34 0.38 0.42

3 .47 0.5! . 0,56 0.00 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.91

'1 0.97 I.m I .09 I. ,~ I . ~ I I .20 1.32 ] .38 ] .115 1. 51

5 I . ~H I . Ii J1 , . '1 I I .rr I . ~J1 1.91 I . 9~ ~.O5 :.2 • I :2 :2. I 9

b ~ .26· ~.33 2.110 2.I1M 2.55 2.62 2.70 2.77 2.85 2.92

7 3.00 3.07 3.15 3.23 3.30 3.38 3.46 3.54 3.62 3.69

8 3.77 3.85 3.93 4.01 4.09 4.18 4.26 4.34 4.42 4.50

9 4.59 4.67 4.75 4.84 4.92 5.00 5.09 5.17 5.26 5.34

10 5.43 5.5] 5.59 5.68 5.76 5.85 5.94 6.02 6.11 6.20
,

\



IWNOfF FOn INCIlI':~; OF 11 .. \lNF,\I.L
(Curve No. (5)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.'1 0.5 (J • Ii 0.7 0.8 0.9
(""-----------,,---,-----.----,----,-----.----,-----,.------r--..---------..-

j
a
1 0.00 0.00 0.0/' 0.02 ().()~ 0.04

0.13 O. 16 0.19 ().26 (J •.W 0.33 0.37

3 0.50 0.55 O.oU 0.70 0.75 O.KO 0.86 O.9l U.97

4 ] .03 1.09 I /5 I .21 I .)'7. _. I. :i3 I .39 I .:1~

1.99

l.72

3. :~5

1 .78

:2.50

3.18

2.42

1. 72

3.] a
2.35

1. 65

7

5

6

.) ()" .) 1~ .).) (j )')" I_." _. .) _.~ _._0
~------+--~---+--4---~--~--+-_-.~12~r~~021

~ 3.64 ,j.I.\ .,.81
I

8

9

10

3.89

4.7]

5. :.W I
I

·1 • SU

5.65

"'.05

-l , 80

5.73

(Curve No . tih)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 o. ] 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 G --,.. 0.0 0.9

I I I , I I ! -', --.- .. - - ~ - ..-. _..
" -_. --------- _._.

iI

I !
, I I i !

I : I

0 ! I
, II

1 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12

2 0.15 0.13 0.21 (j. ~:) 0.29 O ..)3 0.37 O. ·11 0.45 0.50

3 0.55 O.hO 0.65 O.nO 0.75 U.dO (l.Bo 0.91 0.97 1 .03

4 1 .09 J .] 5 I .21 I .. :!.7
, ] .33 ] . ~i 9 I .116 I .53 1 .59 1 .66

5 1.73 1. 80 I .87 I . ~H 2.01 2.08 z . 15 2 .. ~2 .) 29 'J ~L. L",n
f----------'-- I

6 2.4,r 2.5J 2.59 'l..G7 2.7'" 2.82 'J' 9 .) 9 7 ' ~ (V I ., /.)c." .. I~'"-_.-
7 3.20 3.2tl 3.3ti 3.4'" 3.52 3.60 3.58 3.76 J. 3.8-1 3.93

8 4.01 4.09 -+ . 17 1.2ti 4.3 LI /1.4.3 I (I.~ 4~5S'-i~~;~i! ---.:j~
- 3'- r' ~ 5 hO~'J9 4.84 4.93 5.0: 5.10 :1. 1R 5.~7 ~) .•) ,).",j ..1 .1.0

10 5.70 5.78 5.87 5.90 h.05 0.1.) b')') ti ..31 5.40 6.-19. ~-

\



RUNOFF FOR INC liES OF IV\INFALL
(Curve No. 67 )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.:) O. II 0.:> o .« 0.7 O.H 0.9

0

1 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.0£ 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.12 0.15

2 0.18 0.21 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 0.40 0.44 0.49 0.54

3 0.59 0.64 0.69 0.74 0.79 0.85 0.91 0.97 1.03 1.09

4 1.15 1. 21 1. 27 J .34 1.40 1.1\7 ] .53 1. 60 1.67 l.74

5 1.81 1. 88 1. 95 2.02 2.09 2.16 2.23 2.31 2.39 2.46

6 2.54 2.61 2.69 2.76 2.84 2.92 3.00 3.08 3.] 5 3.23

7 3.31 :1.39 3.1\7 3.55 3.64 3.72 3.80 3.88 3.96 4.04

8 4.13 1\.21 11.29 11.38 1\.46 1!.5~ 4.03 1J.71 /).80 11.89

9 4.97 ~.Ofi 5. III 5.23 ;l.3J 5.40 5.49 5.58 5.66 5.75

10 5.84 5.92 6.01 6.10 6.19 6.28 6.36 6.45 6.54 6.63

(Curve No. 68)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0

1 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.11 0.13 0.16

2 0.] 9 0.23 0.26 0.30 0.34 0.38 0.43 0.48 0.53 0.58

3 0.63 0.68' 0,73 0.78 0.84 0.90 0.96 1.02 1.08 1.14
,1 1. 20 1. 26 J .33 1.40 1.47 1 .53 1.60 1.67 1.74 1. 81

5 1.88 I .95 2.02 2.09 2.16 2.2·1 ~.32 2.39 :2.47 2.54

6 2.62 2.70 2.78 2.85 2.93 3.01 3.09 3.17 3.25 3.33

7 3.41 3.49 3.57 3.65 3.73 3.82 3.90 3.99 4.07 4.15

8 4.23 4.32 4.40 4.49 4.57 4.66 4.74 4.83 4.91 5.00

9 5.09 5.17 5.26 5.35 5.43 5.52 5.61 5.70 5.78 5.87

10 5.96 6.05 6.14 6.23 6.32 6.40 6.49 6.58 6.67 6.76

\



rWN01"F FOH INC ms (}!,' IU\INFi\Lf.
(Curve No . (9)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 O· 'J. "- 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0

1 0.00 O. OJ O.O~ O.OJ o.()~) n.07 0.09 O. I:.: 0.15 018

2 o 'J') 0.25 0.29 0.:>:\ 0.38 O. -\2 0.47 0.52 0.57 Ij. h::'.~~

3 0.07 O. "1'2 O.7M 0.8·1 O.YO O.9h I .0:': 1 .OK I 11 I .:.:()

4 I .2'7 I . :l:i I . /]0 I . /17 I r. -- j .tiO I • t) 7 I . "(/\ I • MI J .~~• oJ. ~

5 I .9ti :.:.C);) ~1. .. 10 ., I I~
.) -o r;

~~ .. ~):) :.' .1 o 2.4H ..! .. ~(l ~.h~0- • _.1

6 2.71 : ~ .. i~) :.'. 1:\'1 :..~ .. 95 :i .o.: :.; .. I I :' .. Iy :i. 2.7 ~- .-, t: .i .. J:;,J .. ,):l

7 3.51 3.60 3.68 :l.7ti 3.84 3.93 ·'1.0) 4.10 4.18 4.26

8 4.35 4.44 /1.52 It .01 4.69 !J.78 L!.86 4.95 5.04 5.U

9 5.21 5.:'0 5.39 5.'18 5.5ti S.h5 5.7"1 5.82 5.91 6.00

10 6.09 b.18 (j. n ti . .-ib h ./1:) ti . 5·1 b.63 6.72 b.8J ti.SO

(Curve No. 70)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

I

0

1 0.00 0.0) 0.02 O.Cit) 0.06 0.08 O. Jl 0.14 0.17 0.20

2 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.30 O.LlO 0.45 o .50 0.55 0.60 0.65

3 0.71 0.77' 0.83 O.8~ 0.95 L. 01 J .07 O. 13 1. J 9 1.25

4 1.33 1 .110 i .46 ' r.~ 1.00 1 . ri 7 I .71:1 1. 81 1. 88 1. 96J • 010)

5 2.04 1.]1 2.19 'J 'J' :.'.33 :.'.41 2.49 2.57 2.64 2.72~.~t'l

6 2.80 2.88 2.96 3. UL1 :l.U 3.21 3.29 3.37 3.45 3.53

7 3.61 3.70 3.79 3.87 :l.95 4.04 4.12 4.20 4.28 4.37

8 4.46 4.55 01. b/l 11 . 7:~ 4.81 -1.90 /1.0H S.07 :i. I b 0.25

9 5.33 5.'12 5.51 5.tiO 5.h~ 5.78 S.~7 5.96 6.05 b.14

10 6.23 6.32 ti .ill 0.50 b.59 6.68 6.77 6.86 6.95 7.04

\



RUNOFF FOR INCliES OF RAINFALL
(Curve No. 71 )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 o. 1 o 0) 0.3 0.-1 0.5 0.0 0.7 o.s 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05, 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.22

2 0.26 0.30 0.34 0.39 0.44 0.49 0.54 0.59 0.6-1 0.70

3 0.76 0.82 0.88 0.94 1.00 1.06 1.13 1.19 1.26 1. 33

4 1.39 1.46 1. 53 1.60 1. 67 1. 74 1. 81 1. 89 1. 97 2.04

5 2.11 2.19 2.27 2.311 2.42 2.50 2.58 2.66 2.74 2.82

6 2.90 2.98 3.06 3. ]Ij 3.22 3.30 3.38 3.47 3.55 3.63

7 3.72 3.80 3.88 :\.97 4.06 4.14 4.23 4.32 4.40 4.49

8 4.58 11.67 11.75 -1.R~ 11 . 9:\ 5.02 5. J 0 5.19 5.28 5.37

9 5.116 5.55 5.0-1 5.7:\ 5.82 5.90 5.99 6.08 ti . 17 6.27

10 6.36 0.45 0.5-1 ti.ti:> 0.72 n.Rl 6.90 6.99 7.08 7. I R

(Curve No. 72)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00

1 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.17 0.21 0.25

2 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.113 0.48 0.5:\ 0.58 0.63 0.69 0.75

3 0.81 0.87' 0.93 0.99 L05 1.12 1.19 1.26 1.32 1.39

4 1.46 1. 53 ] .60 1. 68 1. 75 1.82 1. 89 1. 97 2.05 2.12

5 2.19 2.27 2.35 2.113 2.51 2.59 2.67 2.75 2.83 2.91
tj z , 99' :\.08 3.] 6 :\.211 :\.:\2 3.111 3.49 3.57 3.66 3.75

7 3.83 .3.91 4.00 II.OR 11.17 4.26 4.35 4.44 4.52 4.61

8 4.69 4.78 11.87 II • 96 5.05 5.14 5.23 5.31 5.40 5.49

9 5.58 5.67 5.76 5.85 5.94 6.03 6.13 6.22 6.31 6.40

10 6.119 6.58 6.67 0.76 6.85 6.95 7.04 7.13 7.22 7.31

\



RUNOFF FOR I~CHES OF RAINfALL
(Curve xo . 73 )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

1 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.~8

2 0.32 0.37 0.41 O. ,1tj 0.52 0.57 0.62 0.68 0.74 0.80

3 0.86 0.92 0.98 1.011 I . ] 1 1.18 I . 2~ I. 32 1.39 I .116

4 1. 53 I .60 1. 67 1.75 l.82 1.90 1.97 2.011 z. 12 2.20

5 2.28 2.36 2.411 2.52 2.60 2.68 2.76 2.8'1 2.92 3.00

6 3.09 3.17 3,25 3.34 3.43 3.51 3.60 3.68 3.76 3.85

7 3.94 4.02 4.11 4.20 4.29 4.37 4.46 4.55 4.64 4.73

8 4.81 4.90 4.99 5.08 5.17 5.26 5.35 5.44 5.53 5.62

9 5.71 5.80 5.89 5.98 6.07 6.16 6.25 6.35 6.44 6.53

10 6.62 6.71 6.81 6.90 6.99 7.08 7.17 7.27 7.36 7.45

(Curve No. 74)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0 0.01

1 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.27 0.31

2 0.35 0.40 0.1l5 0.50 0.55 0.61 0.67 0.73 0.79 0.85

3 0.91 0.97 1.04 1.11 1.18 1.25 1.32 1.38 1.45 1. 52

4 1.60 1.68 1. 75 1. 83 1. 90 1.98 2.06 2.13 2.21 2.29

5 2.37 2.45 2.53 2.61 2.69 2.78 2.86 2.94 3.02 3.10

6 3.19 3.28 3.36 3.45 3.53 3.62 3.70 3.79 3.88 3.96

7 4.05 4.14 4.23 4.31 4.39 4.48 4.57 4.66 4.75 4.84

8 '1.93 5.02 5.11 ~i . 20 S.29 5.38 5. '17 5.56 5.65 ~i . 7 ~j

9 5.84 5.93 6.02 6.11 6.20 6.29 6.38 6.47 6.56 6.65

10 6.75 6.84 0.94 7.03 7.12 7.21 7.30 7.40 7. so 7.60



RUNOFF FOR [NCJlE~; OF I/!\ L'H';\LL
(Curve No. nl)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

1 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.28 0.33

2 0.38 0.43 0.48 0.53 0.59 0.65 0.71 0.77 0.83 0.89

3 0.95 1.02 1.09 1.16 1.23 1.30 1.37 1.44 1. 52 1. 59

4 1.67 1. 74 1. 82 1. 89 1.97 2.04 2.12 2.20 2.28 2.36

5 2.44 2.52 2.61 2.69 2.77 2.85 2.94 3.02 3.11 3.19

6 3.27 3.36 3.45 3.53 3.62 3.71 3.79 3.88 3.97 4.06

7 4.15 4.24 4.32 4.40 4.49 4.58 4.67 4.76 4.86 4.95

8 5.04 5.13 5.22 5.31 5.40 5. tt9 5.58 5.67 5.76 5.85

9 5.94 6.04 6 . 13 6.22 6.32 6.41 6.50 6.59 6.68 6.78

10 6.87 6.96 7.05 7.15 7.24 7.34 7.43 7.53 7.63 7.73

(Curve No. 76 )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02

1 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1] 0.15 0.19 0.23 0.27 0.31 0.36

2 0.41 0.1\6 fl.51 (L :17 O.t13 0.69 0.75 0.8/ 0.88 0.95

3 1. 01 J .08 1.15 1.22 J .29 J .36 1.-13 1. 51 1. 58 1.66

-1 1 .711 1. 81 J .89 1.97 2.05 2.1:) 2.21 2.29 2.37 2.46

5 2.54 2.62 2.70 2.78 2.87 2.95 3.04 3.12 3.21 3.29

6 3.38 3.47 3.55 3.64 3.73 3.81 3.90 3.99 4.08 4.17

7 4.26 4.35 4.44 4.53 4.62 4.71 4.80 4.89 4.98 5.07

I} 5.16 5.25 5.34 5.43 5.52 5.61 5.70 5.80 5.89 5.98

9 6.07 6.17 6.26 6.35 6.45 6.54 6.63 6.73 6.82 6.91

10 7.01 7.10 7. 19 7.28 7.37 7.47 7.57 7.66 7.75 7.85



RUNOFF FOR INCHES OF Ri\I:'iFi\LL
(Curve No. 77 )

Inches; Te:1ths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03

1 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.14 0.18 0.22 0.26 0.30 0.34 0.39

2 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.62 0.68 0.74 0.80 0.86 0.93 1.00

3 1.07 1.14 1. 21 1.28 1.35 1. 43 1.50 1. 57 1.65 1. 73

4 1. 81 1.89 1. 97 2.05 2.13 2.21 2.29 2.37 2.45 2.53

5 2.62 2.70 2.79 2.87 2.96 3.04 3. J 3 :3 ,).) :L30 3.39.... ~ ....

6 3.48 3.56 3.65 3.74 3.83 3.92 4.00 4.09 4.H\ 4.27

7 4.36 4.45 4.54 4.63 4.72 4.81 4.90 5.00 5.09 5.] 8

8 5.27 5.36 5.45 5.55 5.64 5.73 5.82 5.92 6.01 6.10

9 6.19 6.29 6.38 6.47 6.57 6.66 6.76 6.85 0.94 7.04

10 7.13 7.23 7.32 7.42 7.51 7.60 7.70 7.79 7.8!:)
7.

98
1

(Curve No. 78)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03

1 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.19 0.23 0.27 0.32 0.37 0.42

2 0.48 0.54 0.60 0.66 0.72 0.79 0.86 0.93 0.99 1.06

3 1.13 1. 20 1.27 1.35 1.43 1.50 1.58 1. 65 1. 73 1. 81

4 1.89 1. 97 2.05 2.13 2.22 2.30 2.38 2.46 2.54 2.63

5 2.72 2.81 2.89 2.98 3.06 3.15 3.24 3.32 3.41 3.50

6 3.59 3.67 3.76 3.85 3.94 4.03 4.12 4.22 4.31 4.39

7 4.48 4.58 4.67 4.76 4.85 4.94 5.03 5.12 5.22 5.31

8 5.40 5.49 5.58 5.67 5.77 5.86 5.95 '6.05 6. 14 6.24

9 6.33 6.43 6.52 6.6\ 6.71 6.80 6.90 6.99 7.09 7.18

10 7.27 7.37 7.46 7.56 7.65 7.75 7.84 7.94 8.04 8.13



RUNOFF FOR INCIlES rJF RI\I\lF,\LL
(Curve No. 79)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 O.d 0.9

a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.05

1 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.17 0.21 0.26 0.31 0.36 0.41 0.46

2 0.52 0.58 0.64 0.70 0.77 0.84 0.91 0.98 1.05 I 1.12

3 1.19 1.26 1.34 1.42 1.49 1 .56 1. 64 1. 72 1.80 1. 88

4 1.96 2.04 2.13 2.2] 2.29 2.38 2.46 2.55 2.63 2.72

5 2.80 2.89 2.98 3.07 3.15 3.24 3.32 3.41 3.50 3.59

6 3.68 3.77 3.86 3.95 4.04 4.13 4.22 4.31 4.40 4.49

7 4.58 4.68 4.77 4.86 4.95 5.0t! 5.13 5.23 5.32 I 5.42

8 5.51 5.60 5.68 5.78 5.88 5.98 6.07 6.16 6.26 I 6.35

9 6.45 6.54 6.63 6.73 6.82 6.92 7.01 7.11 7.20 I 7.30

10 7.;)9 7.'19 7.58 7.68 7.77 7.87 7.97 8.06 8.16 8.25

(Curve No. 80)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.05

1 0.08 0.11 0.15 0.19 0.24 0.29 0.34 0.39 0.44 0.50

2 0.56 0.62 0.68 0.75 0.82 0.89 0.96 1.03 1.10 1.17

3 1.25 1.33 1.40 1.48 I .56 1.64 1.72 1. 80 1. 88 1. 96

.1 2.0<1 2.12 2.20 2.29 2.38 2.46 2.55 2.63 2.7'2 2.81

5 2.89 2.~H 3.07 :1. 16 -. .)r. 3.311 3. ·13 - .... ) :>.61 3.69.) ...... ) .v , ;:'1 ....

(j J.n 3.87 :l.96 11 • O~) 11 • j 11 11.23 11.32 4.42,. 4.51 4.60

7 4.69 4.79 4.88 4.97 5.06 5.16 5.25 5.34 5.4t! 5.53

8 5.62 5.72 5.81 5.91 6.00 6.09 6.19 6.28 6.38 6.47

9 6.57 6.66 6.76 6.85 6.95 7.04 7.14 7.23 7.33 7.43

10 7.52 7.62 7.71 7.81 7.90 8.00 8.10 8. 19 8.29 8.38

I



nUNOFF FOIl I~;Clfl~S OF 1Ii\f~Ft\LL

(CIII'VC :In. ~I )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 n.oo 0.00 n.OI 0.02 0.04 0.07 I
1 O. 10 O. I :1 0.17 (J.~I 0.:11 o. -1 ~

,
0.5·1O.~ti O.:Hi 0.-18

2 0.60 O.nn 0.73 0.80 0.87 0.94 l.oJ 1.09 1. I ti 1. 23 I
I

3 1. 31 1.39 1.47 ] .55 1.63 1.71 1.79 1. 87 1. 95 2.03

4 2.12 2.20 2.29 2.37 2.46 2.55 2.63 2.72 2.81 2.89

5 2.98 3.07 3.16 3.25 3.34 3.43 3.52 3.61 3.70 3.79 I
6 3.88 3.97 4.06 4 . I ti 1.25 4.34 4.43 4.52 4.61 4.71

i
7 4.80 4.90 4.99 5.08 5.17 5.27 5.36 5.46 5.55 5.64

I
I

8 5.74 5. 8'~ 5.93 b.02. ri , I I 6.20 6.29 6.39 6. ·19 0.59

9 6. 09 ti.79 ti.88 h.9l 7.0n 7. 15 7.25 7.35 7 ..);i 7 . ~\ ~)

10 7.hl] 1./11 1 . Hil i . ll., /'\ • (J:) /'\. I:.: t\ • :! I ~ ..i I
H.!ll I ~L ~) j

(Curve No. 82 )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.08

1 O. 11 0.15 0.19 0.2tl 0.29 0.3/1 0.40 O.4ti 0.52 (J.58

2 0.ti5 0.72 0.78 0.85 0.92 0.99 J .06 J • 14 1. 22 L. 30

3 1. 38 1.46 l. 53 ] .6] 1.69 1.77 1.86 1. 94 2.02 2.. 1 1

4 2.20 2.29 2.38 2.40 2.55 2.htl 2.73 2. g] 2.90 2.99

5 3.08 3.17 3.26 3.35 3.44 3.53 3.62 3.7] 3.80 3.89

6 3.98 4.07 4.17 4.26 4.35 4.45 4.54 4.63 4.73 4.82..
7 4.91 5.0] 5.11 5.20 5.29 5.39 5.48 5.57 5.67 5.76

8 5.86 5.95 n.05 6. III 6.24 6.33 6.4:) 6.53 6.1i~ 0.7]

9 6.81 6.91 7.01 7.11 7.21 7.30 7.40 7.49 7.59 7.68

10 7.77 7.87 7.97 8.07 8.17 8.26 8.36 8.46 8.55 8.64



RUNOFF FOR INCllES OF Ri\INf,\LL
(Curve No. 83 )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
-.

I

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.09

1 0.13 0.17 0.22 0.27 0.32 0.38 0.44 0.50 0.56 0.63

2 0.70 0.76 0.83 0.91 0.98 1.06 1.13 l . :~ 1 1. 29 1.37

3 1. 45 1 .53 1. 61 1.69 1.77 1.86 1.94 ", - 2 .11 2.:W•• ~ \. . J

4 2.29 2.37 2.46 2.55 2.64 2.73 2.82 ;0.91 3.00 3.08

5 3.17 3.26 3.35 3.45 3.54 3.63 3.72 3.81 3.90 4.00

6 4.09 4.18 4.28 4.37 4.46 4.55 4.65 4.74 4.84 4.93

7 5.02 5.12 5.21 5.31 5.40 5.50 5.60 5.69 5.78 5.88

8 5.98 6.07 6.17 6.26 6.36 6.45 6.55 6.65 6.74 6.84

9 6.93 7.03 7.13 7.22 7.32 7.42 7.51 7.61 7.71 7.80

10 7.90 8.00 8.09 8.l9 8.29 8.:FI 8.48 8.58 8.68 8.77

(Curve No. 84 )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.11

1 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.41 0.48 0.54 0.61 0.68

2 0.74 0.82 0.89 0.97 J .04 1 . J 2 1.20 1. 28 1. 36 1. 4-1

3 1.52 1.60 1.68 1.77 1. 85 1. 94 2.03 2.11 2.20 2.29

4 2. :)7 2. ,16 2.55 2.6-1 2.73 2.82 2.91 3.00 3.09 :3. 18

5 3.n I 3.37 3.46 :,.55 3.64 3.73 3.82 3.92 4.01 4. [1

6 -1.20 4.29 4.39 4.'18 4.58 4.67 4.76 4.86 4.95 5.05

7 5. 14 5.2/1 5.33 5 . II:) 5.52 5.62 s . 71 5.81 5.91 6.00

8 6.10 6.20 6.30 6.39 6.48 6.58 6.68 6.77 6.87 6.97

9 7.06 7.16 7.26 7.35 7.45 7.55 7.65 7.74 7.84 7.91\

10 8.03 8.13 H. :~3 H.:n 8.'12 ~.;i2 8.til 8.71 8.81 8.91

I



RUNOFF FOR n;clIF:s OF IV\I:-JF;\LL
[Cu r-vc ,'Ill. ~5)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.,1 0.5 0.6 0.7 O.~ 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 (J.OO 10.00 0.01 0.03 0.06 o, OY 0.1:)

1 0.18 o 'J') 0.28 O. ~5;) 0.39 0.45 0.52 0.59 0.ti5 0.73
.~~

2 0.80 0.87 0.95 1.02 J • [0 1.18 1 .26 1.34 1. 42 1. 51

3 1. 59 1. 68 1. 76 l. 85 i , 93 2.02 2. tt 2.20 2.28 ~.37

4 2.46 2.55 2. (14 2.7:1 z , H2 2.9J 3.00 3.09 3. 19 3.28

5 3.37 3.'47 3.56 3.65 3.74 3.84 3.93 4.03 4.12 4.21

6 4.31 4./10 4.50 4.59 5.69 4.78 4.87 4.97 5.06 5. J6

7 5.26 5.35 5. -rs 5.55 5.04 1 5 • 7 11 5.84 5.93 6.03 6. 12

8 6 'J') 6 .. i~ ti.41 ti.50 (i. tiO h.7U li.80 0.90 ti.C)~) -; .Wl
.-~

9 7.19 7.28 7.:\~ 7.I11l 7.57 7.b7 7.77 7.87 7.97 ,Lab

10 8. 16 8.26 8.35 8.45 8.55 8.65 8.75 8.81 8.94 9.04

(Curve No. 8b)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.07 O. 11 0.15

1 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.36 0.42 0.49 0.56 0.63 0.70 0.77

2 0.85 0.92 1.00 1.08 ] . 16 J .z-: 1 .33 t . 41 i . 49 1. 57

3 1.66 1. 74 l. 83 1. 92 2.00 2.09 2.18 2.27 2.36 2.45

4 2.54 2.63 2.12 2.81 2.91 3.00 3.09 3.18 3.28 3.37

5 3.46 3.56 3.65 3.74 3.83 3.93 4.02 4.12 4.21 4.31

6 4.40 4.50 4.59 4.69 4.78 4.88 4.98 5.07 5.17 5.27

7 5.36 5.46 5.55 5.65 5.74 5 . 8/~ 5.94 6.03 6. ] 3 6 'J '). ~ ...

8 6.32 6.42 6.52 6.61 6.71 6.8 ! 6.9] 7.01 7.10 7.20

9 7.30 7.40 7.50 7.60 7.70 7.79 7.88 7.98 8.08 8. 18

10 8.27 8.37 8.47 8.57 8.67 8.76 8.8tl 8.96 9.06 9.16



RUNOFF FOH INCHES OF HAI:\F.:,:"L
(Curve No. 87)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 o. ] 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 O.'J

O' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.13 0.17

! 0.22 0.28 0.34 0.40 0.47 0.54 0.61 0.69 0.75 0.83

2 0.91 0.98 1.06 1. 15 1. 23 1. 31 1.39 1.47 1. 56 1. 65

3 1. 74 i . 83 1. 92 2.01 2.09 2.18 2.27 2.36 2.45 2.55

4 2.64 2.73 2.82 2.9J 3.01 3.] 0 3.19 3.28 3.38 3.47

5 3.57 3.67 3.76 3.85 3.95 4.04 4.13 4.23 4.32 4.42

6 4.51 4.61 4.71 4.80 4.90 , 5.00 5.09 5.19 5.29 5.38

7 5.48 5.58 5.67 5.77 5.87 5.97 6.06 6.16 6.25 6.35

8 6.45 6.55 6.64 6.71\ 6.84 6.94 7.03 7.13 7.23 7.33

9 7.43 7.52 7.62 7.72 7.81 7.91 8.01 8.11 8.21 8.31

10 8.41 8.51 8.61 8.70 8.80 8.90 9.00 9.10 9.20 9.30

(Curve No. 88)

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.10 0.15 0.20

1 0.25 0.31 0.38 0.44 0.51 0.58 0.65 0.73 0.81 0.88

2 0.96 1.04 1.12 1.21 1. 30 1.38 1.47 J .55 1.64 1. 73

3 1.82 1. 90 1. 99 ~.O8 2.17 2.26 2.35 2.44 2.54 2.63

4 2.72 2.82 2.91 3.00 3.10 3.19 3.29 3.38 3.47 3.57

5 3.66 3.76 3.85 3.95 4.05 4.14 4.23 4.33 4.42 4.52

6 4.62 4.72 4.81 /1.9] 5.01 5.10 5.20 5.29 5.39 5.49

7 5.58 5.68 5.78 5.88 5.97 6.07 6.17 6.27 6.36 6.46

8 6.56 6.66 6.75 6.85 6.95 7.05 7.15 7.24 7.34 7.44

9 7.54 7.04 7.7."1 7.83 7.93 8.0:) 8.13 8.23 8.33 0.43

10 8.53 8.63 8.7.) 8.83 8.93 9.03 9.12 9.22 9.32 9.42



RUNOFF FOR I:';CIlES OF HtdNfl\LL
(Curve No. 89)

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.17 0.22

1 0.28 0.35 0.41 0.48 0.55 0.63 0.71 0.78 0.36 0.94

2 1.03 1.11 1. 19 1. 28 J .37 1.46 1.54 1.63 1 .72 1 .8 J I

3 1. 90 1.99 2.08 2.17 2.26 2.36 2.45 2.54 2.64 2.73

4 2.~2 2.92 3.01 3.11 :L20 3.30 3.39 3.49 3.58 3.bS

5 3.77 3.87 3.96 4.06 4.16 4.25 4.35 4.45 4.54 4.04

6 4.74 4.83 4.93 5.02 5.12 5.22 5.32 5.42 5.51 5.6] I
7 5.71 5.80 5.90 6.00 6.10 6.20 6.30 6.39 6.49 6.59

8 6.69 6.79 6.88 6.98 7.08 7.] 8 7.28 7.38 7.47 7.57

9 7.67 7.77 7.87 7.97 8.06 8.16 8.26 8.36 8.46 8.56

10 8.66 8.76 8.86 8.95 9.05 9.15 9.25 9.35 . 9.45 9.55

(Curve No. 90)

Inches /Ten tns 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.26

1 0.32 0.39 0.46 0.53 0.61 0.69 0.77 0.85 0.93 1.01

2 1.10 1.18 1.27 1. 35 1.44 1. 53 1.62 1. 71 1.80 1. 89

3 1.99 2.08 2.17 2.26 2.36 2.45 2.54 2.64 2.73 2.83

4 2.92 3.02 3.11 3.20 3.30 3.40 3.49 3.59 3.69 3.78

5 3.88 3.97 4.07 4.17 4.26 4.36 4.46 4.56 4.65 4.75

6 4.85 4.95 5.04 5.14 5.24 5.34 5.44 5.54 5.63 5.73

7 5.83 5.92 6.02 6.12 6.21 6.31 6.41 6.51 6.61 6.71

8 6.81 6.91 7.01 7.11 7.20 7.30 7.40 7.50 7.60 7.70

9 7.79 7.89 7.99 8.09 8.19 8.29 8.39 8.49 8.58 tL ti8

10 8.n 8.88 8.98 9.08 9.18 9.28 !L38 9.48 9.57 9.67



RUNOFF FOR INClIES OF HADIFALL
(Curve No. 91 )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 o '.' 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.12 0.17 0.23 0.29

1 0.36 0.43 0.50 0.58 0.66 0.74 0.82 0.91 0.99 1.08

2 1.17 1. 25 1.34 1.43 1. 52 1. 61 1. 70 1.80 1. 89 1. 98

3 2.07 2.16 2.26 2.35 2.44 2.54 2.63 2.73 2.83 2.92

4 3.02 3.11 3.21 3.30 3.40 3.50 3.59 3.69 3.79 3.89

5 3.99 4.08 4.17 4.27 4.37 4.47 4.56 4.66 4.76 4.86

6 4.96 5.05 5.15 5.25 5.34 5.44 5.54 5.64 5.74 5.84

7 5.94 6.04 6.14 6.24 6.34 6.44 6.53 6.63 6.73 6.83

8 6.93 7.03 7.13 7.23 7.33 7.43 7.52 7.62 7.72 7.82

9 7.92 8.02 8.12 8.22 8.31 8.41 8.51 8.61 8.71 8.81

10 8.91 9.01 9.l1 9.2] 9.31 9.41 9.5] 9.61 9.71 9.80

(Curve No. 92 )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

a 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.] 4 0.20 0.26 0.33

1 0.41 0.48 0.56 0.64 0.72 0.80 0.89 0.97 1.06 1.15

2 1 .2·1 1.33 1.42 1.;, I 1 .so 1 .69 L. 78 ) .88 1.98 2.07

3 2.16 2.2h ') ~ r.: 2.11;' 2.511 2.64 2.74 2.83 2.93 3.02_.. '.)
'1 3.12 3.22 3.31 ,'.11 I 3.51 3.hO 3.70 3.80 3.90 4.00

5 4.09 4. j 9 11.29 11.39 4.48 4.58 4.68 4.78 4.88 4.97

6 5.07 5.17 5.27 5.37 5.47 5.56 5.66 5.76 5.86 5.96

7 6.06 6. t 5 6.25 6.35 6.45 6.55 6.65 6.75 6.85 6.95

8 7.05 7.15 7.25 "1.31\ 7.44 7.54 7.64 7.74 7.84 7.94

9 8.04 8.14 8.24 8.33 8.43 8.53 8.63 8.73 8.83 8.93

10 9.03 9.13 9 ')~ 9.33 9.43 9.53 9.63 9.73 9.83 9.93.<.-'



RUNOff fOR I:~CIIES OF !{;\r:'-lF;\LL
[Cu r-vc ;')0.93)

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.06 O. I J 0.17 0.23 0.30 0.38

1 0.45 0.53 0.6 J 0.70 0.78 0.87 0.96 1.04 L I :\ I.n
,)

1. 32 1. ,11 l .50 I .:i 9 I • ()9 1.78 1. 88 J .97 L.Oh 2. I h

3 ~.2ti 2.3;' z , 4~) 2.511 2.hl\ 2.7·1 2.83 2. 9~i 3.0.\ ".12

4 3.n 3. :52 3.112 3.51 3.61 3.71 3.81 3.91 4.00 4.10

5 4.20 4.30 4.40 4.50 4.59 4.69 4.79 4.89 4.99 5.09

6 5.18 5.28 5.38 5.48 5.58 5.68 5.78 5.88 5.97 6.07

7 6.17 6.27 6.37 6.47 6.57 6.67 6.77 6.87 6.97 7.07

8 7.17 7.26 7.36 7.4ti 7.56 7.66 7.76 7.86 7.96 8.06

9 8.16 8.26 8.36 l:\.116 8.56 8.66 8.75 8.85 8.95 9.05

10 9.15 9.25 9.35 9.45 9.55 9.65 9.75 9.85 9.95 10.05

(Curve No. 94 )

Inches/Ten::-:s 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.08 0.14 0.20 0.27 0.34 0.42

1 0.50 0.58 0.67 0.76 0.84 0.93 1.02 1.11 1. 21 1.30

2 1. 39 1.49 1. 58 1.68 1.77 1. 87 1. 97 2.06 2.15 2.24

3 2.35 2.44 2.54 2.64 2.73 2.83 2.93 3.03 3.13 3.22

11 3.32 3.42 3.52 3.62 3.72 3.8] 3.91 4.01 4.11 4.21

5 4.30 4.40 4.50 4.60 4.70 4.80 4.90 5.00 5.10 5.19

6 5.29 5.39 5.49 5.59 5.69 5.79 5.89 5.99 6.09 6.18

7 6.28 6.38 6.48 6.58 6.68 6.78 6.88 6.98 7.08 7.18

8 7.27 7.37 7.47 7.57 7.67 7.77 7.87 7.97 8.07 8.17

9 8.27 8.37 8.47 8.57 8.67 8.77 8.87 8.97 9.07 9.17

10 9.27 9.37 9.47 9.57 9.67 9.77 9.87 9.97 10.07 10 .17
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Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

---- I
0.3;' r(~~'1:J

.... ~ --

0 0.00 o.()() O.lll o . () ~1 O. I I u , I 7 () • ;~t1 1).48

1 0.56 0.65 0.711 0.8.1 0.92 1.0J 1.il L20 1. 30 1. 39

2 1.48 1. 58 1.68 L78 L87 1. 97 2.07 2.16 2.26 2.36

3 2.4/1 2.54 2.6-1 2.71\ 2.8-1 2.9.1 3.03 3. l3 3.23 3.32

4 3.1\2 :L52 3.62 ;j. 72 s , 8~ 3.n 4.02 4.12 4.21 4.31

5 4.41 4.51 4.61 4.71 4.81 4.91 5.01 5.11 5.21 5.30

6 5.40 5.50 5.60 5.70 5.80 5.90 6.00 6.10 6.20 6.30

7 I 6.40 6.50 6.60 6.70 6.80 6.90 7.00 7.10 7.19 7.29

8 7.39 7.49 7.59 7.69 7.79 7.89 7.99 IL09 8.19 8.29

9 8.39 8.49 8.59 8.69 8.79 8.89 8.99 9.09 9.19 9.29

10 9.39 9.1\9 9.59 9.69 9.79 9.89 9.99 10.09 10.19 10.29

(Curve No. 96 )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 O.OJ 0.01\ 0.08 0.14 0.22 0.29 0.37 0.46 0.55

1 0.64 0.73 0.82 0.91 1.01 1.10 l.:W 1.29 1.31 1.48

2 1. 58 1. 68 1.77 1.87 1. 97 2.07 2.17 2.26 2.36 2.46

3 2.56 2.66 2.76 2.86 2.95 3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.45

4 3.55 3.65 3.75 3.85 3.95 4.05 4.14 4.24 4.34 4.44

5 4.54 4.64 4.7-1 1\.81\ 4.94 5.04 5.14 5.24 5.34 5.44

6 5.51\ 5.64 5.71\ 5.81\ 5.93 6.03 6.13 6.23 6.33 6.43

7 6.53 6.63 6.7:1 0.83 6.93 7.03 7.13 7.23 7.33 7.43

1:1 7.53 7.63 7.73 7.83 7.9;1 8.03 8.13 8.23 8.33 8.43

9 8.53 8.63 8.73 8.83 8.93 9.03 9.13 9.23 9.33 9.43

10 9.53 9.63 9.73 9.83 9.9~ 10.03 10.13 10.23 10.32 10.42
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0 0.00 0.00 0.011 0;' I 0. 18 o , :~6 O.J~ 0.1111 n , 5:~ o , Ii:!

1 0.71 O. xl o. YO 1.0U 1.10 I. 19 I . :~9 1. 39 1.49 J.58

2 1.68 1. 78 1. 88 1. 98 2.08 2.17 2.27 2.37 2.47 2.57
,j 2.67: 2.77' 2.87' 2.97 :L07 ~ .Hi 3.26 3.36 3.46 3.56

4
,

3.66 3.76 3.86 3.96 11.06 4.16 4.26 4.36 4.46 4.56

5 4.'66 4.16 ;4'.86 4.96 5.06 is .'16 '5.26 5.36 5.46 5.55

6 5.65 5.75 5~85 . 5.95 6.05 ti. 15 6.25 6.35 6.45 6.55

7 6.65 6.75 6.85 6.95 7:05 7.15 7.25 7.35 7.45 7.55

8 7.65 7.75 7.85 7.95 B.OS 8.15 X.25 8.35 8.1\5 8.55

9 8.65 !L 75 ILa5 8.95 9.05 9.] 5 9.25 9.35 9.115 9.55

10 9.65 9.75 9.85 9.95 10.05 10. 15 10.25 10.35 '10.45 10.55

(Curvc No. 98 )

Inches/Tenths 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.15 0.23 0.32 0.41 0.51 0.60 0.69

1 0.79 0.89 0.99 J .09 1.19 1.28 1.38 1.48 1. 58 1. 68
2 1.78 1.88 1. 98 2.08 ~.18 2.27 2.37 2.47 2.57 2.67

3 2.77 2.87 2.97 3.07 3;.17 3.27 3.37 3.47 3.57 3.67

4 3.77 3.87 3.97 4.07 4.17 4.27 4.37 4.47 4.57 4.67

5 4.77 4.87 4.97 5.07 5·17 5.27 5.37 5.47 5.57 5.67

6 5.77 5.87 5.97 n.07 li.17 ti.27 6.37 6.1\7 6.57 n.67

7 ti.77 ' ti,87 6.!HI 7.07 't : 17 ' 7.27 7.37 7.47 7.57 7.67

8 7.76 7.86 7.96 8.0ti 8.16 8.26 8.36 8.46 8.56 8.66

9 8.76 8.86 8.96 9.06 9.16 9.26 9.36 9.46 9.56 9.66

10 9.76 9.86 9.96 10.06 10.16 10.26 HL~6 10.46 10. ss 10.n6



EXHIBIT 2-7

SURFACE RUNOFF AND PEAK DISCHARGE COMPUTATION SHEET

Type of Structure:

Drainage Area: Number

County:

Acres ----------
Date:

Rainfall Frequency Years Rainfall ------- Inches

Average Watershed Slope Percent

- -_._-
4HYDROLOGIC LAND USE TREATMENT RUNOFF ACRE COL. X

SOIL GROUP OR CURVE (Ac , ) COL. S
PRACTIO: NUMBER

1 2 3 4 5 6

- - ----_..- -- --

-- - _.

--------

- --
L - ----

TOTALS =

Weighted Runoff Curve No.

SLOPE INTERPOLATION

Total Col. 6
Total Col. S

= Use------ ------ ------

qO) For RCN( 1) = q(Exhibit 2-4 or 2-4A for ._ slopes) X Slope Correction
Factor

q(Z) For

_______ x

RCN(2) = X-------- -------

cfs

cfs------
CURVE NU~hEI{ INTERPOLATION

----------------~-----, q(2) - q(l) = ___ cfs

Peak Discharge = q(l) + q(') =

Watershed KCN Minus ReNO) C

---------~---

q ( , ) q(2)-q(l) x c = X---- =

+

cfs

1
2
3
4

.2

.4

.6

.8 Runoff Inches/ Acre

cfs
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TECHNICAL HANDBOOK

3.1 DEFINITION

CHAPTER 3

SEDIMENT DAMS, EMBANKMENT TYPE

page 3-1

A barrier or dam constructed across a waterway or other suitable

locations to form a silt or sediment basin with a minimum of 3 feet

of water impounded against the barrier or dam at normal pool elevation,

which elevation is defined as the crest of the principal spillway.

3.2 SCOPE

This chapter establishes the minimum acceptable quality for the

design and construction of sediment dams, embankment type, located i.n

predominantly rural or agricultural areas in West Virginia when:

1. Failure of the structure would not result in loss of life; in

damages to homes, commercial or industrial buildings; main

highways, or railroads; in interruption of the use of service of

~ public utilities; or damage existing water impoundments; and

2. The contri.buting drainage area does not exceed (500) acres; if

contributing drainage area exceeds 200 acres but is less than 500

acres, the principal spillway and emergency spillway shall meet the

minimum design criteria as outlined in Chart Numbers 3-1 and 3-2; and

3. The vertical distance between the upstream toe of the embankment

and to the crest of the emergency spillway does not exceed 20

feet in height or storage volume does not exceed 20 acre-feet as

measured at the emergency spillway crest elevation when the

embankment height as measured from the upstream toe to the crest

of the emergency spillway exceeds 5 feet, and also does not

present a hazard to coal miners as determined by the Mine Safety

and Health Administration. Structures which exceed the conditions
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outlined in Section 3.2(3) shall comply with the following

minimum standards:

a. An appropriate combination of principal and emergency spillways

shall be provided to discharge safely the runoff resulting

from a 100 year, 24 hour precipitation event, or a larger

event specified by the Department of Natural Resources.

b. The embankment shall be designed and constructed with a

static safety factor of at least 1.5, or a higher safety

factor as designated by the Department of Natural Resources

to ensure long term stability.

c. Appropriate barriers shall be provided to control seepage

along the conduits that extend through the embankment.

d. The criteria of the Mine Safety and Health Administration as

published in 30 C.F .R. 77 .216 shall be adhered to. All

inspection reports and approvals shall be provided to the

Director of the Department of Natural Resources.

4. Structures which is or will exceed twenty-five feet in vertical

height from the natural bed of such stream or watercourse measured

at the downstream toe of the barrier and which does or can

impound fifteen acre-feet or more of water and/or will be six

feet in vertical height or mOJ:'e in height from the natural bed of

such stream or watercourse measured at the downstream toe of the

barrier and which does or can impound fifty acre-feet or more of

water. Structures meeting these minimum requirements must be

approved by the Director of the Department of Natural Resources

in accordance with Chapter 20, Article 5D of the Code of West

Virginia known as "Dam Control Act."
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3.3 PRINCIPAL SPILLWAYS

3.3.1 DEFINITION

page 3-3

The principal spillway is constructed of permanent material, and

usually is designed to provide flood protection or to reduce the

frequency of operation of the emergency spillway. Two types of

principal spillways are drop inlet and hooded inlet.

3.3.2 SCOPE

A drop inlet or hooded inlet principal spillway will be required

on all sediment dams, embankment type. The crest of the principal

spillway shall be located at the maximum elevation of the sediment

pool. The principal spillway shall be located to insure maximum

travel distance between point of entry to principal spillway inlets

so as to prevent short circuiting to the extent possible. See

Chapter 19, "Water Management Practices", for procedures for determining

or altering sediment basin shape.

3.3.3 CAPACITY

The minimum size of the principal spillway and drop inlet shall

be obtained from Table 3-1; the minimum size of the hooded inlet

shall be obtained from Table 3-2; and which principal spillway size

shall be based on the total drainage area above the structure. If

height of the structure measured from the lowest point of the original

ground along the centerline to the crest of the emergency spillway

exceeds 15 feet but is less than 35 feet, then the principal spillway

shall bypass a minimum design storm of as-year, 24-hour duration.

3.3.4 LAYOUT

The principal spillway shall be straight in alignment when viewed

in plan. The outlet end must extend to an elevation approximately 6
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inches above the stable channel bottom and a minimum of 6 feet beyond

the downstream toe of the embankment. An adequate outlet structure

such as, but not limited to, rock riprap, concrete or other types of

energy dissipaters, as approved by the Director of the Department of

Natural Resources, shall be provided to prevent damage to the toe of

the embankment. The minimum slope of the pipe conduit shall be one

percent (1%) in order to insure free drainage.

3.3.5 PIPE CONDUITS

All types of conduits include steel, wrought-iron, corrugated

metal, and aluminum.

3.3.5.1 CORRUGATED METAL PIPE

3.3.5.1.1 Iron or Steel (Zin~'coated):

Zinc-coated (galvanized) corrugated iron or steel culverts shall

conform to the requirements of AASHTO M 36 for Type I and Type II

culverts, respectively, except modified as follows: Corrugations

shall be annular, spiral or a combination of annular and spiral. It

shall be close riveted and asphalt coated, which conforms to the

requirements of AASHTO M 190, or helical corrugated with welded seam

and can be used only where the pH of the normal stream flow, existing

and expected, is to be greater than 5.0 during the life of the structure.

Where the pH of the normal stream flow, existing and expected, is to

be between 4.0 to 5.0 the pipe can be aluminized steel Type 2, which

conforms to the requirement of AASHTO M274-791. Where the pH of the

normal stream flow, existing and expected, is to be between 3.0 and

5.0, the pipe shall conform to the following requirements:

A. Type A Asbestos Bonded Full Bituminous Coated in conformance to

AASHTO M 36 and AASHTO M 190, Type A.
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B. Type C - Asbestos Bonded Full Bituminous Coated and paved invert

in conformance to AASHTO M 36 and AASHTO M 190, Type C.

C. Pre-coated or epoxy bonded corrugated steel pipe shall conform to

the requirements of AASHTO M 245 or other systems of coating

approved by the Department of Natural Resources.

Corrugated metal pipe will not be used where the pH is expected to

be less than 3.0. The minimum thickness of the pipe shall be 16 guage

for conduits, 18 inches or less in diameter. For larger sizes, the

minimum thickness shall be 14 guage. Bituminous coating damaged by breaks,

scuffs, cr welding shall be repaired by the application of two coats

of hot asphaltic paint or a coating of cold-applied bituminous mastic.

3.3.5.1.2 Aluminum:

Corrugated aluminum shall conform to the requirements of AASHTO M 196,

Type I and Type II. Helically corrugated aluminum culvert pipe shall

conform to the requirements of AASHTO M 211. It can be used only

when the normal stream flow, existing and expected, is to be greater

than pH 5.0 and less than pH 9.0. The minimum thickness of the pipe

shall be 14 guage.

3.3.5.1.3 Joints:

All corrugated metal pipe shall be connected by a watertight

flange-type connection or by a watertight connecting band specifically

manufactured for a connecting band (band with rod and lugs). The

area between the pipe and connecting bands shall be treated with an

asphalt cement during installation to assure a watertight joint.

3.3.5.2 STEEL

Steel pipe may be used where the pH of the normal stream flow

during the life of the structure is expected to be 5.0 or greater.
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It shall be of standard strength and be connected by a watertight

mechanical or welded joint.

3.3.5.3 WROUGHT IRON OR CAST IRON

Iron pipe may be used under all soil and water conditions. It

must be of standard thickness or greater and be connected by a

watertight mechanical joint.

3.3.6 DROP INLET

The minimum size and height is given in Table 3-1. In usage of the

drop inlet, all the requirements such as base, drainpipe, anti-seep collars,

anti-vortex device and trash rack shall be considered in the overall design.

3.3.6.1 BASE

3.3.6.2

3.3.6.3

The riser shall have a base attached with a watertight connection

and shall have sufficient weight to prevent floatation of the riser.

Two approved bases are: (1) a concrete base 18 inches minimum

thickness with the riser imbedded 6 inches in the base. The base

should be extended one foot greater than the riser dimensions; (2) a

1/4-inch minimum thickness steel plate welded all around the base of

the riser to form a watertight connection. The plate shall be square

with each side equal to two times the riser diameter. The plate

shall have 2 feet of stone placed on it to prevent floatation.

DEWATERING DEVICE

All structures shall have designed and installed a dewatering device

which allows draining of the structure for periodical maintenance and

safety.

ANTI-SEEP COLLARS

All conduits through the embankment are to be provided with a

minimum of three anti-seep collars, except when the embankment is 5
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feet or less. When the embankment is 5 feet or less, two collars

will be required. The collars will be at 15 foot intervals with the

middle collar at the centerline of the dam. The anti-seep collars

shall extend a minimum of 2 feet froID the conduit tn all directions.

The collars and their connections to the pi?e shall be watertight.

ANTI-VORTEX DEVICE

An anti-vortex device shall be installed on the principal spillway

inlet.

1. It shall consist of a thin, vertical plate firmly attached to the

top of the riser. The plate dimensions shall be: length diameter

of the riser plus 12 inches; height = 1.5 feet above the crest of

the principal spillway; or

2. It shall consist of a horizontal circular plate having a diameter

2 feet greater than the drop inlet and to extend 1.5 feet above

the crest of the riser.

3.3.6.5 TRASH RACKS

A suitable trash rack will be provided where the drainage area

will contribute trash to the reservoir.

3.3.7 HOODED INLET

The minimum size and water level above the inlet (invert of the

pipe) is given in Table 3-2. For the same crest elevation, hooded

pipes over 24 inches in diameter require a greater depth of water

over the inlet to obtain full pipe flow than a pipe drop inlet. In

usage of the hooded inlet, the requirements such as drainpipe, anti

seep collars, anti-vortex device and trash rack shall be considered

in the overall design.
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3.3.7.1 DEWATERING DEVICE

All structures shall have designed and installed a dewatering

device which is capable of draining the structure for periodical

maintenance and safety.

3.3.7.2

3.3.7.3

ANTI-SEEP COLLARS

Minimum requirement for anti-seep collars, see Section 3.3.6.3.

ANTI-VORTEX DEVICES

An anti-vortex device shall be installed on the hooded inlet. An

example of an anti-vortex is shown in Exhibit 3-3.

3.3.7.4 TRASH RACKS

A suitable trash rack will be provided where the drainage area

will contribute trash to the re~ervoir.

3.4 EMERGENCY SPILLWAYS

Emergency spillways are provided to convey large flows safely past

an earth embankment. They are usually open channels excavated in

earth or rock and/or protected with rock riprap or reinforced concrete.

3.4.1 CAPACITY

The crest elevation of the emergency spillway will be located at

a minimum distance of 1.5 feet above the crest elevation of the

principal spillway, drop inlet type or a minimum distance of 1.8

times the diameter of pipe above the invert of the pipe of the

principal spillway, hooded inlet type. An appropriate combination of

principal and emergency spillways shall be designed to safely carry

the expected peak rate of discharge from a 25-year, 24-hour frequency

storm. The mininum size of the emergency spillway shall at least handle

a 10-Year, 24-Hour frequency storm. The expected peak rate of discharge

of a storm event shall be obtained from Chapter 2, "Estimating Runoff".
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3.4.2 DESIGN
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The emergency spillway shall be proportioned to pass the

peak discharge as determined in Chapter 2 at a safe velocity determined

for the site for the required storm event.

Emergency spillway design to be in accordance to the following

references:

1. National Engineering Handbook, Section 5, u.S. Department of

Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service.

2. Design of Small Dams, U.S. Department of the Interior,Bureau

of Reclamation.

3. Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook for Developing Areas

West Virginia, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil

Conservation Service.

4. Brater, E. F. and King, H. W., Handbook of Hydraulics,

Sixth Edition.

S. Gain, E. W., Engineering Field Manual, Soil Conservation

Service.

and any other standard engineering practices as approved.

The computation shall determine the spillway size, bottom width

and Hp, which is the difference in elevation between the crest of the

spillway at the control section to the water surface in the impoundment

in feet; velocity in feet per second that will exist in channel below

control section at design peak discharge if constructed to slope that

is shown; slope in percent allowable for channel below control

section; minimum length of channel below control section in feet; and

side slope ratio.
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3.4.3 LAYOUT
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The emergency spillway shall be excavated in rock or in earth or

protected with rock rip rap, or may be constructed of reinforced

concrete. It shall consist of an inlet channel, a control section,

and an exit channel. The capacity and design of the emergency

spillway shall be as outlined under Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 respectively.

Minimum bottom width shall be 10 feet.

The inlet channel shall be level for a minimum distance of 20

feet upstream from the control section if the lip in the emergency

spillway is equal to or less than 2.5 feet. The level section shall

extend 30 feet upstream from the control section if the Hp exceeds

2.5 feet. The level part of the inlet channel shall be the same

width as the exit channel, and its centerline shall be straight and

coincident with the centerline of the level section. The level

section of the inlet channel shall be located so that the projected

centerline of the dam will pass through it. The centerline of the

exit channel shall be straight and perpendicular to the control

section extending downstream to a point opposite the downstream toe

of the dam. Curvature may be introduced below this point if it is

certain that the flowing water will not impinge on the embankment

should the channel fail at the curve. The slope of the exit channel

shall be determined from Exhibit 3-4.

The layout will provide that the spillway, when cut around the

end of the dam in the abutment, be in a natural ground (cut) to a

depth equal to the maximum design flow for at least the level section

and the exit channel to a point opposite the downstream toe of the

dam. It is preferable that the flow be confined without the use of
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levees, but where site conditions are such that the exit channel

will not contain the design flow, a levee or dike shall be constructed

along the exit channel to a height above the exit channel equal to the

depth of flow through the spillway at the control section. The levee

shall have a minimum top width of 4 feet and side slopes not steeper

than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical. The levee shall be constructed in

accordance with the requirements for embankment.

The spillway shall be trapezoidallin shape and side slopes shall

not be steeper than 1/4 horizontal to 1 vertical in rock or 2 horizontal

to 1 vertical in earth.

3.4.4 PERMISSIBLE VELOCITIES

3.4.4.1 EARTH EMERGENCY SPILLWAYS

The maximum allowable velocity in the exit channel shall be 6.0

feet per second for earth emergency spillways. This velocity must

not be exceeded in the exit channel of the spillway from the control

section to a point in the exit channel opposite the downstream toe of

the dam or to a point downstream where a channel failure would not

cause the flow to impinge on the toe of the dam. All earth spillways

shall be seeded and mulched in accordance with Chapter 20 of this

handbook for revegetation immediately after construction with the

most suitable pertnanent grass vegetation for the site.

Spillways excavated in earth shall be protected through the level

section and the exit channel with durable rock riprap when the exit

channel velocity falls between 6.0 feet per second and 12 feet per second.

Standards and specifications for rock riprap as outlined in Chapter

19, "Water Management practices", Section 19.19, shall be adhered to.

3.4.4.2 ROCK EMERGENCY SPILLWAYS

The maximum allowable velocity shall be 14 feet per second for rock
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emergency spillways. A spillway shall be classed as a rock emergency

spillway when durable bedrock occurs throughout the level section and

in the exit channel to a point opposite the downstream toe of the dam.

Durable bedrock is defined as a layer of continuous bedrock equal or

greater in thickness than the depth of flow through the spillway at the

control section. It shall be proven that the durable bedrock will

ensure that small depths of flow in friable. weathering shale will not

lit
create down-cutting enough to endanger safe functioning of the spillway.

3.4.5 CONCRETE EMERGENCY SPILLWAYS

This standard establishes the urinLmum acceptable quality for the

design and construction of concrete emergency spillways through the

embankment iNhen:

*1. The contributing drainage area for the dam does not exceed 200

acres; or

*2. The expected peak discharge does not exceed 660 c.f.s.; or

3. The maximum vertical height of the dam or embankment as measured

along the c e nt.e rl i ne of the embankment to the emergency spillway

crest does not exceed 15 feet; or

4. The maximum outlet slope (downstream slope of embankment) does

not exceed 3 horizontal to 1 vertical; or

5. The sediment control structure is of a temporary nature (life of

mining operation only).

(*Items 1 and 2 may be neglected if the structure is aa Excavated

Sediment Dam with 3 feet or less of water to be impounded against

the embankment.)

The spillway shall be proportioned in acco rdance with the table

on standard drawing. Exhibit 3-5. In any case, the Q/B ratio shall
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not exceed 21.0. The spillway shall be constructed as detailed on the

standard drawing, Exhibit 3-5. The fill beneath the spillway shall be

thoroughly compacted.

3.5

3.5.1

EARTH EMBANKMENT

HEIGHT

The earth embankment shall be high enough to have 1 foot minimum

of freeboard between the maximum design flow elevation in the emergency

spillway and the top of the dam.

3 •5 .2 TOP WIDTH

The minimum top width of.earth embankments shall be a minimum of

14 feet when the embankment height is less than 35 feet measured from

the upstream toe to the top of the embankment. If the embankment

height is greater than 35 feet. the minimum top width of the embankment

shall not be less than the quotient of (H+35)/5 where H is the height

in feet.

3.5.3 SIDE SLOPES

The side slopes of the settled embankment shall be no steeper

than 3 horizontal to 1 vertical on the upstream side and 2 horizontal

to 1 vertical on the downstream side.

3.5.4 CUTOFF TRENCH

The elevation of the top of a compacted cutoff will not be lower

than the crest of the principal spillway. The cutoff trench should

have a bottom width adequate to accommodate the construction equipment

but shall not be less than 8 feet. The trench shall have a minimum

side slopes of 1 to 1. The cutoff trench shall be located on the

embankment centerline and be of sufficient depth to extend into a

relatively impervious layer of sailor to bedrock.
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3.5.5

3.5.6

3.5.7

3.5.8

SETTLEMENT ALLOWANCE

The design height of the embankment shall be increased by five

percent (5%) to allow for settlement.

UTILITIES UNDER EMBANKMENTS

Utilities encountered at dam sites must be relocated away from

the site acco~ding to the standa~d criteria and procedure of the

utility company involved.

VEGETATIVE PROTECTION AGAINST EROSION

The embankment, spillways, borrow areas and other disturbed areas

shall be mulched and vegetated immediately after construction in

accordance with Chapte~ 20 of this handbook for revegetation.

SAFETY

The embankment, pool area and vegetated spillway shall be fenced

as needed to restrict accessibility for reasons of safety. All fences

shall be constructed in accordance with good fencing practices.

Warning signs of danger shall be installed where deemed necessary.

3.6 PLANS, DESIGN DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS

In addition to the "Proposed Drainage Plan", there shall also be

submitted the following items concerning sediment dams, embankment type.

1. A "Structure Proportioning Computation Sheet" to be completed

for each proposed dam. Exhibit 1-1.

2. Construction plans showing:

a. A topographic map on a I" = 50' scale, with 4 foot contour

intervals, showing the reservoir area; embankment; principal

spillway; emergency spillway; two permanent reference points,

to include type, elevation and azimuth or bearing between

reference points; receiving stream; and north arrow. Topographic
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map may be mapped using transit stadia survey method but

nothing with less accuracy.

b. A profile view of the embankment along the centerline of the

principal spillway showing all pertinent dimensions,

elevations, original ground limits and principal spillway

design (drawn to scale).

c. A profile view of the emergency spillway showing the

entrance slope [minimum three percent (3%)], control

section and exit channel slope.

d. A cross section view drawn to scale of the emergency

spillway showing the bottom width, side slopes, height and

type of material proposed.

e. A cross section view taken along the centerline of the dam

drawn to scale showing cutoff trench, original ground

limits, unsettled and settled embankment elevations,

cleanout elevation, water storage elevation, length of dam,

emergency spillway and other pertinent dimensions.

f. A cross section view drawn to scale of the entrance channel

showing the bottom width, side slopes, height, type of

material proposed and profile, if applicable.

3. A "Stage-Area-Storage" computations sheet and "Stage-Area-Storage"

curve sheet.

4. Construction specifications.

5. Maintenance schedule to include, but not limited to, the following:

Procedures for maintenance; method of disposal of sediment; and

access to structure for maintenance.

6. Procedures and timetable for abandonment.
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3.7

3.7.1

3.7.2

3.7.3

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS FOR SEDIMENT DAMS, EMBANKMENT TYPE

SITE PREPARATION

The embankment site shall be cleared of all brush, trees, stumps,

roots and other undesirable material; all original ground surface

slopes are to be no steeper than 1 horizontal to 1 vertical and the

entire foundation surface shall be scarified. Sod and topsoil shall

be stripped from the embankment site and borrow area and stockpiled

for use on the emergency spillway and embankment. Brush, trees and

other undesirable material shall be cleared from the sediment pool

area.

CUTOFF TRENCH

The cutoff trench shall be excavated along the centerline of the

embankment. The cutoff trench shall extend into both abutments to an

elevation no lower than the crest ot the principal spillway. It

shall be of sufficient depth to extend into a relatively impervious

layer of soil or to bedrock and shall be backfilled with the most

impervious material available at the site. The trench shall be kept

free of standing water during the backfilling operations. The cutoff

trench should have a bottom width adequate to accommodate the construction

equipment but shall not be less than 8 feet. The trench shall have

minimum side slopes of 1 horizontal to 1 vertical. Compaction

requirements shall be the same as those for the embankment.

EXCAVATION AND BACKFILL OF STREAM CHANNEL

Existing stream channels crossing the foundation area shall be

deepened and widened as necessary to remove all stones, gravel, sand,

stumps, roots and other objectionable material, and to accommodate

compaction equipment. Such channels shall then be backfilled with
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suitable material as specified for earth embankments. The

excavated channels shall be kept free of standing water during

backfill operations.

3.7.4 PIPE CONDUIT

The pipe conduit shall be placed in a trench excavated in solid

undisturbed ground or formed by compacted earth. The conduit shall

be imbedded in a formed trench to a depth no less than 1/10 the

outside diameter of the pipe. Trench sides shall be sloped back no

steeper than 1 horizontal to 1 vertical. Selected impervious

backfill material shall be placed around the conduit in 4 inch

layers and thoroughly compacted to at least the same density as the

adjacent embankment by means of hand tamping or manually directed

power tampers or plate vibrators. All pipe joints and anti-seep

collar connections to the conduit shall be watertight.

3.7.5 EMERGENCY SPILLWAY

The emergency spillway shall conform to the lines, grades,

bottom width and side slopes as shown on the plans.

3.7.6 BORROW AREAS

All borrow excavation will have side slopes no steeper than 2

horizontal to 1 vertical and shall be graded and left in such a

manner as to provide suitable drainage.

3.7.7 SELECTION AND PLACEMENT OF EMBANKMENT MATERIALS

The most impervious material shall be used in the cutoff trench

and center portion of the dam. When sandy or gravelly material is

encountered, it should be placed in the outer shell preferably in

the downstream portion of the dam. The distribution and gradation

of material throughout the fill shall be such that there will be no

lenses, pockets, streaks, or layers of material differing substantially
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in texture or gradation from the surrounding material. Where it is

necessary to use materials of varying texture and gradation, the more

impervious material shall be placed in the upstream and center portions

of the dam. Very dry or wet material shall not be used. The fill

material shall be free of all sod, roots. stones over 6 inches in

diameter and other objectionable material such as large vegetative

materials, frozen soil or coal processing wastes. The moisture

content of the material should be such that when kneaded in the hand,

it will just form a ball that will not readily separate.

The embankment shall be brought up on uniform 6-8 inch layers of

approximate uniform elevation over its entire area. Each layer shall

be thoroughly compacted by making at least 4 complete passes with a

tamping roller or by applying equal compactive effort with rubber

tired equipment.

If the height of the structure, measured from the lowest point of

the original ground along the centerline to the crest of the emergency

spillway, exceeds 15 feet, the embankment shall be brought up on

uniform 6-8 inch layers of approximate uniform elevation over its

entire area. Each layer shall be thoroughly compacted to achieve

ninety percent (90%) standard proctor dry density utilizing sheeps

foot roller, tamping roller or other approved compaction equipment.

3.7.8 PROTECTION AGAINST EROSION

The earth embankment. spillways and borrow areas above the

sediment pool shall be seeded and mulched immediately after construction

in accordance with Chapter 20 of this handbook for revegetation.



EXHIBIT 3-1

SEDIMENT _DAMS, _EMBANKMENT TYPE

Structure Proportioning Computation Sheet

Dam Number

SEDIMENT STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

Drainage Area = ----
Area Disturbed =

Ac.

Ac.

Sediment Volume = 0.125 Ac. Ft./Acre Times Disturbed Area Controlled

by Dam Number _

Sediment Pool Elevation =

Ac. Ft.

= Principal Spillway Crest

----------

PRINCIPAL SPILLWAY AND DROP INLET DESIGN, IF APPLICABLE

Principal Spillway Design

Principal Spillway Diameter In.

Type pH _

Principal Spillway Length _

Principal Spillway Slope _

Drop Inlet

_ Ft.

%

Type Base

Type Base _

Dimension of Riser

Height of Riser

Perforated Yes

pH

No

In. Diameter

Ft.

Hooded Inlet Slope %

MinimUlll Freeboard Above Invert of Pipe =--

Hooded Inlet, If Applicable

Pipe Conduit Diameter

Type pH _

Hooded Inlet Length _

In.

Ft.

In.



EMERGENCY SPILLWAY DESIGN

EXHIBIT 3-1 (Page 2)

Emergency Spillway Elevation ( ________) = Principal Spillway

Elevation ( J = Minimum Freeboard ( Ft.)

Peak Discharge (Exhibit 2-7) = cfs

Emergency Spillway Proportions

Bottom Width, b = __.. _

Emergency Spillway Stage, Hp

Velocity, V = fps

Ft.

_H.

Slope of Channel Below Control Section, S

Minimum Length of Channel Below Control Section, X

Side Slopes Horizontal to Vertical

Spillway Material _

%

Ft.

Allowable Velocity _

Top of Embankment Elevation [Constructed] (

ips

) Emergency

Spillway Elevation ( ) + Emergency

Spillway Stage, Hp ( Ft.) + Freeboard
(Minimum 1 Ft.)

DISCHARGE SUMMATIONS

Principal Spillway Discharge ( _ ) + Emergency Spillway-----

Discharge ( J = Peak Discharge of a 25-year, 24-hour storm

-

Event (---- ---)



CHART NO. 3-1

PRINCIPAL SPILLWAY

Drainage Area Effective Height* Minimum Design Storm
(Acres) (Feet)

200 to 500 15 or Less 5 Year, 24 Hour

More Than 15 Through 20 10 Year, 24 Hour

More Than 20 Through 35 25 Year, 24 Hour

CHART NO. 3-2

~lERGENCY SPILLWAY

Drainage Area Effective Height* Minimum Design Storm Freeboard
(Acres) {Feet} Frequency (Yrs. ) Duration (Hrs ) (Feet)

200 to 500 35 or Less 50 24 2.0

-- -

*Effective Height is the difference in elevation (feet) between the low point of the
original ground along the centerline of the structure to the crest of the Emergency
Spillway.
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METAL BAFFLE SHALL HAVE THE SAME COATING AS THE PIPE TO

WHICH IT IS ATTACHED. WHERE METAL BAFFLE IS FABRICATED OF

'40RE THAN ONE PIECE OF METAL, THE SEPERATE PIECES SHALL

SECURELY FASTENED TO EACH OTHER. SHARP CORNERS SHALL

~ REMOVED. METAL BAFFLE MAY BE MADE OF CORRUGATED OR
SMOOTH SHEET METAL AND SHAPED CIRCULAR. SQUARE OR AS SHOWN.
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HOOD INLET WITH BAFFLE CORRUGATED METAL
EXHIBIT 3-3

DESIGNED BY SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
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TABLE 3-1

MINIMUM REQUIRED PRINCIPAL SPILLWAY AND DROP INLET SIZE

Drainage Pipe Conduit Drop Inlet Square Drop Minimum Drop
Area Diameter Diameter Inlet Dimensions Inlet Height

(Ft. ) (Ft.)

o - 49 12 18 2 x 2 2.5

50 - 74 15 24 2 x 2 2.5

75 - 99 18 30 2 x 2 3.0

100 - 149 24 36 2.5 x 2.5 4.0

150 - 200 30 42 3 x 3 5.0

TABLE 3-2

MINIMUM REQUIRED HOODED INLET SIZE

Drainage Pipe Conduit Minimum Freeboard Above
Area Diameter The Invert of The Pipe

(Ae.) (In. ) (In. )

o - 29 10 18

30 - 49 12 21.6

50 - 74 15 27

75 - 99 18 32.4

100 - 149 24 43.2

150 - 200 30 54.-
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CHAPTER 4

EXCAVATED SEDIMENT DAM, EMBANKMENT TYPE

4.1 DEFINITION

page 4-1

A water impoundment constructed by excavating a pit or "dugout"

which utilizes an earth embankment to increase the storage potential

of the structure to a maximum of 3 feet of water impounded against

the earth embankment at normal pool elevation. The pool elevation is

defined as the crest of the principal spillway and/or the crest of

the emergency spillway. Consideration will be given to an increase

in embankment height, a maximum of 5' of water impounded against the

embankment at normal pool, if design of spillway is based on a SO-year,

24-hour frequency storm.

4.2 SCOPE

This chapter establishes the minimum acceptable quality for the

design and construction of excavated sediment dams, embankment type,

in predominantly rural or agricultural areas in West Virginia, when:

1. The contributing watershed does not exceed 500 acres.

2. The vertical distance between the upstream toe of the embankment

and to the crest of the emergency spillway does exceed 5 feet in

height and does not have a storage volume greater than 20 acre-feet

as measured at normal pool elevation. Also does not present a

hazard to coal miners as determined by the Mine Safety and Health

Administration. Structures which exceed the conditions outlined

in Section 4.2(2) shall comply with the following minimum standards:

a. An appropriate combination of principal and emergency spillways

shall be provided to discharge safely the runoff resulting
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from a 100-year. 24-hour precipitation event or a large event

specified by the Department of Natural Resources.

b. The embankment shall be designed and constructed with a

static safety factor of at least 1.5 or a higher safety

factor as designated by the Department of Natural Resources

to ensure stability.

c. Appropriate barriers shall be provided to control seepage

along the conduits that extend through the embankment.

d. The criteria of the Mine Safety and Health Administration as

published in 30 C.F.R. 77.216 shall be adhered to. All

inspection reports and approvals shall be provided to the

Director of the Department of Natural Resources.

3. Failure of the structure would not result in loss of life; in

damage to homes. commercial or industrial buildings. main highways.

or railroads; or in interruption of the use or service of public

utilities.

4 .3 LOCATION

Excavated sediment dams fed by surface runoff may be located on

almost any type of topography; however. they are most satisfactory in

areas with relatively flat terrain. An excavated sediment dam may be

located in a natural or constructed drainway or preferably to one

side of a natural or constructed drainway if the runoff can be

directed into the structure.

4.4 SEDIMENT DAM DIMENSIONS

Excavated sediment dams. embankment type. may be constructed to

any desired shape that will meet sediment storage capacity requirements.

The width and depth of excavated sediment dams are not limited.
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Side slopes of excavated sediment dams shall be such that they

will be stable and shall not be steeper than 2 horizontal to 1

vertical in earth and 1/4 horizontal to 1 vertical in rock.

4.5 ENTRANCE CHANNEL

The entrance channel shall not exceed 2 horizontal to 1 vertical

in earth and 1 horizontal to 1 vertical in rock, and extend from the

bottom of the excavated sediment dam upstream to the original stream

bed. The entrance channel shall be protected with rock riprap in

accordance with the standard specifications for rock riprap as outlined

in Chapter 19, "Water Management Practices", Section 19.19. Minimum

side slopes shall be 2 horizontal to 1 vertical and shall also be

protected with rock riprap for a vertical height of 2 feet.

The minimum bottom width of the entrance channel shall be 5 feet

and shall never have a width less than that of the natural channel.

4.6 EMERGENCY SPILLWAY

An earth embankment shall be used to increase the capacity of the

excavated sediment dam provided that the depth of water impounded

against any embankment at normal pool elevation is less than 3 feet.

All excavated sediment dams will be required to have an emergency

spillway to convey normal and large flows safely past the embankment.

They are usually open channels either excavated in earth, rock or

constructed over the constructed embankment and/or protected with

rock riprap or reinforced concrete.

4.6.1 CAPACITY

An appropriate combination of principal spillway, if applicable,

and emergency spillway shall be designed to safely carry the expected

peak rate of discharge from a 25-year, 24-hour frequency storm. The
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minimum size of the emergency spillway shall at least handle a IO-year,

24-hour frequency storm if a principal spillway is utilized in combination.

4.6.2 DESIGN

The design of the emergency spillway shall conform to that given

under Chapter 3, "Sediment Dams, Embankment Type", Section 3.4.2.

The emergency spillway or principal spillway, if applicable,

should be located to insure maximum flow path from the inlet to the

outlet so as to prevent short-circuiting to the extent possible.

See Chapter 19, "Water Management Practices", for procedures for

determining or altering sediment basin shape.

4 .6 .3 LAYOUT

The emergency spillway shall be either excavated in earth, rock

or constructed over the constructed embankment and protected rock

riprap or may be constructed of reinforced concrete. It shall

consist of an inlet channel, a control section, and a exit channel.

The capacity and design of the emergency spillway shall be as outlined

under Sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2, respectively. Minimum bottom width

shall be 10 feet.

The inlet channel shall be level for a minimum distance of 20

feet from the control section of the Hp when the emergency spillway

is equal to or less than 2.5 feet. The level section shall extend 30

feet upstream from the control section if the Hp exceeds 2.5 feet.

The level part of the inlet channel shall be the same width as the

exit channel, and its centerline shall be straight and coincide with

the centerline of the level section. The level section of the inlet

channel shall be located so that the projected centerline of the dam

will pass through it.
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The centerline of the exit channel shall be straight and perpendicular

to the control section extending downstream to a point opposite the

downstream toe of the dam. Curvature may be introduced below this

point if it is certain that the flowing water will not impinge on the

embankment should the channel fail at the curve.

The spillway shall be trapezoidal in shape and the side slope

shall not be steeper than 1/4 horizontal to 1 vertical in rock or 2

horizontal to 1 vertical in earth.

4.6.4 PERMISSIBLE VELOCITIES

Permissible velocities for earth. rock riprap or rock emergency

spillway shall be in accordance with Chapter 3, "Sediment Dams,

Embankment Type", Sections 3.4.4.1 and 3.4.4.2. respectively.

4.6 .5 CONCRETE EMERGENCY SPILLWAY
<

Minimum concrete emergency spillway plans, design data and

specifications shall be in accordance to Chapter 3, "Sediment Dams,

Embankment Type", Section 3.4.5.

4.7 EARTH EMBANKMENT

4.7.1 HEIGHT

The earth embankment shall be high enough to have 1 foot minimum

of freeboard between the maximum design flow elevation in the emergency

spillway and the top of the embankment.

4.7.2 TOP WIDTH

The top width of earth embankments shall be a minimum of 14 .f ee t ,

4.7.3 SIDE SLOPES

The side slopes of the settled embankment shall be no steeper

than 3 horizontal to 1 vertical on the upstream side and 2 horizontal

and 1 vertical on the downstream side.
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4.7.4 CUTOFF TRENCH
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A cutoff trench may be required depending on specific site conditions.

4.7.5 SETTLEMENT ALLOWANCE

The design height of the embankment shall be increased by ten

percen~ (10%) to allow for settlement.

4.7.6 UTILITIES UNDER EMBANKMENTS

Utilities encountered at embankment sites must be relocated away

from the site according to the standard criteria and procedure of the

utility company involved.

4.7.7 DISPOSAL OF WASTE MATERIAL

The waste material from the excavated sediment dam may be spread,

used in the embankment or removed from the site as conditions warrant.

The waste material, when not removed from the site. shall be

placed in a manner that its weight will not endanger the stability of

the pond side slopes and the rainfall will not wash the material back

into the pond. Not less than 12 feet should be left between the toe

of the waste material and the edge of the pond.

If the waste material is spread. it should be to a height of no

more than 3 feet with the surface graded to a uniform slope away from

the pond. The pond side slope of the spread material should be no

steeper than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical.

If the waste material is to be used in an embankment, it shall be

free of all sad, roots, stones over 6 inches in diameter. and other

objectionable material.

4.7.8 SAFETY

The embankment, pool area and emergency spillway shall be fenced

as needed to restrict accessibility for reasons of safety. All
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fences shall be constructed in accordance with good fencing practices.

Warning signs of danger shall be installed where deemed necessary.

4.7.9 VEGETATIVE PROTECTION AGAINST EROSION

The waste material, spillway, embankment and any other areas

disturbed during construction shall be mulched and vegetated immediately

upon completion of the pond in accordance with Chapter 20 of this

handbook for revegetation.

4.8 PRINCIPAL SPILLWAYS

Principal spillways may be utilized on excavated sediment dams

for the purpose of having a dewatering device installed to assist the

structure in erosion and sediment control, to provide additional

flood protection or to reduce the frequency of operation of the

emergency spillway so as to possibly utilize a vegetated earth spillway.

Chapter 3, "Sediment Dams, Embankment Type'" Section 3.3, will be

adhered to in incorporating principal spillways for excavated sediment

dams.

If principal spillways are utilized, then additional requirements

for emergency spillways shall be required, such as the following:

The crest elevation of the emergency spillway will be located at

a minimum distance of 1.5 feet above the crest elevation of the

principal spillway, drop inlet type, or a minimum distance of 1.8

times the diameter of pipe above the invert of the pipe of the

principal spillway, hooded inlet type.

4.9 PLANS, DESIGN DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS

In addition to "The Drainage Plan" there shall also be submitted

the following items concerning excavated sediment dams, embankment

type:
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1. A "Structure Proportioning Computation Sheet" to be completed for

each excavated sediment dam. Exhibit 4-1.

2. Construction plans showing a plan-view drawn to scale, with

plan-view indicating the following: entrance channel; emergency

spillway; bottom limits and dimensions; top of pool elevation

limits and dimensions; embankments; two permanent reference

points to include type, elevation and azimuth or bearing between

points; location of centerline profile and location of 50 foot

stations on centerline profile.

3. A centerline profile drawn to scale indicating the following:

original ground limits; proposed finished limits such as side

slopes, water depth, cleanout elevation, water surface elevation,

embankment details and 50 foot stations.

4. Cross sections plotted at 50 foot intervals from the centerline

profile and drawn to scale with section to indicate the following:

original ground limits, proposed finished limits, side slopes,

water depth, water surface elevation, embankment details and

other pertinent information.

5. Cross section of entrance channel and entrance channel profile,

all drawn to scale and showing all pertinent information.

6. Cross section of emergency spillway drawn to scale and the

emergency spillway profile showing all per.tinent information.

7. If applicable, Principal Spillway Plans, design data and specifications

as outlined in Chapter 3, "Sediment Dams, Embankment Type", Section 3.6.

8. Maintenance schedule to include, but not limited to, the following:

Procedures for maintenance, method of disposal of sediment and

access to structure for maintenance.
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9. Construction specifications.

10. Procedures and timetable for abandonment.

4.10 CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

4.10.1 SITE PREPARATION
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The pond site and waste areas shall first be cleared of all woody

vegetation. The limits of the excavation and spoil placement areas

shall be staked, and the depth of cut from the ground surface to the

pond bottom should be indicated on the stakes.

If an embankment is to be constructed, the embankment site shall

be cleared of all brush, trees, stumps, roots and other undesirable

material. All original ground surface slopes are to be no steeper

than 1 horizontal to 1 vertical and the entire foundation surface

shall be scarified. Sod and topsoil shall be stripped from the

embankment site.

4.10.2 EXCAVATION

Excavation and placement of the waste material shall be done as

near to the staked lines and grades as skillful operation of the

equipment will permit. Side slopes of the excavated pond will be no

steeper than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical in earth and 1/4 horizontal

to 1 vertical to rock.

4.10.3 SELECTION AND PLACEMENT OF EMBANKMENT MATERIALS

If an embankment is constructed, the most impervious material will

be used in the center portion. When sandy or gravelly material is

encountered, it shall be placed in the outer shell, preferably in the

downstream portion of the embankment. The fill material shall be taken

from approved designated borrow areas. It shall be free of roots, woody

vegetation, oversized stones, rocks, or other objectionable material.
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Areas on which fill is to be placed shall be scarified prior to

placement of fill. The fill material should contain sufficient moisture

so that it can be formed into a ball without crumbling. If water can

be squeezed out of the ball, it is too wet for proper compaction.

Fill material will be placed in 6-8 inch layers and shall be

continuous over the entire length of the fill. Compaction will be

obtained by routing the hauling equipment over the fill so that the

entire surface of the fill is traversed by at least one tread track of

the equipment, or compaction shall be achieved by the use of a compactor.

The embankment shall be constructed to an elevation of ten percent

(10%) higher than the design height to allow for settlement if compaction

is obtained with hauling equipment. If compactors are used for compaction,

the overbuild may be reduced to five percent (5%).

4.10.4 VEGETATIVE PROTECTION AGAINST EROSION

The waste material, spillway, embankment and any other area

disturbed during construction shall be mulched and vegetated immediately

upon completion of the pond in accordance with Chapter 20 of this

handbook for revegetation.

4.10.5 EROSION AND POLLUTION CONTROL

Construction operations will be carried out in such a manner that

erosion and water pollution will be minimized. State and local laws

concerning pollution abatement shall be complied with.



Minimum Freeboard ( Ft. )

EXHIBIT 4-1

EMERGENCY SPILLWAY DESIGN

Emergency Spillway Elevation ( _

Elevation ( )

(Page 2)

) = Principal Spillway

Peak Discharge (Exhibit 2-7) = cfs

Emergency Spillway Proportions

Bottom Width, b = __

Emergency Spillway Stage, Hp

Ft.

Ft.

Velocity, V = fps-----------

Slope of Channel Below Control Section, S

Minimum Length of Channel Below Control Section, X

Side Slopes Horizontal to Vertical

Spillway Material

%

Ft.

Allowable Velocity _ fps

Top of Embankment Elevation [Constructed] ( ) Emergency

Spillway Elevation ( _

Spillway Stage, Hp (

____) + Emergency

Ft.) + Freeboard
(Minimum 1 Ft.)

DISCHARGE SU~1ATIONS

Principal Spillway Discharge ( ) + Emergency Spillway

Discharge (_ ---) Peak Discharge of a 25-year, 24-hour storm

Event ( J

EXCAVATED DAM DIMENSIONS AND VOLUME DETERMINATION

NOTE: If dam is to be regular shape and constructed on relatively flat terrain.

Bottom Length = Ft.

Bottom Width =

Water Depth

Side Slopes

Volume = ----

Ft.

Ft.

Horizontal to Vertical

Cubic Ft. = -,. Ac. Ft.
(1 Ac. Ft. - 43,560 Cubic Ft.)

NOTE: If dam is to be irregular shape and constructed on relatively flat terrain,
complete a Storage-Stage Computation Sheet and Storage-Curve as shown in
Chapter 3.
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EXCAVATED SEDIMENT DAM, EMBANKMENT TYPE

Structure Proportioning Computation Sheet

Excavated Dam Number

SEDIMENT STORAGE REQUIREMENI

Drainage Area = Ac.

Area Disturbed = ____ Ac.

Sediment Volume = 0.125 Ac. Ft./Acre Times Disturbed Area Controlled

by Excavated Dam Number _

Sediment Pool Elevation =

= _ __ Ac. Ft.

PRINCIPAL SPILLWAY AND DROP INLET DESIGN, IF APPLICABLE

Principal Spillway Design

Principal Spillway Diameter ___________ In.

Type pH _

Principal Spillway Length __

Principal Spillway Slope

Ft.

%

Type Base ___________ pH _

Type Base _

Dimension of Riser

Height of Riser

Inches Diameter

Ft.

Perforated Yes No

Hooded Inlet, I~Applicable

Pipe Conduit Diameter = In.

Type _ pH _

Hooded Inlet Length _

Hooded Inlet Slope _

Ft.

%

Minimum Freeboard Above Invert of Pipe -------- In.
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CHAPTER 5

EXCAVATED SEDIMENT POND, DUGOUT TYPE

page 5-1

5.1 DEFINITION

A water impoundment made by excavating a pit or "dugout". At

normal pool elevation, there will be no water impounded against fill

material or embankment. Normal pool elevation is defined as the

elevation of the crest of exit channel.

5.2 SCOPE

This chapter establishes the minimum acceptable quality for the

design and construction of excavated sediment ponds in predominantly

rural or agricultural areas in West Virginia, when the contributing

watershed does not exceed 500 acres.

5.3 LOCATION

Excavated sediment ponds fed by surface runoff may be located on

almost any type of topography; however, they are most satisfactory in

areas with relatively flat terrain. An excavated pond may be located

in a natural or constructed drainway or preferably to one side of a

natural or constructed drainway if the runoff can be directed into

the pond.

5.4 SEDIMENT POND DIMENSIONS

Excavated sediment ponds may be constructed to any desired shape

that will meet sediment capacity requirements. The width and depth

of sediment ponds are not limited.

Side slopes of excavated sediment ponds shall be such that they

will be stable and shall not be steeper than 2 horizontal to 1

vertical in earth and 1/4 horizontal to 1 vertical in rock.
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5.5 ENTRANCE CHANNEL
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The entrance channel profile shall not exceed 2 horizontal to 1

vertical in earth and 1 horizontal to 1 vertical in rock, extended

from the bottom of the excavated sediment pond upstream to the

original stream bed. The entrance channel shall be protected with a

rock riprap in accordance with the standard specifications for rock

riprap as outlined in Chapter 19. "Water Management Practices",

Section 19.19. Minimum side slopes shall be 2 horizontal to I

vertical and shall also be protected witn rock riprap for a vertical

height of 2 feet.

The minimum bottom width of the entrance channel shall be 5 feet

and shall never have a width less than that of tile natural channel.

5.6 EXIT CHANNEL

Pipe principal spillways shall not be required for excavated

sediment ponds. The exi!: channel shall be protected with rock riprap

in accordance to standards and specifications for rock riprap as

outlined in Chapter 19 t "Water 1'1anagemen[ Practices".

The exit channel should be located to insure maximum travel

distance between point of entry to exit channel so as to prevent

short-circuiting to the extent possible, see Chapter 19, "Water

Management Practices" for procedures for determining or altering

sediment basin shape.

The minimum width of exit channels shall be 10 feet but shall

never have a width less than that of the natural stream channel.

Minimum side slopes shall be 2 horizontal to 1 vertical and shall

also be protected with rock riprap for vertical height of 2 feet.
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5.7 EMBANKMENTS

An embankment may be used only to assist in bypassing any runoff

through an exit channel; at normal water pool elevation there will be

water impounded against the embankment.

The minimum top width shall be 14 feet and have side slopes no

steeper than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical on the upstream and downstream

slope. A cutoff trench will not be required.

5.8 DISPOSAL OF WASTE MATERIAL

The waste material from the excavated sediment pond may be spread,

used in the embankment or removed from the site as conditions warrant.

The waste material, when not removed from the site, shall be

placed in a manner that its weight will not endanger the stability of

the pond side slopes and the rainfall will not wash the material back

into the pond. Not less than 12 feet should be left between the toe

of the waste material and the edge of the pond.

If the waste material is spread, it should be to a height of no

more than 3 feet with the surface graded to a uniform slope away from

the pond. The pond side slope of the spread material should be no

steeper than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical.

If the waste material is to be used in an embankment, it shall be

free of all sod, roots, stones over 6 inches in diameter, and other

objectionable material.

5.9 SAFETY

The embankment, pool area and exit channel shall be fenced as

needed to restrict accessibility for reasons of safety. All fences

shall be constructed in accordance with good fencing practices.

Warning signs of danger shall be installed where deemed necessary.
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5.10 VEGETATIVE PROTECTION AGAINST EROSION

The waste material, exit channel, embankment and any other area

disturbed during construction shall be mulched and vegetated immediately

upon completion of the pond in accordance with Chapter 20 of this

handbook for revegetation.

5.11 PLANS, DESIGN DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS

In addition to "The Drainage Plan", there shall also be submitted

the following items concerning excavated sediment ponds, dugout type:

1. A "Structure Proportioning Computation Sheet" to be completed for

each excavated sediment pond. Exhibit 5-1.

2. Construction plans showing a plan-view drawn to scale, with

plan-view indicating the following: entrance channel; exit

channel; bottom limits and dimensions; top of pool elevation

limi ts and dimensions; embankments; two permanent reference

points to include type, elevation and azimuth or bearing between

points; location of centerline profile and location of 50 foot

stations on the centerline profile.

3. A centerline profile drawn to scale indicating the following:

original ground limits; proposed finished limits such as, side

slopes, water depth, cleanout elevation, water surface elevation,

embankment details and 50 foot stations.

4. Cross sections plotted at 50 foot intervals from the centerline

profile and drawn to scale with section to indicate the following:

original ground limits, proposed finished limits, side slopes,

water depth, water surface elevation, embankment details and

other pertinent information.

5. Cross section of entrance channel and entrance channel profile,

all drawn to scale and showing all pertinent information.
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6. Cross section of exit channel drawn to scale showing all pertinent

information.

7. Maintenance schedule to include, but not limited to, the following:

Procedures for maintenance, method of disposal of sediment and

access to structure for maintenance.

8. Construction specifications.

9. Procedures and timetable for abandonment.

5.12 CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

5.12.1 SITE PREPARATION

The pond site and waste areas shall first be cleared of all woody

vegetation. The limits of the excavation and spoil placement areas

shall be staked, and the depth of cut from the ground surface to the

pond bottom should be indicated on the stakes.

If an embankment is to be constructed, the embankment site shall

be cleared of all brush, trees, stumps, roots and other undesirable

material. Sod and topsoil shall be stripped from the embankment

site.

5.12.2 EXCAVATION

Excavation and placement of the waste material shall be done as

near to the staked lines and grades as skillful operation of the

equipment will permit. Side slopes of the excavated pond will be no

steeper than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical in earth and 1/4 horizontal

to 1 vertical to rock.

5.12.3 SELECTION AND PLACEMENT OF EMBANKMENT MATERIAL

If an embankment is constructed, the most impervious material

will be used in the center portion. When sandy or gravelly material

is encountered, it shall be placed in the outer shell, preferably in
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the downstream portion of the embankment. The fill material shall be

taken from approved designated borrow areas. It shall be free of

roots, woody vegetation, oversized stones, rocks, or other objectionable

material.

Areas on which fill is to be placed shall be scarified prior to

placement of fill. The fill material should contain sufficient

moisture so that it can be formed into a ball without crumbling. If

water can be squeezed out of the ball, it is too wet for proper

compaction.

Fill material will be placed in 6-8 layers and shall be continuous

over the entire length of the fill. Compaction will be obtained by

routing the hauling equipment over the fill so that the entire

surface of the fill is traversed by at least one tread track of the

equipment, or compaction shall be achieved by the use of a compactor.

The embankment shall be constructed to an elevation ten percent (10%)

higher than the design height to allow for settlement if compaction

is obtained with hauling equipment. If compactors are used for

compaction, the overbuild may be reduced to five percent (5%).

5.12.4 VEGETATIVE PROTECTION AGAINST EROSION

The waste material, spillway, embankment and any other area

disturbed during construction shall be mulched and vegetated immediately

upon completion of the pond in accordance with Chapter 20 of this

handbook for revegetation.

5.13.5 EROSION AND POLLUTION CONTROL

Construction operations will be carried out in such a manner that

erosion and water pollution will be minimized. State and local laws

concerning pollution abatement shall be complied with.
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Structure Proportioning Computation Sheet

Pond Number

SEDIMENT STORAGE REQUIREMENT

Ac.

Drainage Area = Ac.

Area Disturbed = -----------
Sediment Volume = 0.125 Ac. Ft./Acre Times Disturbed Area Controlled by

Pond Number = Ac.Ft.

Sediment Pool Elevation = -_ .. ---- ------

Top of Embankment Settled Elevation = Sediment Pool

Elevation _. + 2.0 Ft. or Height of Exit

Channel Ft.--------

SEDIMENT POND DIMENSIONS AND VOLUME DETERMINATION

NOTE: If pond is to be regular shape and constructed on relatively
fl at terrai n,

Bottom Length = Ft.----------

Water Depth = _

Bottom Wi dth = Ft.-----_._----

Ft.

Ac.Ft.

= Horizontal to Vertical

Cubic Ft. =
(l Ac. Ft. = -:-C43~,-:;'-56=0:--Cubic Ft.) ------

Side Slopes

Volume =
-~---=-

NOTE: If pond is to be irregular shape and constructed on relatively flat
terrain, complete a Storage-Stage Computation Sheet and Storage-Stage
Curve as shown in Chapter 3.
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6.1 DEFINITION

CHAPTER 6

GABION SEDTMONT DAM

page 6-1

A barrier or dam composed of rock-filled wire baskets constructed

across a waterway to form a silt or sediment basin.

6.2 SCOPE

This chapter established the minimum acceptable quality for the

design and construction of gabion sediment dams located in predominantly

rural or agricultural areas in West Virginia when:

1. Failure of the structure would not result in loss of life, in

damages to homes, commercial or industrial buildings, main

highways, or railroads, in interruption of the use or service of

public utilities;

2. The contributing area does not exceed 500 acres; and

3. The vertical distance between the lowest point along the centerline

of the dam and the crest of the spillway does not exceed 10 feet;

4. The vertical distance between the upstream toe of the embankment

and to the crest of the emergency spillway does exceed 5 feet in

height and does not have a storage volume greater than 20 acre-feet

as measured at normal pool elevation. Also does not present a

hazard to coal miners as determined by the Mine Safety and Health

Administration. Structures which exceed the conditions outlined

in Chapter 6.2(4) shall comply with the following minimum standards:

a. An appropriate combination of principal and emergency spillways

shall be provided to discharge safely the runoff resulting

from a lOa-year, 24-hour precipitation event or a large event

specified by the Department of Natural Resources.
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b. The embankment shall be designed and constructed with a

static safety factor or at least 1.5 or a higher safety

factor as designated by the Department of Natural Resources

to ensure stability.

c. Appropriate barriers shall be provided to control seepage

along the conduits that extend through the embankment.

d. The criteria of the Mine Safety and Health Administration as

published in 30 C.F.R. 77.216 shall be adhered to. All

inspection reports and approvals shall be provided to the

Director of the nepartment of Natural Resources.

5. Structures which exceed or will exceed twenty-five feet in vertical

height from the natural bed of such stream or watercourse measured

at the downstream toe of the barrier and which does or can impound

fifteen acre-feet or more of water and/or will be six feet in

vertical height from the natural bed of such stream or watercourse

measured at the downstream toe of the barrier and which does or

can impound fifty acre-feet or more of water.

Structures meeting these minimum requirements must be approved

by the Director of the Department of Natural Resources in accordance

with Chapter 20, Article 50 of the Code of West Virginia known as

"Dam Control Act".

6. Gabions can be used only where the pH of the normal stream flow,

existing and expected, is to be greater than 5.0 during the life

of the structure.

6.3 EMERGENCY SPILLWAY

An emergency spillway will be required on all gabion structures

and will be designed to safely carry the expected discharge from a
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25-year, 24-hour frequency storm. The crest of the spillway shall be

located at the maximum elevation of the sediment pool.

All spillways shall have a rectangular cross-section as viewed

along the centerline of the structure.

There shall be 1/2 foot of freeboard between the maximum design

flow elevation in the spillway and the top of the dam. The expected

peak rate of discharge of a storm event shall be obtained from

Chapter 2. "Estimating Runoff". The spillway shall be proportioned

to carry the peak discharge by the formula Q = CLh3/2. where Q is the

peak discharge. L is the longitudinal length of the spillway. and h

is height of the spillway opening minus 0.5 feet. C is a coefficient

of discharge which may be found in Exhibit 6-2.

In no caSe 8hall the total design head on the structure exceed

11.0 feet (the sum of maximum distance from the original ground to

spillway elevation plus h must be less than or equal to 13.0 feet).

The Emergency Spillway shall be located to insure maximum travel

distance between point of entry to spillway so as to prevent short

circuiting to the extent possible. see Chapter 19. "Water Management

Practices" for determining or altering sediment basin shape.

6.4 GABION CROSS-SECTION

In order to establish a uniform yet stahle cross-section for this

type structure. all gabion sediment dams shall have a steplike cross

section with a 12 inch gabion or a 3 foot thick rock mattress covering

the downstream channel and embankment. See Exhibit 6-3. for acceptable

gabion sediment dam cross-section of 3 feet 3 inches by 3 feet 3

inches.
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The gabion or rock mattress shall extend out from the downstream

toe of structure for the minimum distances shown in Exhibit 6-3. The

bottom width of the mattress shall. be equal to the length of the

spillway and in line with it. The channel sides shall be covered by

the mattress to a minimum vertical depth of 4 feet.

The upstream face of all gabion structures may be backfilled with

material from the pool area. The backfill shall be on a slope of 3

horizontal to 1 vertical.

Cross-sections of additional width other than those shown and

without backfill against the upstream face may be used if approved by

the Director of the Department of Natural Resources.

6.5 KEY-IN OF FOUNDATION

The gabion dam shall be keyed into the abutment with the channel

or valley to a minimum depth of 3 feet at any point. The bottom of

the gabion may be keyed into the channel bottom. After the gabion

structure is in place, the key into the abutment shall be backfilled

to the embankment's original contour with compactible material. The

material shall be mechanically tamped in maximum lifts of 6 inches.

6.6 FILLING AND BINDING GABION WIRE BASKETS

The gabion baskets shall be filled with durable limestone, river

rock or sandstone of )-7 inches in size. The stone shall be hand or

machine placed in the baskets in such a manner as to prevent sagging

or bulging of the basket or baskets. All edges of the baskets must

be secured or bounded to the adjacent basket by lacing wire in and

out of the mesh openings. The maximum distance between each coil

shall not exceed 4 inches.
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6.7 MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS
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All perimeter edges of the mesh forming each unit shall

be securely selvedged with wire of not less than O.lsO-inch

diameter so that the joints formed by tying the selvedges have at

least the same strength as the body of the mesh.

Lacing wire shall be supplied in sufficient quantity for

securing all edges of the gabion baskets and diaphragms and to

provide for the necessary internal connection wires in each cell.

The wire lacing shall meet or exceed the same specification as the

wire used in the mesh.

The wire mesh shall be made of galvanized steel wire having a

minimum size of U.S. Steel Wire Gauge No. 14. The tensile strength

of the wire shall be in the range of 60,000 to 85,000 p.s.i. The

miniillum zinc coating of the wire shall be 0.80 ounces per square

foot of uncoated wire surface as determined by a test or tests

conducted in accordance with A.S.T.M. Designation A-90. The

maximum linear dimension of the mesh opening shall not ex:ceed 3-1/2

inches and the area of the mesh opening shall not exceed 6 square

inches.

Gabions shall be fabricated in such a manner that the sides,

ends, lid, and diaphragms can be assembled at the construction site

into a rectangular basket of the specified sizes. Gabions shall be

of single unit construction - the hase, lid and sides shall be

woven into a single unit and the ends shall be connected to the

base section of the gabion in such a manner that strength and

flexibility at the point of connection is at least equal to that of

the mesh.
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Where the length of the gabion exceeds') feet, the gabion shall

be divided by diaphragms, of the same mesh and gauge as the body of

the gabions, into cells of equal length and width. The gabion shall

be furnished with the necessary diaphragms secured in proper position

on the base in such a manner that no additional tying at this juncture

will be necessary.

6.8 PLANS, DESIGN DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS

In addition to the "Proposed Drainage Map", there shall also be

submitted the following items concerning gabion sediment dams:

1. A "Structure Proportioning Computations Sheet" to be completed

for each proposed gabion sediment dam. Exhibit 6-1:

2. Construction Plans showing:

a. A topographic map on a 1" 50' scale and 4 foot contour intervals

showing the reservoir area, structure, two permanent reference

points, showing type, elevation and azimuth or bearing between

reference points, relieving stream and north arrow. Topographic

map is to be made using transit-stadia survey method.

b. A scaled cross-section view of gabion structure at the point

where the maximum depth of water will be impounded against

the structure showing all pertinent dimensions and elevations.

c. A scaled cross-section view taken along the centerline of the

dam showing all pertinent dimensions and elevations.

3. A "Stage-Area-Storage Computations Sheet" and "Stage-Area Storage Curves".

4. Construction Specifications.

5. Maintenance schedule to include, but not limited to, the following:

Procedures for maintenance, method of disposal of sediment and

access to structure for maintenance.
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6. Procedures and timetable for abandonment.
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6.9

6.9.1

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

SITE PREPARATION

Brush, trees and other undesirable material shall be cleared from

the sediment pool and dam areas. Sod and topsoil shall be stripped

from gabions foundation area.

6.9.2 PREPARATION OF FOUNDATION

Proper excavation shall be made along the foundation of and sides

of the gabion structure as shown on the construction plans to assure

that the gabion structure will be placed on the planned line and grade.

The key into the abutments shall be excavated as shown on the

construction plans. The gabion structure must be keyed into the

abutment a minimum of 3 feet at any point as measured in any direction.

The fill material beneath the gabion units along the sides of the

structure shall be placed in 6 inch maximum lifts and mechanically tamped.

6.9.3 FILL AND BINDING

Backfilling of the key into the abutments and against the upstream

face of the gabion shall progress simultaneously with the filling and

binding of the baskets. The key into the embankment shall be backfilled

with compactible material to the embankment's original contour. This

material shall be placed in 6 inch maximum lifts and mechanically

tamped. Each gabion unit shall be bound together by a continuous

piece of connecting wire stitched around the vertical edges with a

coil about every 4 inches. Lacing wire shall be used to join the

units together in the same manner. Empty gabion units shall be set

to line and grade as shown on the plans.
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A standard fence stretcher, chain fall, or steel rod may be

used to stretch the wire baskets and hold alignment.

The gabions shall be filled with stone carefully placed by hand

or machine to assure alignment and void bulges with a minimum of

voids. After a gabion has been filled, the lid shall be bent over

until it meets the sides and edges. The lid then be secured to the

sides, ends and diaphragms with the lacing wire in the manner

described above for assembling.

6.9.4 BACKFILLING UPSTREAM FACE

The upstream face of the cribbing may be backfilled with

material from the pool area up to the sedime~t pool elevation

behind the spillway and up to the top of dam elevation for the

remainder on a slope of 3 horizontal to 1 vertical. Very dry or

wet material shall not be used. The fill material shall be free of

all sod, roots, stones over 6 inches in diameter and other

objectionable material. The moisture content of the material

should be such that when kneaded in the hand, it will just form a

ball that will not readily separate.

The embankment shall be brought up on uniform 6-8 inch layers

of approximate uniform elevation over its entire area. Each layer

shall be thoroughly compacted by making at least 4 complete passes

with a tamping roller or by applying compactive effort with rubber

tired equipment.

6.9.5 SPILLWAY

The spillway shall conform to the alignment and dimensions

shown on the plans.
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6.9.6 DOWNSTREAM CHANNEL PROTECTION

6.9.6.1 GARION MATTRESS
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The gabion mattress or apron shall conform to the alignment and

grade shown on the plans. The mattress shall he bound in the same

manner prescribed for the gabion baskets. Also, the edge of the

mattress against the toe of the dam shall be bound to the dam in the

same manner prescribed for the gabion baskets.

6.9.6.2 ROCK MATTRESS

The channel bottom and sides downstream of the structure shall be

covered to a minimum depth of 3 feet with durable rock of which fifty

percent (50%) is 3 feet or larger and the remainder sized to fill the

voids with a minimum size of 6 inches. The rock shall not contain

more than ten percent (10%) earth, sand, or soft shale as determined

by visual inspection. The rock shall extend out from the toe of the

crib structure for a minimum distance of twice the height of the

structure. The dumped rock shall form a trapezoidal channel with a

bottom width equal or greater than the length of the spillway. The

rock shall extend up the embankment sides to a minimum vertical depth

of 4 feet.

6.9.7 VEGETATIVE PROTECTION AGAINST EROSION

All disturbed areas outside the pool area shall be seeded and

mulched immediately after construction in accordance with Chapter 20

of this handbook for revegetation.
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GABIOO SEDIMENT DAM

Structure Proportioning Computation Sheet

Gabion Nunber ----

SEDIMENT STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

Drainage Area = Ac.

Area Disturbed == Ac.

Sediment Vol.ime == 0.125 Ac. Ft. /Acre Times Disturbed Area Controlled by

Gabion Nunber ---- ________ Ac. Ft.

__________ Ft.

________) = Emergency Spillway

Sediment Pool Elevation == Fmergency Spillway Elevat ion

EMERGENCY SPILLWAY DESIGN

Peak Discharge (Q)(Exhibit 2-7) cfs

Spillway Breath == Ft.

Spillway Height Minus 0.5 Ft , ; h = ( ) Spillway Breath

(-) 0.5 Ft. == Ft.

Coefficient of Discharge (C) (Exhibit )

*Mininun Spillway Length [L == Q/Ch 0/2)]

*The three-halves peMer of h may be obtained fran Table No. 1

Planned Spillway Length Ft.

Top of Gabion Elevation (

Elevation (. ) + Spillway Height (. )



TABLE 6-1

THREE-HALVES POWERS OF NUMBERS

No. .00 .01 .02 003 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

1.5 1.837 1.856 1.874 1.892 1.911 1.930 1.948 1.967 1.986 2.005
1.6 2.024 2.043 2.062 2.081 2.100 2.120 2.139 2.158 2.178 2.197
1.7 2.216 2.236 20256 2.276 2.295 2.315 2.335 2.355 2.375 2.395
1.8 2.415 2.435 2.455 2.476 2.496 2.516 2.537 2.557 2.578 2.598
1.9 . 2.619 2.640 2.660 2.6Ul 2.702 2.723 2.744 2.765 2.786 2.807

2.0 2.828 2.850 2.871 2.892 2.914 2.935 2.957 2.978 3.000 3.022
2. 1 3.043 3.065 3.087 3.109 3.131 3.153 3.174 3.197 3.219 3.241
2.2 3.263 3.285 3.308 3.330 3.352 3.375 3.398 3.420 3.443 3.465
203 3.488 3.511 3.534 3.557 3.580 3.602 3.62~ 3.649 3.672 3.695
2.4 3.718 3.741 3.765 3.788 3.811 3.835 3.858 3.882 3.906 3.929

2.5 3.953 3.977 4.000 4.024 4.048 4.072 4.096 4.120 4.144 4.168
2.6 4.192 4.217 4.241 4.265 4.290 4.314 4.338 4.363 4.387 4.412
2.7 4.437 4.461 4.4B6 4.511 4.536 4.560 4.585 4.610 4.635 4.f;&:;O
2.8 4.685 4.710 4.736 4.761 4.786 4.811 4.837 4.862 4.888 4

"'-'" 2.9 4.938 4.964 4.990 5.015 5.041 4.067 4.093 5.118 5.144 5•. , J

3.0 5.196 5.222 5.248 5.274 5.300 5.327 5.353 5.379 5.404 5.432
3. 1 5.458 5.481 5.511 5.538 5.564 5.591 5.617 5.644 5.671 5.698
3.2 5.724 5.751 5.778 50805 5.832 5.859 5.886 5.913 5.940 5.968
3.3 5.995 6.022 6.049 6.077 6.104 6.132 6.159 6.186 6.214 6.242
3.4 6.269 6.297 6.325 6.352 6.380 6.408 6.436 6.464 6.492 6.520

3.5 6.548 6.576 6.604 60632 6.660 6.689 6.717 6.745 6.774 6.802
3.6 6.830 6.859 6.888 6.916 6.945 6.973 7.002 7.031 7.060 7.088
3.7 7.117 70146 7.175 7.204 7.233 7.262 7.291 7.320 7.349 6.378
3.8 7.408 7.437 7.466 7.496 70525 7.554 7.584 7.613 7.643 7.672
3.9 7.702 7.732 7.761 7.791 7.821 7.850 7.880 7.910 7.940 7.970

•



TABLE 6-1

THREE-HALVES POWERS OF NUMBERS

- ...._------
No. .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

4.0 8.000 8.030 8.060 8.090 8.120 8.150 8.181 8.211 8.241 8.272
4.1 8.302 8.332 8.363 8.393 8.424 8.454 8.485 8.515 8.546 8.577
4.. 2 8.607 8.638 8.669 8.700 8.731 8.762 8.793 8.824 8.855 8.836
4.3 8.917 8.948 8.979 9.010 9.041 9.073 9.104 9.135 9.167 9.D8
4.4 9.230 9.261 9.292 9.324 9.356 9.387 9.419 9.451 9.482 9.514

4.5 9.546 9.578 9.610 9.642 9.674 9.706 9.738 9.770 9.802 9.834
4.6 9.866 9.898 9.930 9.963 9.995 10.03 10.06 10.09 10.12 10.10
4.7 10.19 10.22 10.25 10.29 10.32 10.35 10.39 10.4? 10.45 10.43
4.8 10.52 10.55 10.58 10.62 10.65 10.68 10.71 10.75 10.78 10.81
4.9 10.85 10.88 10.91 10.95 10.98 11. 01 11.05 11 .08 11. 11 11 .15

5.0 11. 18 11 .21 11. 25 11.28 11. 31 11 .35 11.38 11 .42 11 .45 11.48
5. 1 11 .52 11 .55 11 .59 11 .62 11 .65 11.69 11.72 11.76 11 .79 11.82
5.2 11.86 11.89 11.93 11.96 11.99 12.03 12.06 12.10 12.13 12. 17
5.3 12.20 12.24 12.27 12.31 12.34 12.37 12.41 12.44 12.48 12.51
5.4 12.55 12.58 12.62 12.65 12.69 12.72 12.76 12.79 12.83 12. }6

).5 12.90 12.93 12.97 13.00 13.04 13.07 13.11 13.15 13.18 13.22
~.6 13.25 13.29 13.32 13.36 13.39 13.43 13.47 13.50 13.54 13.57

5.7 13.61 13.64 13.68 13.72 13.75 13.79 13.82 13.86 13.90 13.33
5.8 13.97 14.00 14.01 14.08 14.11 14.15 14.19 14.22 14.26 14. ~9
5.9 14.33 14.37 14.40 14.44 14.48 14.51 14.55 14.59 14.62 14.56

6.0 14.70 14.73 14.77 14.81 14.84 14.88 14.92 14.95 14.99 15.)3
6.1 15.07 15.10 15.14 15.18 15.21 14.25 15.29 15.33 15.36 15.10
6.2 15.44 15.48 15.51 15.55 15.59 15.62 15.66 15.70 15.74 15.78
C3 15.81 15.85 15.89 15.93 15.96 16.00 16.04 16.08 16.12 16. 15
6.4 16. 19 16.23 16.27 16.30 16.34 16.38 16.42 16.46 16.50 16.53



,
EXHIBIT 6-2

VALUES O~ C IN THE FOR~1lflJ\ 0 = CLh3/7.

---
*Height BNadth of weir in feet

of
Weir 3.25 4.00 5.00 Fi.nn 10.0n 15.nn

h

1.0 2.65 2.67 2.68 7..F.R 2.68 2.61

1.2 2.65 2.67 2.6f' 2.67 2.60 2.64

1.4 2.64 2.65 2.65 2.65 '2.67 2.1i4
I

1.6 2.66 2.66 2.65 2.65 2.64 2.fi1

1.8 2.66 2.66 2.65 2.65 2.64 ?f;3

2.0 2.71 2.68 2.65 2.65 2.64 2.61
:

2.5 2.79 2.7?. 2.67 ?611 2.64 2.63

3.0 2.77 I 2.73 2.60 ?fi6 2.04 2.63

3.5 2.92 I 2.76 2.68 2.67 2.64 2.63
I

4.0 3.00 2.79 2.70 2.fi9 2.fi4 2.61

4.5 3.21 2.88 2.74 z.rz 2.64 2.6'3

5.0 3.26 3.07 2.79 2.76 2.64 ?Fi3

5.5 3.32 3.32 2.88 2.85 2.64 2.Fi1

*h = Planned height of spillway minus 0.5 feet.
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TECHNICAL HANDBOOK

7.1 DEFINITION

CHAPTER 7

CRIB SEDIMENT DAM

page 7-1

A barrier or dam composed of rockfilled concrete cribbing constructed

across a waterway to form a silt or sediment basin.

7.2 SCOPE

This chapter establishes the minimum acceptable quality for the

design and construction of crib sediment dams located in predominantly

rural or agricultural areas in West Virginia when:

1. Failure of the structure would not result in loss of life; in

damages to homes, commercial or industrial buildings; main

highways, or railroads; in interruption of the use of service or

public utilities; and

2. The contributing area does not exceed 500 acres;

3. The vertical distance between the upstream toe of the embankment

and to the crest of the emergency spillway does exceed 5 feet in

height and does not have a storage volume greater than 20 acre

feet as measured at normal pool elevation. Also does not present

a hazard to coal miners as determined by the Mine Safety and

Health Administration. Structures which exceed the conditions

outlined in Chapter 7.2(3) shall comply with the following

minimum standards:

a. An appropriate combination of principal and emergency spillways

shall be provided to discharge safely the runoff resulting

from a IOO-year. 24-hour precipitation event or a large event

specified by the Department of Natural Resources.
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b. The embankment shall be designed and constructed with a static

safety factor or at least 1.5 or a higher safety factor as

designated by the Department of Natural Resources to ensure

stability.

c. Appropriate barriers shall be provided to control seepage

along the conduits that extend through the embankment.

d. The criteria of the Mine Safety and Health Administration as

published in 30 C.F.R. 77.216 shall be adhered to. All inspection

reports and approvals shall be pr.ovided to the Director of

the Department of Natural Resources.

4. The vertical distance between the lowest point along the centerline

of the dam and the crest of the s~illway does not exceed 10 feet.

5. Structures which is or will exceed twenty-five feet in vertical

height from the natural bed of such stream or watercourse measured

at the downstream toe of the barrier and which does or can impound

fifteen acre-feet or more of water and/or will be six feet in

vertical height or more in height from the natural bed of such

stream or watercourse measured at the downstream toe of the barrier

and which does or can impound fifty acre-feet or more of water.

Structures meeting these minimum requirements must be approved by

the Director of the Department of Natural Resources in with Chapter

20, Article 5D of the Code of Wet Virginia known as "Dam Control Act."

7.3 EMERGENCY SPILLWAY

An emergency spillway will be required on all crib structures and

will be designed to safely cdrry the expected peak discharge from a

25-year, 24-hour frequency storm. The crest of the spillway shall be

located at the maximum elevation of the sediment pool.
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All spillways shall have a rectangular cross-section as viewed

along the centerline of the structure.

There shall be 1/2 foot of freeboard between the maximum design

flow elevation in the spillway and the top of the dam. The expected

peak rate of discharge of a storm event shall be obtained from

Chapter 2, "Estimating Runoff". The spillway shall be proportioned

to carry the peak discharge by the formula, Q = CLh3/z, where Q is

the peak discharge, L is the longitudinal length of the spillway, and

h is height of the spillway opening minus 0.5 feet. C is a coefficient

of discharge which may be found in Exhibit 6.2.

In no case shall the total design head on the structure exceed

13.0 feet (the sum of the maximum distance from original ground to

the spillway elevation plus h must be less than or equal to 13.0 feet).

The emergency spillway shall be located to insure maximum travel

distance between point of entry to spillway so as to prevent short

circuiting to the extent possible, see Chapter 19, "Water Management

Practices", for procedures for determining or altering sediment basin

shape.

7.4 CRIB DAM CROSS-SECTION

In order to establish a uniform, yet stable cross-section, See

Exhibit 72 for this type structure; All crib sediment dams shall:

1. Be a minimum of 6 feet in width; that is, the distance from

inside to inside of headers must be 6 feet or more.

Z. May be backfilled with material from the pool area on the upstream

face. The slope of the backfill shall be a minimum of 3 horizontal

to 1 vertical.
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3. Have the channel bottom and sides downstream of the structure

covered to a minimum depth of 3 feet with durable rock mattress

of which fifty percent (50%) is 3 feet or larger and the remainder

sized to fill the voids with a minimum size of 6 inches; or have

the channel bottom and sides downstream of the structure cover

a 12 inch gabion mattress. The rock or gabion mattress extend

out from the toe of the structure for a minimum distance of twice

the height of the structure.

7.5 KEY-IN ABUTMENTS

The crib dam shall be keyed into the abutments with the channel

or valley to a minimum depth of 3 feet at any point. The foundation

of the crib dam shall be keyed into the channel bottom to a minimum

depth of 1 foot. After the crib structure is in place, the key into

the abutments shall be backfilled to the embankment's original

contour with compactible material. The material shall be mechanically

tamped in maximum lifts to 6 inches.

7.6 FILLING OF CRIB UNIT

7.7

7.7.1

Crib fill material shall consist of durable limestone, sandstone

or rock. The stone shall be hand or machine placed inside the

cribbing in such a manner as to minimize the void space. If open

faced cribbing is used, the stone fill shall have a minimum size of 1

inch greater than that of the crib's vertical opening. If closed

faced cribbing is used, the stone fill shall be 37 inches in size.

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION

CRIB FABRICATION

Reinforced concrete cribbing shall be manufactured of dense,

impermeable concrete, developing a compressive strength of not less
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than 4000 pounds per square inch in 28 days. Crib units shall be made

in rigid steel forms and compacted by vibration. The surfaces of all

members shall contain no recesses or depressions. Mesh or bar reinforcing

shall be used with the steel placed such as to act integrally with the

concrete in resisting design stresses.

7.7.2 CRIB INTERLOCKING

Headers shall be made with reinforced projecting lugs to serve as

the locking device. If other types of locking devices are employed,

the manufacturer shall furnish proof of strength of such device based

on test results from a qualified laboratory.

Concrete crib dams covered by these specifications shall be of the

true crib type having stretchers running longitudinally with the wall

at both the front and rear, and headers lying transversely to support

the ends of the stretchers and tie the structure together.

7.7.3 GROSS VOLUME OF CRIB UNIT

The total volume of concrete contained in all crib units shall

represent at least sixteen percent (16%) of the gross volume of the

crib wall with the filling in place.

7.8 PLANS, DESIGN DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS

In addition to the "Proposed Drainage Map", there shall also be

submitted the following items concerning crib sediment dams:

1. A "Structure Proportioning Computations Sheet" to be completed for

each proposed crib sediment dam. Exhibit 7-1

2. Construction Plans showing:

a. A topographic map on a I" -50' scale and 4 foot contour intervals

showing the reservoir area, structure, two permanent reference

points showing type, elevation and azimuth or bearing between
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reference points, relieving stream, and north arrow. Topographi

map is to be made using transit-stadia survey method.

b. A scaled cross-section view of gabion structure at the point

where the material depth of water will be impounded against

the structure showing all pertinent dimensions and elevations.

c. A scaled cross-section view taken along the centerline of the

dam showing all pertinent dimensions and elevations.

3. A "Stage-Area-Storage Computations Sheet" and "Stage-Area-Storage

Curves" •

4. Construction Specifications.

5. Maintenance schedule to include, but not limited to, the following:

Procedures for maintenance, method of disposal of sediment and

access to structure for maintenance.

6. Procedures and timetable for abandonment.

7.9 CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

7.9.1 SITE PREPARATION

Brush, trees and other undersirable material shall be cleared

from the sediment pool and dam areas. Sad and topsoil shall be

stripped from crib's foundation area.

7.9.2 PREPARATION OF FOUNDATION

Proper excavation shall be made along the foundation and sides of

the crib structure as shown on the construction plans to assure that

the crib will be placed on the planned line and grade.

The key into the abutments shall be excavated as shown on the

construction plans. The crib structure must be keyed into the

abutments to a mimimum of 3 feet at any point. The crib structure

will be keyed into the channel bottolD to a minimum depth of 1 foot.
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When the cribbing is on the fill materials, the fill material

beneath the cribbing shall be placed in 6 inch maximum lifts and

mechanically tamped.

7.9.3 PLACING CRIB MEMBERS

The prepared foundation bed for the cribbing shall be firm and

normal to the face of the cribbing. The crib members shall be

taken to insure the correct alignment.

The crib members shall be handled carefully and. members that

become cracked or otherwise damaged shall be removed and new

members substituted.

7.9.4 FILLING CRIB

The filling of the interior, backfilling against the upstream

face, backfilling key into embankment, and dumped rock against

downstream face shall progress simultaneously with the erection of

the cribbing. The interior of the cribbing shall be filled with

durable limestone, sandstone, or river bedrock which shall be hand

or machine placed inside the cribbing in such a manner as to

minimize the void space. If open faced cribbing is used, the stone

fill shall have a minimum size of 1 inch greater than that of the

crib's vertical opening. If closed cribbing is used, the stone

fill shall be 3-7 inches in size.

7.9.5 BACKFILLING UPSTREAM FACE

The upstream face of the cribbing may be backfilled with

material from the pool area up to the sediment pool elevation

behind the spillway and up to the top of the dam elevation for the

remainder on a maximum slope of 3 horizontal to 1 vertical.
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Very dry or wet material shall not be used. The fill material

shall be free of sod, roots, stones over 6 inches in diameter and

other objectionable material. The moisture content of the material

should be such that when kneaded in the hand, it will jus t fo rm a

ball that will not readily separate.

The embankment shall be brought up on uniform 6-8 inch layers

of approximate uniform elevation over its entire area. Each layer

shall be thoroughly compacted by making at least 4 complete passes

with a tamping roller or by applying equal compactive effort with

rubber-tired equipment.

7.9.6 BACKFILLING KEY INTO ABUTMENTS

The key into the abutments shall be backfilled to the embankment's

original contour with compactible material. This material shall be

placed in 6 inch maximum lifts and mechanically tamped.

7.9.7 DOWNSTREAM CHANNEL PROTECTION

7.9.7.1 ROCK MATTRESS

The channel bottom and sides downstream of the structure shall

be covered to a minimum depth of 3 feet with durable rock of which

fifty percent (50%) is 3 feet or larger and the remainder sized to

fill the voids with minimum size of 6 inches. The rock shall not

contain more than ten percent (10%) earth, sand or soft shale as

determined by visual inspection. The rock shall extend out from

the toe of the crib structure. The dumped rock shall form a

trapezoidal channel with a bottom width equal or greater than the

length of the spillway. The rock shall extend up the embankment

sides for a minimum vertical depth of 4 feet.
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7.9.7.2 GABION MATTRESS

The channel bottom and sides downstream of the structure shall be

covered with a 12 inch gabion mattress. The mattress shall form a

trapezoidal channel with a bottom length equal to or greater than the

length of the spillway. The mattress shall extend up the embankment

to a minimum distance of twice the height of the structure.

Material specifications, binding and filling of gabion mattress

baskets shall be as outlined under GABION SEDIMENT DAMS.

7.9.8 VEGETATIVE PROTECTION AGAINST EROSION

All disturbed areas outside the pool area shall be mulched and

vegetated in accordance with Chapter 20 of this handbook on revegetation.



EXHIBIT 7-1

CRIB SEDIMENT DAM

Stnteture Proportioning Canputation Sheet

Crib Nunber ----

SEDIMENT STORAGE REQUIRE1-1ENfS

Drainage Area = Ac.

Area Disturbed = Ac.-----------
Sediment Volume = 0.125 Ac. Ft. / Acre Times Disturbed Area Controlled

by Crib Nunber _ Ac. Ft.--------
Sediment Pool Elevation = Emergency Spillway

--------- Elevation

EMERGENCY SPIILWAY DESIGN

Peak Discharge (Q)(Exhibit 2-7) cfs

Spillway Breath = Ft.

Spillway Height Minus 0.5 Ft.; h = ( ) Spillway

Breath (-) 0.5 Ft. = Ft.

Coefficient of Discharge (C)(Exhibit )

Minimun Spillway Length [L = Q/01 <3/2*)] Ft.

~"Lhe three-halves power of h may be obtained fran Table No. 1

Planned Spillway Length Ft.

Top of Crib Elevation ( ) = Emergency Spillway

Elevation ( ) + Spillway Height ( )--------
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8.1 DEFINITION

CHAPTER 8

VALLEY OR HEAD-OF-HOLLOW FILLS

page 8-1

A fill structure consisting of any material, other than coal

processing waste and organic material, placed across or through the

head of a valley or hollow where side slopes of the existing hollow

measured at the steepest point are greater than 20 degrees or the aver

age slope of the profile of the hollow from the toe of the fill to

the top of the fill is greater than 10 degrees, known as "Valley Fill".

8.2 PURPOSE

The valley or head-of-hollow fill meth~d was developed to improve

aesthetics, reduce landslides, allow for full recovery of one or more

coal seams, and produce rolling land that is suitable for the post-mining

land use.

This method provides permanent storage space for excess spoil,

which is not required to achieve the approximate original contour, to

be transported to and placed in a controlled manner.

This method provides temporary space for excess spoil or overburden,

which shall be used for backfilling and regrading, to be transported

to and placed in a controlled manner.

Areas which are free of underground mine openings or wet weather

springs should be selected for valley or head-of-hollow fills. The

size of the selected hollow must be such that the excess overburden

generated by the' mining operation will be utilized in the fill.

Instead of unstable out-slope with its potential for slides and

erosion, or islands of isolated land with no access, a large, stable,

fairly level area can be constructed with this method.
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8.3 LOCATION

page 8-2

The valley fill area shall be located on the most moderate slopes

and naturally stable areas available. Where possible, fill materials

suitable for disposal shall be placed upon or above a natural

terrace, bench, or berm, if such placement provides additional

stability and prevents mass movement.

8.4 STABILIZATION

All organic material shall be removed from the disposal area, and

the topsoil must be removed and segregated before the material is

placed in the area. Suitable organic material may be used as mulch

or may be included in the topsoil. The spoil shall be transported

and placed in a controlled manner, concurrently compacted as

necessary to insure long-term mass stability and prevent mass

movement. In all cases, rock toe buttress of sufficient size to

prevent mass movement shall be designed and constructed. The fIll

shall be drained and graded to allow surface and subsurface drainage

to be compatible with the natural surroundings.

8.5 DRAINAGE

Drainage for valley fills shall consist of a rock drain constructed

through the fill from the original valley floor up to the finished

ground line to provide a permanent means of conveying surface runoff

past the fill area. The rock core shall be progressively brought up

with the remainder of the fill. The rock shall consist of non-degradable,

non-acid or toxic forming rock such as natural sand and gravel,

sandstone, limestone or other durable rock that will not slake in

water and will be free of coal, clay or shale.
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During and after construction, the top of the fill shall be graded

to drain back to the head of the fill and to the rock core. Maximum

slope of the top of the fill shall be three percent (3%). At no time

during and after construction shall runoff from the top of the fill be

discharged over the face of the fill.

A drainage pocket shall be maintained at the head of the fill during

and after construction to intercept surface runoff and discharge the

runoff through or over the rock core. In no case shall this pocket or

sump have a potential for impounding more than 10,000 cubic feet of wa~er.

The top of the rock drain shall form a trapezoidal channel for possible

flows over the core instead of through it in the event the pores of the

core become blocked by debris or sediment. The minimum base width of the

channel shall be 8 feet and the minimum depth of the channel shall be 2 feet.

The valley fill area should not contain springs, natural water courses

or wet weather seeps unless lateral drains are constructed from the wet

areas to the rock core in such a manner that infiltration of the water

into the fill will be prevented. If springs, natural water courses or

wet weather seeps are encountered, a system of under drains shall be

constructed from each spring or seepage area as lateral drains to the

rock core. If no filter is designed for the underdrain or rock core

sufficient capacity shall be provided to allow for partial plugging of

the drain and/or rock core. Rock used in the underdrain shall consist of

non-degradable, non-acid or toxic forming rock such as a natural sand and

gravel, sandstone. limestone or other durable rock that will not slake in

water and will be free of coal, clay or shale. No single rock utilized

in the underdrain and/or rock core may occupy more than 25 percent of the

width of the drain and/or core.
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4.

Each application shall contain the results of a geotechnical

investigation of the proposed disposal site. The investigation shall

include such factors as adverse geologic conditions, soil characteristics

and depth in foundation zones, bedrock, springs, seeps and groundwater

flow, potential effects of subsidence and a description of the

materials to be placed in rock cores and drains. The level of such

geotechnical investigation shall be determined by a Registered

Professional Engineer based upon specific site conditions, available

site information, additional engineering data required for design and

the history of similar facilities in aearby areas.

8.7 MINIMUM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

All valley fills shall be designed by a Registered Professional

Engineer. The follOWing minimUil'l design requirements must be met:

1. The foundation of the fill shall be designed to assure that the

valley fill will have a long-term static factor of safety of 1.5.

2. The outer slope of the fill shall be no steeper than 2 horizontal

to 1 vertical. A minimum 20-foot wide bench, or greater as

approved by the Director of the Department of Natural Resources,

shall be installed at a maximum of every 50 feet in vertical

height of the fill with a 3 percent to 5 percent slope towards

the fl11, normal to such, and 1 percent towards the rock core.

3. A rock core shall be designed with a minimum width of 16 feet and

composed of durable rock with a minimum dimension of 12 inches.

The rock core shall consist of no more than 10 percent fines

(fines being a dimension less than 12 inches.)

All drainage structure and apurtenence to be designed to handle

safely pass a lOO-year, 24-hour precepation event.
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8.8 PLANS t DESIGN DATA AND CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

1. A profile view of the valley fill showing the original ground line

as surveyed with 100 foot stations and proposed constructed limits.

2. A cross-section located through the midpoint of the bench showing

the original ground line as surveyed and proposed constructed limits.

3. A cross-section located through the intersection of the top and

the face of the proposed valley fill showing the original groundline

as surveyed and proposed constructed limits.

4. A cross-section of the rock core.

5. A plan-view and cross-sections of designed rock toe buttress.

6. Design of foundation to insure a longterm static safety factor of 1.5.

7. Details of foundation preparations; keywayst etc.

8. Construction Specifications

8.9 CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

Construction of the fill shall be as follows:

1. All areas upon which a valley fill is to be placed shall first be

cleared progressively of all trees t brush t shrubs t and other

organic material. This material shall be removed from the fill

area. No more than 3.0 acres t excluding roadway for construction

of fill t shall be cleared in the valley fill site until the first

lift is completed;

2. A rock core shall be progressively constructed as the layers are

brought up through the valley fill.

3. Depositing and compacting valley fill in layers shall begin at

the toe of the fill. The layers shall be constructed approximately

parallel with proposed finish grade. All material shall be deposited

in uniform horizontal layers and compacted with haulage equipment;
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4. The thickness of the layers shall not exceed 4 feetj

5. During and after construction, the top of the fill shall be

graded to drain back to the head of the filIon a slope no

greater than three percent (3%). A drainage pocket shall be

maintained at the head of the fill at all times to intercept

surface runoff. Maximum size of the drainage pocket shall be

10,000 cubic feetj

6. When construction of each lift (maximum of every 50 feet in

vertical height) of the valley fill is completed, topsoil or

other suitable material which will support vegetation shall be

spread over the completed slope and hench excluding the rock

core. The completed slope and bench shall then be seeded and

mulched immediately in accordance with the approved revegetation

plan; and

7. Specifications of proposed rock toe buttress.

8.10 CERTIFICATION

Certification of the fill shall be as follows:

1. The fill shall be designed using recognized professional standards

and certified by an approved Registered Professional Engineer.

2. The fill shall be inspected for stability by an approved Registered

Professional Engineer experienced in the construction of earth

and rock fill embankments approved by the Director of the Department

of Natural Resources; quarterly throughout construction and

during the critical construction periods such as removal of all

organic material; topsoil; placement of underdrain system;

installation of surface drainage systems; and revegetation in

accordance with the approved Plans, Design Data and Specifications.
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After completion of the inspection by the approved Registered

Professional Engineer, a certified report shall be submitted to

the Division of Reclamation within 2 weeks after conducting

inspection. A copy of the certified report shall be maintained

at the mine site.

3. After total completion of the valley fill, a DR-13 (Certification

Form) shall be completed in accordance with Chapter 16 of the

Handbook and submitted to the Division of Reclamation.

8.11 SEDIMENT CONTROL REQUIREMENT

A sediment control structure(s) will be required to have a

storage volume of 0.125 acre-foot per acre of the proposed disturbance

of the valley or head-of-hollow fill area and proposed mining

operation above fill. A variance may be granted to the required

storage vQlume of the valley or head-of-hollow only if a Registered

Professional Engineer can insure that all applicable water quality

standards and effluent limitations can be met. Then the sediment

control structure(s) will have a storage volume of 0.125 acre-foot

per acre of disturbance of the minimum face area.

8.11.1 DISTURBANCE WITHIN FILL SITE

At no time shall the disturbance in the valley fill area be

greater than the sediment storage requirement provided by the

sediment structure until two or more lifts of the fill have been

installed.

8.11.2 LOCATION OF SEDIMENT STRUCTURES

All sediment control structures for fill areas shall be

contiguous with the fill area but not in such proximity so as to

affect mass stability.
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8.12 TEMPORARY STORAGE OF OVERBURDEN TO BE USED FOR BACKFILLING & REGRADING

1. All material to be used in final regrading must be placed

within the permit area as specified in the approved preplan in

a manner which will ensure mass stabilization and adhered to

all applicable rules and regulations governing excess spoil

disposal.

2. All sections of this chapter in the Technical Handbook shall be

adhered to.
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9.1 DEFINITION

A controlled earth and rock fill other than a valley of head-of

hollow fill to form a stable. permanent storage space for excess

surface mining overburden. known as "Side Hill Fill."

9.2 PURPOSE

The side hill fill method was developed to improve aesthetics.

reduce landslides. allow for full recovery of one or more coal seams.

produce rolling land that is suitable for the post-mining land use.

This method provides permanent storage space for excess spoil.

which is not required to achieve the approximate original contour. to

be transported to and placed in a controlled manner.

This method provides temporary storage space for excess spoil or

overburden. which shall be used for backfilling and regrading. to be

transported to and placed in a controlled manner.

Instead of unstable out-slopes with its potential for slides and

erosion or islands of isolated land with no access. a large. stable.

fairly level area can be constructed with this method.

9.3 LOCATION

The side hill fill shall be located on the most moderate slopes

and naturally stable areas available. Where possible. fill materials

suitable for disposal shall be placed upon or above a natural terrace.

bench. or berm. if such placement provides additional stability and

prevents mass movement. The proposed fill area ground slopes will

exceed twenty percent (20°) or a lesser amount determined by the

Department of Natural Resources.
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All organic material shall be removed from the disposal area and

the topsoil must be removed and segregated before the overburden is

placed in the disposal area.

Suitable organic material may be used as mulch or may be included

in the topsoil. The spoil shall be transported and placed in a

controlled manner, concurrently compacted as necessary to insure

long-term mass stability and prevent mass movement. In all cases,

rock toe buttress of sufficient size to prevent mass movement shall

be designed and constructed. The fill shall be drained and graded to

allow surface and subsurface drainage to be compatible with the

natural surroundings.

9.5 DRAINAGE

The disposal area side hill fill should not contain springs,

natural water courses or wet weather seeps unless lateral drains are

constructed from the wet areas (and disposed) in such a manner that

infiltration of the water into the fill shall be prevented. The

drains shall be designed and constructed of coarse rock. If no

filter is designed for the underdrain, sufficient capacity shall be

provided to allow for partial plugging of the drain. Rock used in

the underdrain shall consist of non-degradable, non-acid or toxic

forming rock such as natural sand and gravel, sandstone, limestone or

other durable rock that will not slake in water and will be free of

coal, clay or shale. No single rock utilized in the underdraill may

occupy more than 25 percent of the width of the drain.

Surface water runoff from and around the side hill fill surface

shall be diverted away from the fill and into stabilized channels
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designed to pass safely the runoff from a lOa-year, 24-hour precipitation

event. See Chapter 11, "Diversion" unless other acceptable methodes)

is approved by the Division of Reclamation.

9.6 GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION

Each application shall contain the results of a geotechnical

investigation of the proposed disposal area. The investigation shall

include such factors as adverse geologic conditions, soil characteristics

and depth, bedrock, springs, seeps and groundwater flow, potential

effects of subsidence, and a description of materials to be placed in

the fill and drains. The level of such geotechnical investigation

shall be determined by a Registered Professional Engineer based upon

specific site conditions, available site information, the history of

similar fills in nearby areas and additional engineering data required

for design.

9.7 MINIMUM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

All side hill fills shall be designed by a Registered Professional

Engineer. The following minimum design requirements must be met:

1. The foundation of the fill shall be designed to assure that the

valley fill will have a long-term static factor of safety of 1.5.

2. The outer slope of the fill shall be no steeper than 2 horizontal

to 1 vertical. A minimum 20 foot wide bench, or greater as

approved by the Director of the Department of Natural Resources,

shall be installed at a maximum of every SO feet in vertical

height of the fill with a 3 percent to 5 percent slope towards

the fill, normal to such, and 1 percent towards a stabilized

channel capable of safely passing a lOO-year, 24-hour precipitation

event.
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3. A subsurface drainage system shall be provided to safely collect

and transport water from springs and seeps to the surface where

it cannot affect the stability of the fill. Underdrains shall be

constructed of durable rock and shall be provided with a filter

unless the drain is designed of a sufficient capacity to allow

for partial plugging.

9.8 PLANS, DESIGN DATA AND CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

1. A cross-section of the side hill fill showing the original ground

line and proposed finished grade at 200 foot stations.

2. Submit plans, design data and construction specifications fOI:"

diversion in accordance to Chapter 11, "Divers{cn".

3. A planview and cross section of designed rock toe buttress.

4. Design of foundation to insure a long-term static safety factor

of 1.5, if applicable.

5. Details of foundation preparation; keyways, etc.

6. Construction specifications.

9.9 CONSTRUCTION

Construction of the fill shall be as follows:

1. All areas upon which the fill is to be placed shall first be

progressively cleared of all trees, brush, shrubs and other

organic material. This material shall be removed from the fill

area;

2. Depositing and compacting of the fill-in layers shall begin at

the toe of the fill. The layers shall be constructed approximately

parallel with proposed finish grade. All material shall be deposited

in uniform horizontal layers and compacted with haulage equipment;

3. The thickness of the layers shall not exceed 4 feet;
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9.10

4. When construction of each lift (maximum of every 50 feet in

vertical height) of the fill is completed, topsoil or other

suitable material which will support vegetation shall be spread

over the completed slope and bench. The slopes and benches shall

then be seeded and mulched immediately in accordance with the

approved revegetation plans.

5. Specifications of proposed rock toe buttress.

CERTIFICATION

Certification of the fill shall be as follows:

1. The fill shall be designed using recognized professional standards

and certified by an approved Registered Professional Engineer.

2. The fill shall be inspected for stability by an approved registered

professional engineer experienced in the construction of earth

and rock fill embankments approved by the Director of the Department

of Natural Resources, quarterly throughout construction and

during the critical construction periods such as removal of all

organic material; topsoil; placement of underdrain system;

installation of surface drainage systems; and revegetation in

accordance with the approved Plans, Design Data and Specifications.

After completion of the inspection by the approved Registered

Professional Engineer, a certified report shall be submitted to

the Division of Reclamation within 2 weeks after conducting inspection.

A copy of the certified report shall be maintained at the mine site.

3. After total completion of the valley fill, a DRl3 (Certification

Form) shall be completed in accordance with Chapter 16 of the

Technical Handbook and submitted to the Division of Reclamation.
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4. Where fills are placed on slopes greater than twenty percent

(20%). a certification shall be required.

9.11 SEDIMENT CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

A sediment control structure(s) will be required to have a

storage volume of 0.125 acre-foot per acre of the proposed disturbance

of the side hill fill area and proposed mining operation above f11l.

9.11.1 LOCAtION OF SEDIMENT CONTROL STRUCTURES

All sediment control structures for fill areas shall be contiguous

with the fill area but not in such proximity so as to affect mass

stability.

9.12 TEMPORARY STORAGE OF OVERBURDEN TO BE USED IN BACKFILLING AND REGRADING

1. All material to be used in final regrading must be placed within

the permit area as specified in the approved pre-plan in a manner

which will ensure mass stabilization and adhere to all applicable

rules and regulations governing excess spoil disposal.

2. All sections of this chapter in the Technical Handbook shall be

adhered to.
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10.1 DEFINITION

A controlled rockfill across or through the head of a valley or

hollow to form a stable, permanent storage space for excess surface

mine overburden, (excess spoil shall consist of at least eighty

percent (80%) by volume; sandstone, limestone, or other rocks that do

not ~ake in water), known as "Rockfill".

10.2 PURPOSE

The rockfill method was developed to improve aesthetics, reduce

landslides, allow for full recovery of one or more coal seams and

produce rolling land that is suitable for the postmining land use.

Thi s method provides permanent storage space for excess spoi 1,

which is not required to achieve the approximate original contour, to

be handled and placed in a controlled manner.

The size of the selected hollow must be such that the excess

overburden generated by the ~ining operation will be utilized in the

fi 11 •

Instead of unstable outslope with its potential for slides and

erosion, or islands of isolated land with no access, a large, stable,

fairly level area can be constructed with thi s method.

in.a LOCATION

The rockfi 11 area shall be located on the most moderate slopes

and naturally stable areas available.
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10.4 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Special excess spoil fill placement by dumping in a single lift

may be approved based upon specific site conditions, provided that

the excess spoil fill consists of at least eighty percent (80%) by

volume; sandstone, limestone or other durable rocks that do not slake

in water. Any such fill must he designed by a Registered Professional

Engineer experienced in the design and construction of earth and

rockfill embankments.

10.5 STABILITY

10.5.1 SURFACE EVALUATION

A field evaluation shall be conducted to locate springs, seeps,

mine drainage, rleep soil deposits, landslides, etc. which could

adversely affect the stability of the proposed fill area and drainage

structures.

10.5.2 SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION

A geotechnical investigation shall be conducted to· define type

and quantity of rock and soil to be placed in the fill, depth and

types of soil in the foundation of the proposed fill, determination

of groundwater location, a soil profile for cr i t i cal locations in the

foundation material and material sampl i ng for laboratory analysi s,

The number, location and depth of borings, test pits and trenches

shall be reasonable for the size and location of the structure.

10.5.3 LABORATORY ANALYSIS

Laboratory tests shall be cnducted on representative on-site

foundation and fill materials to include rock and soil classification,

soil density, soil water content, permeability and slake durability.
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10.5.4 INTERNAL DRAINAGE SYSTEM

An internal drainage system shall be designed based upon measured

or anticipated flows from all spr i nq s , seeps and mine drainage or

natural water courses in the fill area. This drain shall be composed

of nontoxic t non-acid producing durable rock and shall be free of

coal t clay or shale.

10.5.5 SLOPE STABILITY

The fill shall be designed for a minimum static factor of safety

of 1.5.

10.5.6 MAXIMUM FACE SLOPES

The finished slope shall be no steeper than 2 horizontal to 1

vertical and shall contain at least one 20 foot minimum width bench

or greater as approved by the Director of the Department of Natural

Resources for every 50 feet in vertical interval.

10.6 DRAINAGE

10.6.1 TOP OF FILL DRAINAGE

The top of the fill shall be appropriately graded and slopes to

prohibit unplanned impoundment of water and minimize erosion. Fill

settlement t movement and type of material should be considered in the

determination of these final grades and slopes. The top of the fill

may be drained to either a center drain or edge ditches both designed

to pa ss a IOO-year t 24-hour storm.

An edge ditch is defined as a ditch located around the periphery

of the fill and constructed between natural ground and the fill

di sposal area.

All ditches shall have considered permanent channel protection

based upon design flow velocities.
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10.6.2 BENCH DRAINAGE

Benches in the face of the fill shall be sloped towards the fill

area normal to such with a 3 to 5% slope.

10.7 PLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS

10.7.1 CLEARING

All woody vegetation shall be cut and removed prior to filling.

Incremental clearing methods are required so that existing vegetation

is left in place as long as possible to prevent erosion.

10.7.2 FOUNDATION PREPARATION

Any keyways. internal drainage systems. toe buttresses or similar

structures as provided for in approved pre-plan shall be completed

prior to fill placement.

10.7.3 PLACEMENT

Rockfill should be placed using a multi-lift method of construction.

The maximum lift height should be fifty feet. Oumping shall begin at the

head of the hollow and progress down the hollow in a concave configuration

maximizing the segregation process to insure that a blanket of large durable

rock is formed on the valley floor. Multi-lifts can be constructed concur

rently as long as the initial lower lift is ahead of the proceeding one.

10.7.4 RECLAMATION

Slopes shall be covered with topsoil and shall be seeded and

mulched immediately as each lift is completed in accordance with the

approved revegetation plan.

10.8 CONSTRUCTION CONTROL

1. A registered professional engineer shall be retained at the site

during construction to supervi se the operation in accordance with

the approved plan.
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2. The fill and drainage system shall be inspected at least weekly

~ for factors which affect the stability of the fill and performance

of drainage structures.

3. If a hazardous condition is detected such as potential failure of

the fill or failure of the drainage system, the department shall

be immediately informed. Immediate action shall be taken to

alleviate the hazardous condition.

4. The fill placement operation shall be certified every ninety(90)

days of operation as to whether the work is being done in accordance

with the approved plan and at the completion of the fill.

10.9 CERTIFICATION

Certification of the fill shall be as follows:

1. The fill shall be designed using recognized professional standards

and certified by an approved registered professional engineer.

2. The fill shall be inspected for stabil ity by an approved regi stered

professional engineer experienced in the construction of earth

and rock fills approved by the Director of the Department of

Natural Resources, throughout construction and during the critical

construction periods. After completion of the inspection by the

approved registered professional engineer or approved qualified

professional specialist, iJ certified report shall be submitted to

the Division of Reclamation within 2 weeks after conducting the

inspection. A copy of the certified report shall be maintained

at the mine site.

3. Upon completion of the valley fill, a DR-13 (Certification form)

shall be completed and submitted to the Division of Reclamation.
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10.10 PLANS, DESIGN DATA AND CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION

1. A profi 1e vi ew of the rock fi 11 showi ng the ori gi na1 ground 1i ne

as surveyed with 100 foot stations and proposed construction limits.

2. A cross-section located through the midpoint of a bench and the

top of the proposed rockfill showing the original ground line as

surveyed and proposed construction limits.

3. Stability requirements, submit the following data:

a. Surface Evaluation

b. Subsurface Investation

c. Laboratory Analysi s

d. Slope Stability

4. Drainage designs for the following:

a. Bench and Edge Ditches

b. Diversion Ditches
'-'"

c. Interna lOra i nage Sy stem

5. Sequence of Construction

6. Sequence of Certification of Drainage

a. Site Preparation

b. Placement of Overburden

c. Drainage Systems

d. Operation Current - Each proposal shall contain a contingency

plan in the event the original design volume is not achieved.

e. Reclamation

10.11 SEDIMENT CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

Sediment control structures shall have the capacity to store

0.125 ac. ft./acre of sediment for each acre of distrubance in the

fill area as well as the mining operation above the fill, for which

sediment control is not otherwise provided.
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10.11.1 LOCATION OF SEDIMENT CONTROL STRUCTURE

All sediment control structures for fill areas shall be close or

adjacent to the fill area but not in such proximity so as to affect

rna ss stabil ity.
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11.2

11.1 DEFINITION

A graded channel constructed across the slope with or without a

supporting ridge on the lower side to divert water or runoff from

one area to another.

PURPOSE

11.3

11.4

11.4.1

1. To divert a runoff away from surface mining operations and

thereby reducing the volume of water to be treated and to prevent or

remove water from contact with acidforming and toxicforming materials.

2. To di rect runoff from di sturbed area s to sediment structures.

SCOPE

This chapter establishes the minimum acceptable quality for the

design and construction of diversions located in predominantly rural

or agricultural areas in West Virginia.

All diversions shall be designed, constructed, and maintained in

a manner which prevents additional contributions of suspended solids

to stream flow and to runoff outside permit area to the extent

possible using the best technology currently available.

Diversions shall not be located so as to increase the potential

for landslides. Also, diversions shall not be constructed on existing

land slides unless approved by the Department of Natural Resources.

DESIGN CRITERIA

CAPACITY

Diversion shall have the capacity to pass safely the peak discharge

from the contributing watershed from a IO-year, 24-hour precipitation event.

In determining required peak discharge, see Chapter 2, "Estimating Runoff".
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Diversions should be tailored to fit the conditions of a particular

field and local soil type(s). Tile velocities shall be kept as such

as will be safe for the planned type of cover and the expected

maintenance schedule. Maximum permissible velocities of flow shall

be as follows:

TABLE 11-1

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE VELOCITIES
FEET PER SECOND (fps)

Soil Texture
As-buil t
Channel

Vegetated
Channel

Rock
Ri prap

Sandy, si 1t, sandy 1.5 2.1) 12
loam and si l ty loam

Si 'l ty cl ay loam 2.0 3.5 12
and sandy clay loam

Clay 2.5 4.5 12

As-built channel is a diversion constructed in earth which will

be seeded and mul ched immedi ate ly after compl et i on.

Vegetated channel is a diversion constructed in earth which will

be seeded and mulched immediately after completion withutilization

of fiber mulches, mulch blankets or nettings, see Chapter 19, "Water

Management Practices", or the establishment of permanent vegetated

cover prior to utilization of channel as approved by the Division of

Reclamation.
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Rock riprap, when required, will be placed in accordance with

the standard and specifications for rock riprap as outlined in

Chapter 19, "Water Management Practices".

11.4.3 DESIGN

11.4.3.1 PARABOLIC DIVERSION

Exhibit 11-3 will be used to proportion parabolic diversions

when the grade of the diversion lies between 0.25% through 10.0%.

It is recommended not to exceed an original ground slope of fifteen

percent (15%) in utilizing this type of diversion.

11.4.3.2 TRIANGULAR AND TRAPEZOIDAL DIVERSIION

When the grade of the diversion lies between zero percent

(O%) through twenty percent (20%) the design shall be in accordance

to the following references:

1. National Engineering Handbook, Section 5, U.S. Department of

Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service.

2. Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook for Developing Areas in West

Virginia, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service.

1. Brater, E. F. and King, H. W., Handbook of Hydraulics, Sixth Edition.

4. Gain, E. W., Engineering Field Manual, Soil Conservation Service.

and any other standard engineering practices as approved.

The computation shall indicate Q (peak di scharge, in cfs), z

(side slopes), n (Mannings Number), b (bottom width), and s (slopes)

which then will indicate d (depth, in feet), v (velocity, in feet/sec.).

It is recommended not to exceed an or i gi na1 ground slope of

twenty-five percent (25%) in utilizing and constructing this type of

diversion unless it can be shown that the complete diversion will be

constructed in durable rock, then a greater slope may be approved.
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It is recommended not to exceed an original ground slope of

twenty-five percent (25%) in utilizing the type of diversion unless

it can be shown that the complete diversion will be constructed in

durable rock. then a greater slope lI1ay be approved.

11.4.4 CROSS-SECTION

The channel shall be approximately parabolic. triangular or

trapezoidal with side slopes no steeper than 1.5:1. When a ridge is

used. it shall have a minimum width of 4 feet at the design water

elevation. All diversion ditches must provide a minimum of 0.5 feet

for freeboard and settlement above the design water elevation.

Protection shall be provided for transition of flows and for

critical areas such as swales and curves. Typical cross sections

are shown in Exhibit 11-2.

11.4.5 GRADE

Channel grades may be uniform or variable. The allowable

velocity for the particular soil type and vegetal cover will determine

the maximum grade.

11.4.6 LOCATION

Diversion location shall be determined by outlet conditions.

topography. land use. soil type. and length of slope. If the

diversion is proposed to divert runoff from disturbed areas to

sediment structures. then channels shall be located as near to the

disturbance as possible.

11.4.7 PROTECTION AGAINST SEDIMENTATION

When movement of sediment into the channel is a significant

problem. a vegetated filter strip shall be used above the diversion.
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11.4.8 OUTLETS

Diversions must have adequate outlets that will convey runoff

without causing damaging erosion. The outlets may be a natural

drainway, grassed waterways, grade stabilization structures, stable

watercourses, energy dissipators or other approved methods of the

Department of Natural Resources. In all cases, the outlets must

convey runoff to a point where outflow will not cause damage.

Vegetative outlets shall be installed prior to diversion

construction, if needed, to insure establishment of vegetation cover

in the outlet channels.

11.4.9 EXCESS EXCAVATED MATERIAL

All excavated material incurred in the construction of a diversion

which is not necessary for diversion geometry or regrading of the

channel shall be disposed in accordance to sections of Excess Spoil

Disposal of the rules and regulations.

11.5 MAINTENANCE

The success or failure of a properly designed and constructed

diversion depends on two things; the outlets and proper maintenance.

All pre-plans must include a detailed maintenance schedule and procedures

for initiating the maintenance schedule. The vegetation on the diversion

and filter strip should receive regular treatments of fertilizer

to maintain good growth. If excessive scouring or erosion occurs,

the ditch shall immediately be placed with rock riprap or placement

of jute netting in accordance to Chapter 19, "Water 14anagement

Practices".

All diversions shall be kept free of sediment and other debris

so that the flow of water will remain uninterrupted.
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11.7

11.7.1

11.6 PLANS, DESIGN DATA AND SPECIFICATION

In addition to the "Proposed Drainage Plan", there shall also be

submitted the following items concerning diversions:

1. A "Diversion Design Computation Sheet" to be completed for each

proposed diversion. See Exhibit 11-1.

2. Construction plans showing:

a. A surveyed profile along the centerline of the diversion

showing original ground line and proposed diversion bottom.

b. Channel cross section showing the original ground line,

bottom width, side slopes, depth of flow, freeboard and

other pertinent information. Drawn to scale.

c. Type of soil in which diversion will be excavated. The soil

shall be sampled and classified.

d. Type and design, if applicable, the outlet proposed for each

diversion.

3. Maintenance schedule and procedures for maintenance.

4. Construction and vegetation specifications.

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

SITE PREPARATION

Obstructions will be removed, as necessary, for construction of

the diversion.

11.7.2 EXCAVATING AND SHAPING

The completed diversion shall conform to the line, grade, and

cross-section as shown on the plans. The top of the constructed

ridge or low bank shall not be lower at any point than the designed

elevation, including freeboard and the settlement factor. The

constructed channel shall be generally free draining, and low spots
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shall not exceed 0.2 feet in depth. All portions of the diversion

shall be finished and smoothed as needed for the establishment of

vegetative cover.

11.7.3 INSTALLATION OF FIBERR MULCHES s MULCH BLANKETS OR NETTINGS s IF APPLICABLE

11.7.4 PROTECTION AGAINST EROSION

The completed diversion shall be seeded and mulched immediately

after construction in accordance with Chapter 20 of this handbook

for revegetation.
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EXHIBIT II-I

DIVERSION DESIGN COMPUTATION SHEET

(

SOIL DRAIN REO'D. TYPE OF DIMENSIONS
SIDE AVAIL. VELOCITY

LINE STATIONS TYPE AREA CAP. GRADE DITCH DEPTH BOTTOM TOP WIDTH
SLOPES CAP. DESIGN ALLOW.

(AC) (efl) (%) (ft. ) (ft.) (ft.) (ds.) (ft'/IIC.) (ft./s.c.)

SEEDING

MATERIALS KIND RATE TOTAL (Ibl.)

SEED

FERTILIZER

LIME

MULCH
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EXHIBIT ..J.!=!..-
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EXHIBIT 11-3

PARABOLIC DIVERSION 3

ppypQ
o = Depth in Feet

GRADE Q V = 2.0 V = 2.5 V = 3.0 V = -'3.5 V = 4.0 V = 4.5 V = 5.0 V = 5.5 V = 6.0 '% cfs T D T 0 T 0 T D T 0 T D T 0 T D T D'
.25 15

20 I
25 10 2.4 i
30 11 2.3
35 13 2.3
40 15 2.3 10 2.7
45 17 2.2 12 2.6
50 19 2.2 13 2.6
55 20 2.2 14 2.6
60 22 2.2 15 2.5
65 24 2.2 17 2 I.;)

70 26 2.2 18 2.5 13 3.1 I
I75 28 2.2 19 2.5 13 3.0 ,

80 29 2.2 20 2·.5 14 3.0
90 33 2.2 23 2.5 16 3.0

100 38 2.2 25 2.5 18 3.0

.50 15 9 1.6
20 11 1.6
25 14 1.6 9 1.9
30 17 1.6 11 1.9 8 2.2
35 20 1.6 12 1.9 9 2.1
40 22 1.6 14 1.8 11- 2.1
45 25 1.5 16 1.8 12 2.0
50 28 1.5 18 1.8 13 2.0 10 2.4
55 31 1.5 19 1.8 15 2.0 11 2.4
60 33 1.5 21 1.8 16 2.0 11 2.4
65 36 1.5 23 1.8 17 2.0 12 2.4 .
70 39 1.5 24 1.8 18 2.0 13 2.3
75 42 1.5 26 1.8 20 2.0 14 2.3 11 2.7
80 44 1.5 28 1.8 21 2.0 15 2.3 12 2.7
90 50 1.5 31 1.8 24 2.0 17 2.3 13 2.7

100 55 1.5 35 1.8 26 7..0 19 7..3 15 2.6 12 3.0

.. po, - ,.., I,' - .. .. . . - - - - ..... ! -- ~ - _ ....
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EX!-rIBIT 11-3

PARABOLIC DIVERSION 3

j

Jr = Top Width in FeetV = Velocity in Feet perSI~ = Flow i Gic Feet per second
J = Depth. . eet

GRADE Q v = 2.0 V = 2.5 V = J.O V = 3.5 V = 4.0 V = 4.5 V = 5.0 V :0 5.5 V = 6. (Y 1% cfs T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T D T D
.75 15 12 1.3 7 1.6

20 16 1.3 9 1.5
25 19 1.3 11 1.5 8 1,7
30 23 1.3 13 1.5 10 1.7 8 1.9
35 27 1.3 15 1.5 11 1.7 9 1.9
40 31 1.3 18 1.5 13 1.7 10 1.9
45 35 1.3 20 1.5 14 1.7 11 1.8

I50 38 1.3 22 1.5 16 1.6 13 1.8 9 2.2
55 42 1.3 24 1.5 18 1.6 14 1.8 10 2.1
60 46 1.3 26 1.5 19 1.6 15 1.8 11 2.1
65 50 1.3 28 1.5 21 '1.6 16 1.8 12 2.1 10 2.170 53 1.3 30 1.5 22 1.6 [7 1.8 13 2.1 11 2.475 57 1.3 33 1.5 24 1.6 ~9 1.8 14 2.1 11 2.380 61 1.3 35 1.5 25 1.6 DO 1.8 15 2.1 12 2.390 68 1.3 39 1.5 28 1.6 D2 1.8 16 2.1 13 2.3 11 2.6100 76 1.3 43 1.5 32 1.6 ;/5 1.8 18 2.1 15 2.3 12 2.6

1.00 15 13 1,1 8 1.3
20 18 1.1 11 1.3 8 1.5
25 22 1.1 14 1.3 9 1.5 I 8 1.6
30 27 1.1 17 1.3 11 1.5 9 1.6
35 31 1.1 19 1.3 13 1.5 11 1.6 8 1.840 35 1.1 22 1.3 15 1,4 12 1.6 9 1,8
45 ~o 1.1 25 1,3 17 1,5 13 1.6 10 1.850 ~4 1.1 28 1.3 19 1.4 15 1.6 11 1.8 9 2.055 ~8 1.1 30 1.3 20 1.4 16 1.5 12 1,8 10 2.060 53 1.1 33 1.3 22 1.4 18 1.5 14 1.7 10 2.0 .65 ';)7 1.1 36 1.3 24 1.4 19 1.5 15 1.7 11 2.0 9 2.270 ~1 1.1 38 1.3 26 1.4 21 1.5 16 1.7 12 2.0 10 2.275 ~6 1.1 41 1.3 28 1.4 22 1.5 17 1.7 13 2.0 11 2.280 ~O 1.1 44 1.3 29 1.4 24 1.5 18 1.7 14 2.0 11 2.290, t79 1.1 49 1.3 33 1.4 27 1.5 20 1.7 15 1.9 13 2.2 11 2.400 ~7 1.1 55 1.3 37 1.4 29 1.5 22 1.7 17 1.9 14 2.2 12 2.4
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EXml3IT 11-3

PARABOLIC DIVERSION 3

T = Tor Width in Feetv = Velocity in reet peT-Second

GRAUl::: Q V = 2.0 V = 2.5 V = 3.0 V = 3.5 V = 4.0 V = 4.5 V = 5.0 V = 5.5 V = 0.0% cfs T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T o .
1.25 15 15 1.0 10 1.2 7 1.4 I

20 20 1.0 13 1.1 9 1.3 7 1.5
25 25 1.0 16 1.1 11 1.3 8 1.5 7 1.6
30 31 1.0 19 1.1 13 1.3 10 1.4 8 1.6
35 36 1.0 23 1.1 15 1.3 11 1.4 9 1.6 7 1.8
40 41 1.0 26 1.1 17 1.3 13 1.4 11 1.6 8 1.8
45 46 1.0 29 1.1 19 1.3 14 1.4 12 1.5 9 1.7
50 50 1.0 32 1.1 21 1.3 16 1.4 13 1.5 10 1.7 8 2.055 55 1.0 35 1.1 23 1.3 18 1.4 14 1.5 11 1.7 9 1.960 60 1.0 38 1.1 26 1.3 19 1.4 16 1.5 12 1.7 10 1.965 65 1.0 41 1.1 28 '1.3 21 1.4 17 1.5 13 1.7 11 1.9 9 2.2 i
70 70 1.0 45 1.1 30 1.3 22 1.4 18 1.5 14 1.7 11 1.9 9 2.2 i

I
I75 75 1.0 48 1.1 32 1.3 24 1.4 19 1.5 15 1.7 12 1.9 10 2.1 I

80 80 1.0 51 1.1 34 1.3 25 1.4 21 1.5 16 1.7 13 1.9 11 2.1 9 2.390 90 1.0 57 1.1 38 1.3 29 1.4 23 1.5 18 1.7 15 1.9 12 2.1 10 2.3100 100 1.0 63 1.1 42 1.3 32 1.4 26 1.5 20 1.7 16 1.9 13 2.1 11 2.3 i
1.50 15 17 0.9 11 1.1 8 1.2 i20 23 0.9 15 1.0 10 1.2 7 1.4 6 1.5

I25 28 0.9 19 1.0 12 1.2 9 1.4 7 1.5
30 34 0.9 22 1.0 15 1.2 10 1.3 8 1.5 7 1.6 I

I35 40 0.9 26 1.0 17 1.1 12 1.3 10 1.4 8 1.6 I

40 45 0.9 30 1.0 20 1.2 14 1.3 11 1.4 9 1.6 7 1.8 I
I45 51 0.9 33 1.0 22 1.1 15 1.3 12 1.4 10 1.5 8 1.8 I50 56 0.9 37 1.0 25 1.1 17 1.3 14 1.4 11 1.5 9 1.8 i55 62 0.9 41 1.0 27 1.1 19 1.3 15 1.4 12 1.5 10 1.7 8 1.9 I
!60 67 0.9 44 1.0 30 1.1 20 1.3 16 1.4 14 1.5 11 1.7 9 1.9 I. I65 73 0.9 48 1.0 32 1.1 22 1.3 18 1.4 15 1.5 11 1.7 10 1.9 I

70 78 0.9 51 1.0 34 1.1 24 1.3 19 1.4 16 1.5 12 1.7 10 1.9 9 2.1 I75 83 0.9 55 1.0 37 1.1 25 1.3 21 1.4 17 1.5 13 1.7 11 1.9 9 2.1 ,80 89 0.9 59 1.0 39 1.1 27 1.3 22 1.4 18 1.5 14 1.7 12 1.9 10 2.1 I90 100 0.9 66 1.0 44 1.1 30 1.3 25 1.4 20 1.5 16 1.7 13 1.9 11 2.0 I100 III 0.9 73 1.0 49 1.1 33 1.3 27 1.4 22 1.5 17 1.7 15 1.9 12 2.0 I

I
Q = Flow in Cubic Feet per second
U = Depth in Feet
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EXHIBIT 11-3

PARABOLIC DIVERS ION 3

T = Top Width in Feetv = Velocity in Feet per SedQ= Flow in Cubic Feet per second
D = Depth' "eet

GRADE Q V = 2.0 V = 2.5 V = 3.0 V = 3.5 V = 4.0 V = 4.5 V = 5.0 V = 5.5 V = 6.0% cfs T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T D T 0 T 0
I

1. 75 15 19 0.9 12 1.0 9 1.1 6 1.3
20 25 0.9 16 1.0 11 1.1 8 1.3 7 1.3
25 31 0.9 20 1.0 14 1.1 10 1.2 8 1.3 7 1.5
30 37 0.9 24 1.0 17 1.1 12 1.2 10 1.3 8 1.4
35 43 0.9 28 1.0 20 1.1 13 1.2 11 1.3 9 1.4 7 1.6
40 49 0.9 32 1.0 22 1.1 15 1.2 13 1.3 10 1.4 8 1.6
45 55 0.9 36 1.0 25 1.1 17 1.2 14 1.3 12 1.4 9 1.6 8 1.750 61 0.9 40 1.0 28 1.1 19 1.2 16 1.3 13 1.4 10 1.4 8 1.755 67 0.9 44 1.0 31 1.1 21 1.2 17 1.3 14 1.4 11 1.5 9 1.7 8 1.960 73 0.9 48 1.0 33 ,1.1 23 1.2 19 1.3 15 1.4 12 1.5 10 1.7 8 1.9 I65 78 0.9 52 1.0 36 1.1 25 1.2 21 1.3 17 1.4 13 1.5 11 1.7 9 1.970 84 0.'9 56 1.0 39 1.1 27 1.2 22 1.3 18 1.4 14 1.5 12 1.7 10 1.975 90 0.9 59 1.0 42 1.1 29 1.2 24 1.3 19 1.4 15 1.5 12 1.7 10 1.980 96 0.9 63 1.0 44 1.1 30 1.2 25 1.3 20 1.4 16 1.5 13 1.7 11 1.990 108 0.9 71 1.0 50 1.1 34 1.2 28 1.3 23 1.4 18 1.5 15 1.7 12 1. 9 I100 120 0.9 79 1.0 55 1.1 38 1.2 31 1.3 25 1.4 20 1.5 16 1.7 13 1. 9 I

2.00 15 21 0.8 13 0.9 9 1.0 7 1.2
20 28 0.8 17 0.9 12 1.0 9 1.1 7 1.3 5 1.4
25 35 0.8 21 0.9 15 1.0 11 1.1 8 1.3 7 1.4
30 41 0.8 26 0.9 18 1.0 13 1.1 10 1.2 8 1.3 7 1.5
35 48 0.8 30 0.9 22 1.0 15 1.1 11 1.2 9 1.3 8 1.5
40 55 0.8 34 0.9 25 1.0 18 1.1 13 1.2 11 1.3 9 1.5 7 1.745 62 0.8 38 0.9 28 1.0 20 1.1 14 1.2 12 1.3 10 1.4 8 1.6
50 68 0.8 42 0.9 31 1.0 22 1.1 16 1.2 13 1.3 11 1.4 9 1.6 8 1.755 75 0.8 46 0.9 34 1.0 24 1.1 17 1.2 14 1.3 12 1.4 10 1.6 8 1.760 82 0.8 51 0.9 37 1.0 26 1.1 19 1.2 16 1.3 13 1.4· 11 1.6 9 1.765 88 0.8 55 0.9 40 1.0 28 1.1 21 1.2 17 1.3 14 1.4 11 1.6 10 1.770 95 0.8 59 0.9 43 1.0 30 1.1 22 1.2 18 1.3 15 1.4 12 1.6 10 1.775 101 0.8 63 0.9 46 1.0 32 1.1 24 1.2 20 1.3 16 1.4 13 1.6 11 1.780 108 0.8 67 0.9 48 1.0 35 1.1 25 1.2 21 1.3 17 1.4 14 1.6 12 1.790 121 0.8 75 0.9 54 1.0 39 1.1 28 1.2 23 1.3 19 1.4 16 1.6 13 1.7100 134 0.8 83 0.9 60 1.0 43 1.1 31 1.2 26 1.3 21 1.4 17 1.6 15 1.7
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EXHIBIT 11-3

PARABOLIC DIVERSION 3

T :: Top Width in Feetv :: Velocity fn-Feet per---SecondQ :: Flow in Cubic Feet per second
n - np"t~ in Fppt

GRADt: Q V :: 2.0 V :: 2.5 V :: 3.0 V :: 3.5 V :: 4.0 V :: 4.5 V :: 5.0 V :: 5.5 V :: 0.0
% cfs T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0

3.0 15 24 0.7 16 0.8 11 0.8 9 0.9 7 1.0 5 1.2
20 31 0.7 22 0.8 15 0.8 12 0.9 9 1.0 7 1.1 6 1.225 39 0.7 27 0.8 19 0.8 15 0.9 11 1.0 8 1.0 7 1.2 6 1.330 47 0.7 32 0.8 23 0.8 17 0.9 13 1.0 10 '1.1 9 1.2 7 1.2 6 1.435 55 0.7 38 0.8 26 0.8 20 0.9 15 1.0 11 1.1 10 1.1 8 1.2 7 1.440 62 0.7 43 0.8 30 0.8 23 0.9 17 1.0 13 1.1 12 1.1 9 1.2 8 1.445 70 0.7 48 0.8 34 0.8 26 0.9 19 1.0 15 1.1 13 1.1 11 1.2 9 1.350 77 0.7 54 0.8 38 0.8 29 0.9 21 1.0 16 1.1 14 1.1 12 1.2 9 1.355 85 0.7 59 0.8 41 0.8 32 0.9 23 1.0 18 1.1 16 1.1 13 1.2 10 1.460 93 0.7 64 0.8 45 ,0.8 35 0.9 26 1.0 19 1.1 17 1.1 14 1.2 11 1.365 100 0.7 70 0.8 49 0.8 37 0.9 28 1.0 21 1.1 19 1.1 15 1.2 12 1.370 107 0.7 74 0.8 52 0.8 40 0.9 30 1.0 22 1.1 20 1.1 16 1.2 13 1.3

I75 115 0.7 79 0.8 56 0.8 43 0.9 32 1.0 24 1.1 21 1.1 18 1.2 14 1.380 122 0.7 85 0.8 59 0.8 46 0.9 34 1.0 26 1.1 23 1.1 19 1.2 15 1.3 I90 137 0.7 95 0.8 67 0.8 51 0.9 38 1.0 29 1.1 26 1.1 21 1.2 17 1.3 I100 152 0.7 105 0.8 74 0.8 57 0.9 42 1.0 32 1.1 28 1.1 23 1.2 19 1.3 !
4.0 15 28 0.6 20 0.7 14 0.7 10 0.8 8 0.9 6 0.9 5 1.120 37 0.6 27 0.7 19 0.7 14 0.8 11 0.8 8 0.9 6 1.0 6 1.125 46 0.6 33 0.7 23 0.7 17 0.8 13 0.8 11 0.9 8 1.0 7 1.1 6 1.230 55 0.6 40 0.7 28 0.7 20 0.8 16 0.8 13 0.9 10 1.0 8 1.1 7 1.235 64 0.6 46 0.7 32 0.7 24 0.8 18 0.8 15 0.9 11 1.0 10 1.1 8 1.240 73 0.6 52 0.7 37 0.7 27 0.8 21 0.8 17 0.9 13 1.0 11 1.0 9 1.145 82 0.6 59 0.7 41 0.7 30 0.8 23 0.8 19 0.9 14 1.0 12 1.1 10 1.150 91 0.6 65 0.7 46 0.7 34 0.8 26 0.8 21 0.9 16 1.0 14 1.1 11 1.155 100 0.6 72 0.7 50 0.7 37 0.8 29 0.8 23 0.9 17 1.0 15 1.0 12 1.160 109 0.6 78 0.7 55 0.7 40 0.8 31 0.8 25 0.9 19 1.0· 16 1.0 13 1.165 117 0.6 84 0.7 59 0.7 44 0.8 34 0.8 27 0.9 20 1.0 18 1.0 14 1.170 126 0.6 90 ' 0.7 63 0.7 47 0.8 36 0.8 29 0.9 22 1.0 19 1.0 15 1.175 135 0.6 97 0.7 68 0.7 50 0.8 39 0.8 31 0.9 24 1.0 20 1.0 17 1.180 143 0.6 103 0.7 72 0.7 53 0.8 41 0.8 33 0.9 25 1.0 21 1.0 18 1.190 161 0.6 115 0.7 81 0.7 60 0.8 46 0.8 37 0.9 28 1.0 24 1.0 20 1.1100 178 0.6 128 0.7 90 0.7 66 0.8 51 0.8 41 0.9 31 1.0 27 1.0 22 1.1

I
-~-----
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EXHIBIT 11-3

PARABOLIC DIVERSION 3

T = Top \Oiid-th in Feetv = Velocity in Feet per SecondQ = Flow in Cubic Feet per second
D = Depth Ceet

GRADE Q V = 2.0 V = 2.5 V = 3.0 V = 3.:J V = 4.0 V = 4.5 V = 5.0 V = 5.5 V = 6.0% cfs T D T D T D T D T D T D T D T 0 T D

I 5.0 15 29 0.6 21 0.6 15 0.7 12 0.7 9 0.8 7 0.8 6 0.9 5 1.020 39 0.6 28 0.6 20 0.7 16 0.7 12 0.8 10 . 0.8 8 0.9 6 1.0 5 1.1I 25 49 0.6 35 0.6 25 0.7 20 0.7 15 0.8 12 0.8 10 0.9 8 1.0 7 1.0t 30 58 0.6 42 0.6 30 0.7 24 0.7 18 0.8 14 0.8 11 0.9 9 1.0 8 1.0I
I 35 68 0.6 49 0.6 35 0.7 28 0.7 21 0.8 17 0.8 13 0.9 11 0.9 9 1.040 77 0.6 56 0.6 40 0.7 32 0.7 24 0.8 19 0.8 15 0.9 12 0.9 10 1.045 86 0.6 63 0.6 44 0.7 36 0.7 27 0.8 21 0.8 17 0.9 14 0.9 12 1.050 96' 0.6 69 0.6 49 0.7 49 0.7 39 0.8 24 0.8 19 0.9 15 0.9 13 1.055 105 0.6 76 0.6 54 0.7 44 0.7 33 0.8 26 0.8 21 0.9 17 0.9 14 1.060 114 0.6 83 0.6 59 -0.7 48 0.7 36 0.8 28 0.8 22 0.9 18 0.9 15 1.065 123 0.6 89 0.6 63 0.7 52 0.7 38 0.8 31 0.8 24 0.9 19 0.9 17 1,070 132 0.6 96 0.6 68 0.7 56 0.7 41 0.8 33 0.8 26 0.9 21 0.9 18 1.075 142 0.6 102 0.6 73 0.7 59 0.7 44 0.8 35 0.8 28 0.9 22 0.9 19 1.080 151 0.6 109 0.6 78 0.7 63 0.7 47 0.8 37 0.8 30 0.9 24 0.9 20 1.090 169 0.6 122 0.6 87 0.7 71 0.7 53 0.8 42 0.8 33 0.9 27 0.9 23 1.0100 187 . 0.6 136 0.6 97 0.7 79 0.7 59 0.8 47 0.8 37 0.9 30 0.9 26 1.0

6.0 15 35 0.5 23 0.6 17 0.6 13 0.7 10 0.7 8 0.8 7 0.8 5 0.9 4 1.020 46 0.5 30 0.6 22 0.6 17 0.7 13 0.7 11 0.7 9 0.8 7 0.9 6 1.025 57 0.5 37 0.6 28 0.6 21 0.7 17 0.7 13 0.7 11 0.8 9 0.9 7 0.930 69 0.5 45 0.6 33 0.6 25 0.7 20 0.7 16 0.7 13 0.8 10 0.9 8 0.935 80 0.5 52 0.6 38 0.6 29 0.7 23 0.7 19 0.7 15 0.8 12 0.9 10 0.940 91 0.5 59 0.6 44 0.6 33 0.7 26 0.7 21 0.7 17 0.8 14 0.9 11 0.945 102 0.5 67 0.6 49 0.6 37 0.7 30 0.7 24 0.7 19 0.8 16 0.9 13 0.9

!
50 113 0.5 74 0.6 54 0.6 42 0.7 33 0.7 26 0.7 22 0.8 17 0.9 14 0.955 123 0.5 81 0.6 60 0.6 46 0.7 36 0.7 29 0.7 24 0.8 19 0.8 15 0.9 I60 134 0.5 88 0.6 65 0.6 50 0.7 39 0.7 32 0.7 26 0.8' 21 0.8 17 0.9 I
65 145 0.5 .95 0.6 70 0.6 54 0.7 42 0.7 34 0.7 28 0.8 22 0.9 18 0.970 - 155 0.5 102 0.6 75 0.6 58 0.7 45 0.7 37 0.7 30 0.8 24 0.9 19 0.975 166 0.5 109 0.6 81 0.6 62 0.7 49 0.7 39 0.7 32 0.8 26 0.8 21 0.980 176 0.5 116 0.6 86 0.6 65 0.7 52 0.7 42 0.7 34 0.8 27 0.9 22 0.990 198 0.5 130 0.6 96 0.6 73 0.7 58 0.7 47 0.7 38 0.8 31 0.8 25 0.9100 219 0.5 144 0.6 107 0.6 81 0.7 64 0.7 52 0.7 42 0.8 34 0.9 28 0.9

",
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EXHIBIT 11-3

PARABOLIC DIVIT..nON 3

pyc

GRAD!:. Q V = 2.0 V = 2.5 V = 3.u V = 3.5 V = 4.0 V = 4.5 V = 5.0 V = 5.5 V = 6.0% cfs T D T D T D T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0 T 0

8.0 15 37 0.5 27 0.5 19 0.5 15 0.6 12 0.6 9 0.7 a 0.8 6 0.7 5 0.820 49 0.5 35 0.5 25 0.5 20 0.6 16 0.6 13 . 0.7 10 0.7 9 0.7 7 0.825 61 0.5 44 0.5 31 0.5 25 0.6 19 0.6 16 0.7 13 0.7 11 0.7 9 0.830 73 0.5 53 0.5 37 0.5 30 0.6 23 0.6 19 0.7 16 0.7 13 0.7 11 0.835 85 0.5 61 0.5 43 0.5 35 0.6 27 0.6 22 0.6 . 18 0.7 15 0.7 12 0.840 97 0.5 70 0.5 49 0.5 40 0.6 31 0.6 25 0.6 21 0.7 17 0.7 14 0.845 109 0.5 78 0.5 55 0.5 45 0.6 35 0.6 28 0.6 23 0.7 19 0.7 16 0.850 120 0.5 87 0.5 61 0.5 50 0.6 38 0.6 31 0.7 26 0.7 21 0.7 17 0.855 132 0.5 95 0.5 67 0.5 55 0.6 42 0.6 34 0.7 28 0.7 23 0.7 19 0.860 143 0.5 103 0.5 73 .0.5 60 0.6 46 0.6 37 0.7 31 0.7 25 0.7 21 0.8 i65 155 0.5 111 0.5 79 0.5 65 0.6 50 0.6 40 0.7 33 0.7 27 0.7 23 0.870 166 0.5 120 0.5 85 0.5 69 0.6 53 0.6 43 0.6 36 0.7 29 0.7 24 0.875 177 0.5 128 0.5 91 0.5 74 0.6 57 0.6 46 0.7 38 0.7 31 0.7 26 0.880 188 0.5 136 0.5 96 0.5 79 0.6 61 0.6 49 0.6 41 0.7 33 0.7 28 0.890 211 0.5 152 0.5 108 0.6 88 0.6 68 0.6 55 0.7 46 0.7 37 0.7 31 0.8100 234 0.5 168 0.5 120 0.6 98 0.6 75 0.6 61 0.7 51 0.7 41 0.7 34 0.8
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CHAPTER 12

STREAM CHANNEL DIVERSION

(STREAM LOCATION)

page 12-1

12.1 DEFINITION

A graded temporary or permanent channel constructed to divert

flow from a perennial or intermittent stream. The permanent channel

is a channel remaining after surface coal mining and reclamation

operations are complete and a temporary channel will be used during

only surface coal mining and reclamation operations.

12.2 PURPOSE

To permit relocation of perennial and intermittent stream so as

to authorize surface mining activities closer to or through the stream.

12.3 SCOPE

This chapter est~blishes the minimum acceptable quality for the

design and construction of stream channel diversions in predominantly

rural or agricultural areas in West Virginia.

During and after mining, the water quantity and quality from the

stream section within 100 feet of the surface mining operation shall

not be adversely affected.

The constructed channel shall equally enhance any exi sting

aquatic resource.

12.4 DESIGN CAPACITY

All applicable sections in Chapter 11, "Diversion", shall apply

for stream channel diversion except for the following requirements:

12.4.1 CAPACITY

The combination of channel bank and floodplain configurations

shall be adequate to pass safely the peak runoff of a minimum of a
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10-year, 24-hour precipitation event for a temporary stream channel

diversion and a 100-year, 24-hour precipitation event for a permanent

stream channel diversion. However, the capacity of the permanent

stream channel itself may be at least equal to the capacity of the

unmodified stream channel immediately upstream and downstream of the

proposed diversion, if approved by the Director of the Department of

Natural Resources. In determining required peak di scharge, see

Chapter 2, "Estimating Runoff".

12.4.2 VELOCITY

All temporary and permanent stream channel diversions shall be

protected with rock riprap in accordance to standard and specifications

for rock riprap as outlined in Chapter 19, "Water Management Practices",

Section 19.19 or in accordance to Table 11-1 of Chapter 11, if

approved by the Director of the Department of Natural Resources. The

above rock riprap specifications allOW a maximum permissible velocity

of 12 feet per second (fps).

12.4.3 CROSS SECTION

The longitudinal profile of the stream, the channel and the

flood-plain shall be designed and constructed to remain stable and

to prevent, to the extent possible using the best technology currently

available, additional contributions of suspended solids to streamflow

or to runoff outside the permit area. These contributions shall not

be in excess of requirements of State or Federal law.

12.4.4 GRADE

The average stream gradient shall be maintained and the channel

designed, constructed and maintained to remain stable and to minimize

additional contributions of suspended solids to stream flow.
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12.5 EROSION

Erosion control structures such as retention basins, water

management practices and artificial channel roughness structures

shall be used in channels only when approved by the Director as

being necessary to control erosion.

12.6 TEMPORARY CHANNEL DIVERSION

When the channel has achieved its intended purpose, then the

channel shall be removed and the affected area regraded and revegetated

in accordance to Chapter 20 of this handbook. At the time the

channel is removed, downstream water facilities previously protected

by the channel shall be modified or removed.

12.7 PERMANENT CHANNEL DIVERSIONS

When the permanent channel is constructed or a stream channel is

restored after a temporary channel diversion, the operator shall:

1. Restore, enhance where practicable or maintain natural riparian

vegetation on the banks of the stream;

2. Establish or restore the stream to its natural meandering shape

of an environmentally acceptable gradient, as determined by the

Director of the Department of Natural Resources; and

3. Establish or restore the stream to a longitudinal profile and

cross-section, including aquatic habitats (usually a pattern of

riffles, pools and drops rather than uniform depth) that approximates

premining stream channel characteristics.

12.8 PLANS, DESIGN DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS

1. A "stream channel design computation sheet" to be completed

for each proposed temporary or permanent stream channel.

Exhibit 12-1
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2. Construction plans showing:

a. A planview of the area showing centerline surveyed profiles

of existing stream channel and proposed location of the

temporary or permanent stream channel (drawn to scale).

b. Surveyed profiles along the centerline of the existing and

temporary or permanent stream channel showing original

ground and proposed or existing stream bottom. (drawn to

scale)

c. A cross-section at 50-foot intervals of the profile showing

original ground limits, bottom width, side slopes, depth of

flow, flood-plain configuration and etc.

3~ Show detailed sequence of installation of temporary or permanent

st ream channel.

4. Construction specifications.

5. Maintenance schedule and procedures for maintenance.
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CHAPTER 13

HAUlAGEWAY OR ACCESS ROADS

page 13-1

13.3

13.1 DEFINITION

Haulageway or access road means any road constructed, improved,

maintained or used by the surface mining operation with the exception

of state owned and maintained roads.

13.2 PURPOSE

1. Haulageway or access roads to be located, insofar as possible,

on ridges or on the most stable available slopes to minimize

erosion and sedimentution.

2. Haulageway or access road shall be constructed and maintained

into and across the surface mining operation to prevent erosion,

pollution of water, damage to fish or wildlife or their habitat

or public private property.

SCOPE

13.4

13.4.1

This chapter establishes the minimum acceptable quality for the

design and construction of hau1ageway or access roads in predominately

rural or agricultural areas in West Virginia.

GRADING

The grading of the haulageway or access roads shall be such that:

1. The overall grade shall not exceed ten percent (10%);

2. The maximum pitch grade shall not exceed fifteen percent (15%)

for 300 feet in each 1,000 feet of road construction; and

3. The surface shall pitch toward the ditchline at the minimum

rate of 1/2 inch per foot of surface width or crowned at the

minimum rate of 1/2 inch per foot of surface width as measured

from the centerline of the haulageway or access road.
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13.4.2 Road Embankment - Embankment sections shall be constructed in

accordance with the following provisions:

1. Where an embankment is to be placed on side slopes exceeding thirty

six percent (36%), the following conditions shall be required:

a. All vegetative material and topsoil shall be removed from the

embankment foundation to increase stability, and no vegetative

material or topsoil shall be placed beneath or in any embankment.

b. A keyway cut shall be required at the proposed toe of the

fill so as to increase stability; said keyway shall be at a

minimum 10 feet in width and shall be sloped inward.

c. The embankment shall be constructed in uniform compacted

layers not to exceed 24 inches.

d. The embankment slopes shall be no steeper than 1.5 horizontal

to 1 vertical.

2. Where an embankment is to be placed on si de slope s 1e ss than

thirty-six percent (36%), the following conditions shall be required:

a. All vegetative material and topsoil shall be removed from the

embankment foundation to increase stability, and no vegetative

material or topsoil shall be placed beneath or in any embankment.

b. Embankments shall be constructed to conform to compaction,

stabilization and controlled placement techniques as required

in the rules and regulations.

c. The embankment slopes shall be no steeper than 2 horizontal

to 1 vertical.

13.5 CURVES

The grade on switchback curves shall be reduced to less than the

approach grade and should not be greater than ten percent (10%).
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13.6 CUT SLOPES

Cut elopes should not be more than 1:1 in soils or 1/4:1 in

rock.

13.7 DITCHES

A ditch shall be provided on both sides of a throughcut and on

the inside shoulder of a cutfill section, with ditch relief culverts

being spaced according to grade. Water shall be intercepted or directed

around and away from a switchback. All ditchlines shall be designed

to pass a peak discharge capacity of a l-year, 24-hour precipitation

event. For design assistance, see Chapter 11, "Diversions".

13.8 CULVERTS

Ditch relief culverts shall be installed wherever necessary to

insure proper drainage of surface water beneath or through the

haulageway or access road, according to the following provisions:

1. Road Grade in Percent Spacing of Culverts in Feet

0-5 300-800

6-10 200-300

11-15 100-200

2. The culvert shall cross the haulageway or access road at a 30

degree angle downgrade with a minimum grade of three percent

(3%) from inlet to outlet, except in intermittent or perennfal

streams where the pipe shall be straight and coincide with the

normal flow;

3. The inlet end shall be protected by a headwall of stable non

erodible material as approved by the director and the slope at

the outlet and shall be protected with an apron of rock riprap,

energy di ssipator or other material approved by the director:
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13.12

4. The culvert shall be covered by compacted fill to a depth of

foot or half the culvert diameter, whichever is greater; and

5. Design of cul verts may be submitted where the aforementioned

design criteria is not practical or necessary.

13.9 CULVERT OPENINGS

Culvert openings installed on haulageways or access roads shall

not be less than one hundred (100) square inches in area, but, in

any event, all culvert openings shan be adequate to carry storm

runoff of a peak di scharge capaci ty of a l-year, 24-hour preci pitat i on

event from the contributing wa t er shed and shall receive necessary

maintenance to function properly at all times.

13.10 SEEDING OF SLOPES

All disturbed area including fill and cut slopes, shall be

seeded and mulched immediately after the construction of a haulageway

or access road and maintained thereafter in accordance with Chapter

20 of this handbook for revegetation.

13.11 HAULAGEWAY OR ACCESS ROAD SURFACING

Haulageways or access rnad s shan not be surfaced with any acid

producing or toxic material or with any material which will produce

a concentration of suspended solids in surface drainage.

DUST CONTROL

13.13

All reasonable means shall be employed to control dust from the

surface of haulageways or acceS3 roads.

TOLERANCE

All grades referred to in this section shall be subject to a

tolerance of two percent (2%) grade. All linear measurements

referred to in this section shall be subject to a tolerance of ten
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13.15

of measurement. Angles referred to in this section shall be measured

from the horizontal and shall be subject to a tolerance of five

percent (5%).

13.14 REMOVAL OF DRAINAGE STRUCTURES

Bridges, culverts, stream crossings, etc., necessary to provide

access to the operation, shall not be removed until reclamation is

completed and approved by the director. The same precautions as to

water quality are to be taken during removal of drainage structures

as those taken during construction and use.

INTERMITTENT OR PERENNIAL STREAM CROSSING

Culverts, bridges or other drainage structures shall be used to

cross intermittent or perennial streams. Consideration shall be

given to such factors as weather conditions, season of the year,

time period for construction, etc , , with regard to using measures to

minimize adverse effects to the water quality and stream channel.

In no event shall the sediment load of the stream be significantly

increased or the water quality be significantly decreased during the

conStruction period. Water control structures shall be designed

with a discharge capacity capable of passing the runoff for a 10

year, 24-hour precipitation event from the contributing watershed.

However, if approved by the director, the capacity of the water

control structure itself can be at least equal to or greater than

stream channel discharge capacity immediately upstream and downstream

of the crossing.

The culvert, whether inlet or outlet control, shall be unsubmerged

at the entrance.
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13.17

13.16 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR CULVERTS

13.16.1 CAPACITY

The size of culverts used shall be adequate to bypass the

expected peak di scharge from the requi red frequency storm. The peak

discharge shall be obtained from the procedures outlined in Chapter

2. "Estimating Runoff". with the determination of culvert size to be

in accordance to Exhibits 13-1 and 13-2. "Inlet Control". and

Exhibits 13-3 and 13-4. "Outlet Control."

Inlet c~ntrol means the discharge capacity of a culvert controlled

at a culvert entrance by the depth of the headwater (HW) and the

entrance geometry. including the area. shape and type of inlet edge.

Type of inlet controlled flow for an unsubmerged and submerged

entrance are shown in Figure 13-1.

Outlet control involves the addition and consideration of the

elevation of the tailwater in the outlet channel and the slope.

roughness and length of the culvert barrel. Types of outlet controlled

flow are shown in Figure 13-2.

SEDIMENT CONTROL

A sediment storage volume must be provided equal to 0.125 acre

foot for each acre of disturbed area or a lesser value as approved

by the di rector. Temporary erosi on and sedimentati on control mea sures

as outl i ned in Chapter 19 of tnt s handbook shall be impl emented

during construction until permanent control can be establi shed.

13.18 TYPE OF CULVERTS PROPOSED

In determining the type of culverts to be proposed. the pH of

the normal stream flow existing and expected shall be considered.

see Chapter 3. Section 3.3.5 for different type of culverts for

different levels of pH.
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13.19 EXISTING HAULAGEWAYS OR ACCESS ROADS

Where existing roads are to be used for access or haulage and it

can be demonstrated that reconstruction to meet the above requirements

would result in greater environmental harm and the drainage and

sediment control requirements of this section can otherwise be met,

Chapter 13.4.1(1) & (2), 13.5, 13.6 and 13.8(1) &(2) will be exempt

for these existing roads.

13.20 INFREQUENTLY USED ACCESS ROADS

Access roads constructed for and used only to provide infrequent

service to surface facilities such as ventilators, monitoring

devices and fans shall be exempt from the requirements of the above

sections with the exception of Chapters 13.10 and 13.22.

13.21 PLAN, DESIGN DATA AND CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

1. A plan view drawn to scale showing: haul road station baseline;

location and size of culverts; flow directions; intermittent or

.perennial streams; and other pertinent data.

~. A surveyed profile drawn to scale (scale should be no greater

than 1~ = 100' horizontal, 1~ = 50' vertical) showing but not

limited to: road surface; ditchline; location and size of culverts;

station; elevetions; original ground; and percent grade.

3. Cross-section of haul road showing culvert, slope of culvert,

fill material, original ground, ditches and sediment control

device, if applicable.

4. Intermittent or perennial stream crossings, submit the following:

a. Structure computation sheet (Exhibit 13-5)

b. Cross-section showing all pertinent information.

5. Maintenance schedule and procedure for maintenance.
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6. Construction specification, include a description of the following:

a. Site Preparation

b. Excavation

c. Selection and Placement of Materials

d. Vegetative Protection Against Erosion

e. Haulageway or Access Road Surfacing

f. Erosion and Pollution Control

g. Procedures and Timetables for Abandonment

13.22 ABANDONMENT OF HAULAGEWAYS OR ACCESS ROADS

Haulageways of access roads shall be abandoned in accordance

with the rules and regulations in addition to the following requirements:

a. Upon abandonment of haulageways or access roads, every effort

shall be made to prevent erosion by the use of culverts, water

bars or other devices. Water bars or earth berms shall be

installed according to the following table of spacings in terms

of percent of haulageway or access road grade, prior to the

abandonment.

PERCENT OF HAULAGEWAY

2

5

10

15

20

Above 20

SPACING OF WATER BARS IN FEET

250

135

80

60

45

25

b. Upon abandonment of haulageway or access roads, they shall be

seeded and mulched immediately in accordance with Chapter 20 of

the handbook for revegetation.
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EXHIBIT 13-5

STRUCTURE PROPORTIONING COMPUTATION SHEET

CULVERT NO.

Q (Exhibit 2-7) cfs

Stream pH = ------------
Type of Culvert

INLET CONTROL

Type of inlet:

Diameter of Culvert (D)

(headwall, projecting, mitered to
conform to slope and so forth)

ft.

Headwater (HW) = ---------------
(HW!D) = _

Q (Exhibit 13-1, 13-2)

ft.

cfs

Culvert Slope (So) = %-------------
Type of discharge protection

OUTLET CONTROL

Diameter of Culvert (D)

Headwater (HW)

Length (L) = _

ft.

ft.

ft.

Culvert slope(s) %---------------
Mannings Number (N)

Concrete N = 0.012

CMP N 0.024

Entrance Loss Coefficient (Table 13-1) (Ke)

Free Water Surface (h = 3!4D) =
o

HW = H + h - L3
o 0

Q (Exhibit 13-3, 13-4) ___________________cfs ,



Table 13-1 Entrance Loss Coefficients

Type of Structure and Design of Entrance ICoefficient Ke

Pipe, Concrete

Projecting from fill, socket end (groove-end) ------------- 0.2
Projecting from fill, sq. cut end ------------------------- 0.5
Headwall or headwall and wingwalls

Socket end of pipe (groove-end) ------------------------ 0.2
Square-end --------------------------------------------- 0.5
Rounded (radius = 1/12D) ------------------------------- 0.2

Mitered to conform to fill slope -------------------------- 0.7
*End-section conforming to fill slope ---------------------- 0.5

Pipe, or Pipe-Arch, Corrugated Metal

Projecting from fill (no headwall) ------------------------ 0.9
Headwall or headwall and wingwalls

Square-edge -------------------------------------------- 0.5
Mitered to conform to fill slope -------------------------- 0.7

*End-section conforming to fill slope ---------------------- 0.5

Note: *"End-section conlorming to fill slope," made of either metal
or concrete, are the sections commonly available from manu
facturers. From limited hydraulic tests they are equivalent
in operation to a headwall in both inlet and outlet control.
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CHAPTER 14

BENCH CONTROL SYSTEMS

page 14-1

14.1 DEFINITION

A sediment control structure located on a solid bench at or near

the backfill material (disturbed area) to form an erosion and

sedimentation control system for steep slope mining t area mining t

haul back mining and mountain top removal mining.

14.2 PURPOSE

To preserve the capacity of resevoirs t ditches t canals t diversions t

waterways and streams and to prevent undesirable deposition on

bottom lands t in channels or waterways and other areas by providing

basins for the deposition and sotrage of st l t , sand , gravel t stone

and other sediment.

14.3 SCOPE

This chapter established the minimum acceptable quality for the

design and construction of a bench control system in predominantly

rural or agricultural areas in West Virginia when: failure of the

systems would not result in loss of life; in damages to home s,

commercial or industrial buildings; main highways or railroads; in

interruption of the use of service of public utilities.

14.4 DRAINAGE AREA AND SITE EVALUATION AND LIMITATIONS

The contributing watershed above the site shall have an adequate

plan for providing protection against erosion of disturbed areas in

order to stabilize the area as quickly as possible after it has been

disturbed. The plan is also to include utilization of one or many

methods of "Water Management Practices" in Chapter 19 to assi st
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the overall erosion and sedimentation control system. All areas

disturbed during the mining operation in the watershed shall be

revegetated according to West Virginia Division of Reclamation

regulations and Chapter 20 of this handbook on revegetation.

14.5 SEDIMENT

The bench control system shall form a structure with a capacity

to store 0.125 acre-foot per acre of disturbed area at normal pool

elevation in the drainage area. the system may store only the runoff

from a la-year. 24-hour precipitation event as approved by the

Director of the Department of Natural Resources. Consideration may

be given for reduced storage volume where the pre-plan reflects the

foll owi ng:

a. Controlled Placement

b. Concurrent Reclamation Practices

c. On-site Sediment Control Measures

d. Access and Availability of all Structures for Maintenance

The disturbed area includes all lad affected by previous operations

that is not presently stabilized. all land that will be affected during

the surface mining operations and all reclamation work. and may

include all other lands which have been disturbed by timber operations.

construction operations. other surface mining operations. etc.

The structure shall be cleaned out when the sediment accumulation

approaches sixty percent (60%) of the design capacity. The design

and construction drawings shall indicate the corresponding elevations.

14.6 WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

Di scharges from bench control system, if classified as primary

structures. which control areas disturbed by surface mining operations
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must meet all applicable Federal and State laws and regulations.

The minimum effluent limitations shall be governed by the standards

set forth in the NPDES Programs under the Federal Water Pollution

Control Act as amended, 33 U.S.C. 466 et. seq., and the rules and

regulations promulgated thereunder.

14.7 PERMANENT SYSTEMS

The pennanent bench control system incorporting ditch storage shall

be built on an approximate level grade, minimum zero percent (0%) to

a maximum of two percent (2%) to insure that complete storage volume

wi 11 be maintained and system shall be constructed on a sol id bench.

The types of systems cross-sections view can be either triangular

or trapezoidal with side slopes no steeper than 2 horizontal to 1

vertical constructed with earth and 1/4 horizontal to 1 vertical

constructed with rock.

A barrier may be installed across the channel or ditches at

intervls no more than 500 feet to assure meeting the above grade and

storage requirements. Final outlet device shall carry at all times

the flow considering failure of one or all barriers. Plans, design

data and specifications for types of barriers are in Chapter 19,

"Water Management Practices" such as Stone Check Dams in Section

19.2, Log and Pole Structures in Section 19.4 and Earthen Barriers

as outlined in Chapter 15, "Excavated Sediment Channel".

14.7.1 OUTLET DEVICES

The outlet devices shall be installed at any intervals which

will assure the following requirements: Storage volume, grade

limitations, safety outlet protection of any other conditions that

may be required. Outlet devises shall be constructed and operable

and shall be kept current with the actual overburden removal area.
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All outlet control devices may be required to bypass safely a

10-year, 24-hour precipitation event and/or meet or exceed the

minimum standards for an open exit channel or pipe spillway. A

minimum of 1 foot of freeboard will be required on all drainage

outlet devices.

14.7.1.1 OPEN EXIT CHANNEL

Open exit channels shall be thoroughly protected with a rock

riprap blanket in accordance to standards and specifications for

rock riprap as outlined in Chapter 19, "Water Management Practices".

The minimum width shall be 5 feet, minimum side slopes of 2 horizontal

to 1 vertical and shall also be protected with rock riprap for a

vertical height of 2 feet.

14.7.1.2 PIPE SPILLWAY

Pipe spillway shall be a minimum of 12 inches diameter with or

without a vertical riser attached and may be perforated in accordance

to Chapter 19, "Water Management Practices" to allow for a gradual

d raw down of water in the system.

14.8 TEMPORARY DRAINAGE SYSTEM

The objective of the temporary drainage system is to provide

sediment control measures on mining operations until the final

pennanent drainage system can be installed as designed and certified

in the mining and reclamation plan.

The temporary drainage control system shall be installed and

maintained at least 200 feet in advance of any disturbance of the

mining operation. All temporary drainage systems shall be maintained

until finalization of the permanent drainage system.
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The temporary drainage system installation and maintenance shall

be kept current with the drill bench disturbance and approved by the

Director or his authorized agent of the Department of Natural

Resources as being installed according to the approved mining and

reclamation plan at least once every thirty (30) days or 500 feet,

whichever comes first.

All areas of temporary drainage systems shall be indicated in

the approved pre-plan as disturbed area and may be required to be

seeded and mulched in accordance to the revegetation plan if systems

will be utilized in excess of sixty days.

The systems shall prevent, to the extent possible, additional

contribution of sediment to stream flow or to runoff outside the

permit area, and all discharges from the disturbed area must meet

the effluent limitations as set forth in Section 14.6.

Types of temporary drainage systems such as, but not limited to:

toe berms, filter fences, outcrop roadways, temporary diversion

ditched or other sediment traps, are outlined in Chapter 19, "Water

Management Practices".

14.9 PLANS, DESIGN DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS

In addition to the "Proposed Drainage Plan", there will also be

submitted the following items concerning bench control systems.

1. A "Structure Proportioning Computation Sheet" to be completed

for each type of system proposed.

2. Construction plans showing:

a. Planview and profile view of the system.

b. Cross-section view through the system showing all pertinent

i nformat ion.
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c. Cross-section of barrier and outlet devices.

d. Maintenance schedule and procedures for maintenance.

e. Construction specifications.

3. If applicable, temporary drainage control system construction

plans showing:

a. Planview and profile view of the system.

b. Cross-section through the system showing all pertinent

information.

c. Maintenance schedule and procedures for maintenance.

d. Construction specifications.

4. Procedures and Timetable for Abandonment.
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CHAPTER 15

EXCAVATED SEDIMENT CHANNEL

page 15-1

15.1 DEFINITION

A channel excavated below the toe of the spoil to form a silt or

sediment basin for control of sediment from the outslope.

15.2 PURPOSE

To preserve the capacity of reservoirs, ditches, canals, diversions,

waterways and streams and to prevent undesirable deposition on

bottom lands, in channels or waterways, and other areas by providing

basins for the deposition and storage of silt, sand, gravel, stone

and other sediment.

15.3 SCOPE

This chapter establishes the minimum acceptable quality for the

design and construction of an excavated sediment channel in predominantly

rural or agricultural areas in West Virginia when:

1. Failure of the embankment for the channel would not result in

loss of life; in damages to homes, commercial or industrial

buildings; main highways or railroads; in interruption of the

use of service of public utilities.

2. The slope of the original ground on which the channel is constructed

does not exceed thirty percent (301).

15.4 SEDIMENT

The excavated sediment channel shall form a basin with a capacity

to store 0.125 acre-feet per acre of disturbed area formed by the

outslope of the spoil bank. The outslope area shall be based upon

the maximum expected length of spoil slope. An outline of the

predicted outslope area shall be shown on the proposed drainage plan.
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The sediment in the channel shall be cleaned out when accumulation

approaches sixty percent (60%) of the design capacity. The construction

drawings shall indicate the corresponding elevation.

15.5 WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

Discharges from an excavated sediment channel which controls areas

disturbed by surface mining operations must meet all applicable Federal

and State laws and regulations. The minimum effluent limitations

shall be governed by the standards set forth in the NPDES Program

under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act as amended, 33 U.S.C.

466 eta seq., and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

15.6 DESIGN CRITERIA

The excavated sediment channel shall be built on a level grade

around the hill or mountainside. Adequate space shall be provided

between the toe of the spoil bank and the channel to assure that

sl uffage from the spoil slope will not fill the channel.

Precaution shall be taken to assure that there is no overburden

or spoil spillage over the outslope into the channel.

The excavated sediment channel shall have a V-notch cross

sectional appearance. The vertical depth of the inside cut or

highwall shall not exceed 5 feet, and the slope of the cut shall not

exceed 2 horizontal to 1 vertical.

The bench formed hy the channel shall be a minimum of 14 feet

wide and on a slope of no flatter than 5 horizontal to 1 vertical or

steeper than 2:1 towards the cut slope.

The channel fill slope sha11 be no greater than 2 hori zonta 1 to

1 vertical. All trees and waste material shall be removed from

beneath or through the fill slope.
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An earthen barrier shall be installed across the channel at 100

foot intervals or less to assure that failure of the embankment or

fill portion of the channel would result in release of water or

sediment from only a 200 foot segment of the channel at anyone

time. The top or crest width of the barrier shall be 5 feet.

Barrier height shall be 1 foot below the embankment or fill portion

of the channel. The side slope of the barrier shall be no steeper

than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical.

Drainage from an area other than the spoil outslope shall not be

allowed to enter the channel at any time.

An outlet device from the excavated sediment channel must be

maintained at all times to handle a 10-year, 24-hour storm event and

outlet to a natural drainage or a properly designed outlet. The

minimum requirement for outlet devices can be located in Chapter 14,

"Bench Control System", Section 14.7.1.

15.7 PLANS, DESIGN DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS

In addition to the "Proposed Drainage Plan", there also will be

submitted the following items:

1. A "Structure Proportioning Computations Sheet" to be completed

for each excavated sediment channel n to scale through the

channel showing the maximum existing ground slope on which the

channel is to be constructed and other information.

2. Construction plans showing:

a. Plan view drawn to scale of the channel and the outlet device.

b. Profile view drawn to scale of the channel with profile

showing all pertinent data.
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15.8.3

15.8.2

15.8

15.8.1

c. Cross-section view drawn to seal e through the channel

showing the mazimum existing ground slope on which the

channel is to be constructed and other information.

d. Cross-section of barrier as located in channel.

3. Construction specifications.

4. Maintenance schedule to include, hut not limited to, the following:

procedures for maintenance, method of disposal of sediment and

access to structure for maintenance.

5. Procedures and Timetable for Abandonment.

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

STAKE-OUT

Prior to beginning the e~cavation of the channel, alignment and

grade controls shall be established every 100 feet along the channel.

Care shall be taken to etablish a level, zero percent (0%) grade.

EXCAVATION

The channel shall be excavated as shown on the construction

plans. A barrier with a 5 foot crest width shall be placed through

the channel every 200 feet or less. The channel may be di scontinued

and restarted above or below the point where discontinued to avoid

rock formations. In no case shan the channel be planned or built

on a slope whi ch exceeds thi rty percent (30%).

SURFACE RUNOFF

Surface runoff from an area other than the spot 1 outslope shall

not be allowed to enter the channel at any time.

15.8.4 VEGETATIVE PROTECTION AGAINST EROSION

All disturbed areas created during the construction of the channel

shall be seeded and mulched immediately after construction in accordance

with Chapter 20 of this handbook for revegetation.
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CHAPTER 16

CERTIFICATION AND INSPECTION

page 16-1

16.1 SCOPE

All erosion and sedimentation control systems such as, but not

limited to, Sediment Dams, Embankment Type; Excavated Sediment Dams,

Excavated Sediment Ponds, Gabion Sediment Dams; Crib Sediment Dams;

Haulageway and Access Roads (temporary and pennanent), which have

been submitted for technical review and approved shall be constructed

and/or installed and certified prior to any disturbance in that

sediment control structure component drainage area.

After completion of the required certifications, an inspection

process shall be initiated by the operator.

16.2 PROCEDURE FOR CERTIFICATION

A certification form, Exhibit 16-1, shall be submitted to the

Department of Natural Resources, Division of Reclamation, for each

component drainage area system as it is completed and prior to any

disturbance of operation in that component drainage area.

The certification form shall be hereby certified by a person

approved by the Director of the Department of Natural Resources,

except that Valley Fills, Side Hill Fills and Rock Fills shall be

certified by a Registered Professional Engineer; that the erosion

and sediment control system is (are) constructed and installed in

accordance with the technical aspects of the approved pre-plan and

any modifications thereto, as approved by the Department of Natural

Resources.

Any minor changes which equal or exceed the approved system

occurring during contruction such as, but not limited to, increased
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16.3

16.3.1

width or emergency spillway or entrance channel, increased size of

storage volume, increased top width of embankment, etc.; shall be

indicated on "As-built" plans showing approved design, amount of

minor change, and reference points and shall be submitted along with

Exhibit 16-1 to the department.

VARIANCE OF CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES

CERTIFICATION OF BENCH CONTROL SYSTEM

If utilizing a bench control system, outlined in Chapter 14, as

the primary sediment control structure for the operation. then the

permanent system shall be certified as follows:

1. If the system is constructed totally prior to mining, then the

system shall be certified prior to conducting mining operations.

2. If the system is constructed progressively with the mining

operation, then the system shall be constructed and certified

(EXhibit 16-1) in sections of 1,000 linear feet (maximum)

measured from the active mineral removal area. This certification

must include a map showing exact location of certified section.

16.3.2 CERTIFICATION OF VALLEY FILL, SIDE FILL &ROCKFILL

In the utilization of an access spoil disposal area outlined in

Chapters 8, 9. and la, the above fills shall be certified upon

completion of construction by a Registered Professional Engineer.

16.4 PROCEDURES FOR INSPECTIONS

After completion and approval of the certification as required

in the above sections, a quarterly inspection shall be initiated on

all erosion and sedimentation control systems such as, but not

limited to, Sediment Dams, Embankment Types; Excavated Sediment

Dams; Gabion Sediment Dams; and Crib Sediment Dams. Each structure
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at a minimum shall be examined for structural weakness, erosion

patterns and other hazardous conditions. An inspection report shall

be submitted to the Division of Reclamation within two weeks after

the inspection. The report shall be certified by a person approved

by the Director of the Department of Natural Resources.

16.5 VARIANCE OF INSPECTION REPORT

An inspection report will not be required on erosion and sedimentation

control systems such as, but not limited to, Haulageway and Access

Roads; Divesions; and Temporary and Permanent Stream Diversions •

•



STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

b:xhibit 16-1

DOE USE ONLY
APPRhVEn B'f
OA TE --------1

CERTIFICATION OF DRAINAGE SYSTEM

On the day of 19 , at or----- -----------------, ----
near , West Virginia, in _

(PERMIT ~(j.)

Dist ri ct of County. ope rat ions under __--,-"...",..,-:-=:=--=-~_:_--

(COMPANY NAME AND AODRESS)

I , ______________________• R.P.F.. No • , herehy

certify that: (please check the appropriate box or boxes)

I]Erosion and Sediment Control System(s) [IMine Seals

is/are constructed ann installed in accordance with the technical aspects of the pre-plan

and any modification thereto, as approved hy the Department of Energy.

(SIGNATURE OF PERSON CERTIFYING SYSTEM)

PLACE SEAL HERE

(OATE)

NOTE: If seal is not used, this Certificate must be notarized or witnessed helow.
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17.2

17.2.1

CHAPTER 17

ABANDONMENT PROCEDURES FOR SEDIMENT CONTROL STRUCTURES

17.1 SCOPE

This chapter shall cover the minimum requirements for abandoning

sediment control structures prior to total release of bond for the

particular permit. These abandonment procedures may be waived if

the structure or structures are to be immediately utilized under

another permit or the special land use requirements of the rules and

regulations are adhere to and approved by the Director of the

Department of Natural Resources.

All abandonment procedures shall be completed before the total

bond is released.

ABANDONMENT PROCEDURES

EXCAVATED SEDIMENT POND, DUGOUT TYPE

17.2.2

There is no required abandonment procedure for excavated sediment

ponds unless they have an embankment. If they have an embankment,

they shall follow the abandonment procedures outlined in Section

17.2.2.

SEDIMENT DAMS, EMBANKMENT TYPE AND EXCAVATED SEDIMENT DAM, EMBANKMENT TYPE

Sediment dams and all accumulated sediment above the dam shall be

removed from the natural drainway if they built across it. Dams

adjacent to natural drainways shall be abandoned by diverting the

entrance channel to the natural drainways; thus preventing any

future surface runoff from entering the impoundment.

When sediment dams are removed, the natural drainway shall be

returned to its original profile and cross-section as near as

practical.
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An original profile and cross-section view for the channel shall be

submitted with the drainage plan. The channel sides and bottom

shall be rock riprap in accordance to the standard and specifications

for rock riprap as outlined in Chapter 19, "Water Management Practices",

Section 19.19. The riprap shall extend up to the top of the channel.

The ri prap requi rernent may be waived where the bottom and sides of

the channel consist of bedrock.

17.2.3 CRIB OR GABION SEDDIMENT CONTROL STRUCTURES

Crib or gabion sediment control structures and all accumulated

sediment above the structure shall be removed from the natural drainway

for abandonment. The natural drainway shall be returned to its

original profile and cross-section. An original profile and cross

section view of the channel shall be submitted with the drainage

plan. The channel shall be rock riprap in accordance to the standard

and specifications for rock riprap as outlined in Chapter 19, "Water

Management Practices", Section 19.19. The riprap requirement may be

waived where the channel bottom and sides consist of bedrock.

17.2.4 BENCH CONTROL SYSTEMS

There is no required abandonment procedure for bench control

systems.

17.3 REVEGETATION OF DISTURBED AREAS

All areas disturbed during abandonment of a sediment control

structure shall be seeded and mulched immediately in accordance with

Reclamation rules Chapter 20 of this Handbook for Revegetation.

17.4 DISPOSAL OF WASTE MATERIAL

Waste material shall be spread continuously over an area designated

on the drainage plan in accordance with these specifications.
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Pravi sions shall be made for the diversion or safe passage of

surface water concentrating on the land side of the spoil bank.

The spoil shall be placed so as not to endanger the stabil ity of

the stream bank and shall not exceed 3 feet in height above the

natural ground surface, except by special design. Special designs

shall be submitted with the drainage plan. The finished surface

shall slope away from the edge of the stream or drainway insofar as

feasible.

Surfaces of spoil shall not be steeper than 2 horizontal to 1

vert i ca1.

If the spoil is spread to the edge of the stream bank, the

stream side slope of the spoil shall be shaped to join the side

slope of the stream bank so loose spoil will not slide or erode into

the channel.
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CHAPTER 18

REGRADED DRAINAGE CONTROL

page 18-1

18.1 DEFINITION

A regraded drainage control system is one which assists in main

taining stability, aides in the retention of soil moisture, controls

erosion and enhances establishment of vegetation.

18.2 PURPOSE

The purpose of regrading drainage control systems includes one

or more of the following:

1. To preserve the capacity of reservoi~s, ditches, canals, diversions,

waterways and to prevent undesirable deposition on bottom lands,

in channels, streams or waterways.

2. Prevents rill and gully development.

3. Intercetps and conducts surface runoff at a non-erosive velocity

to a stable outlet.

4. Reduces sediment content in water.

18.3 SCOPE

This chapter establishes the minimum acceptable quality for the

design and consturction of these systems located in predominantly

rural or agricultural areas in West Virginia.

18.4 METHODS OF REGRADED DRAINAGE CONTROL

In completing a pre-plan for a mining operation, there shall be

included a detailed regraded drainage control plan incorporating

different systems necessary to maintain stability, decrease velocities,

retain soil moisture and prevent additional contributions of sedimentation

to the stream flow. The pre-plan shall indicate when, how and where

the system will be constructed.
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18.4.1 CONTINUOUS FLOW AREAS

In areas of probable flows of water such as springs, natural

seeps, natural drainways or constructed waterways, a channel must be

desi gned and con structed in accordance to Chapter 11, "Di versi on".

18.4.2 CONSTRUCTED DRAINAGE FACILITY

In the case of haul back mining in steep slopes and contour

mining, the constructed drainage facility must intercept and convey

runoff without erosion of a backfill area and direct all upland flow

to proper design outlet devices such as rock riprap, flumes, diversions,

channels, french drains, culverts, level spreaders and etc.

A constructed drainage facility may be established near the top

of the backfilled highwall The drainage facility shall be utilized

only, and shall be no larger than necessary, to prevent erosion of a

backfi 11 area. The dra i nage faci 1i ty shall:

1. Eliminate the highwall remaining as a result of ccnstruction of

(the mining operations) the drainage facility by backfilling or

shaving, which means a reduction of a vertical cut of soft or

unconsolidated material in such a manner as to assume a slope in

conformance with the approximate origainal contour of the soft

or unconsolidated materials (shale, soil), in a manner which

blends into the natural ground and compliments existing drainage

patterns. No vertical rise of the highwall shall be retained

except for occasional short segments in hard or consolidated

rock with cannot be reduced mechanically.

2. Be rock riprap, vegetated or otherwise protected as aprroved by

the Director to prevent excessive erosion;
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3. Maintain a positive gradient so as to eliminate any potential

impounding of water in the ditch; and

4. Not discharge over the out~ope of the backfi,ll in areas other

than those proteced by proper erosion and sedimentation control.

18.4.3 REGRADED DITCHES

A regraded ditch is constructed on the final backfilling slopes

as to direct all surface runoff to proper design outlet devices for

the prevention of rills and gullies and to enhance the establishment

of vegetation. Regraded ditches shall be designed and submitted in

accordance with Chapter 11, "diversion", except for the following:

Submittal of survey profile and pertinent information.

Ditches shall have the capacity to handle a I-year, 24-hour

precipitation event instead of a 10-year, 24-hour precipitation

event.

Side slopes of ditches will be no steeper than 2 horizontal to 1

vertical and no flatter than 4 horizontal to 1 vertical.

18.5 GENERAL

The pre-plan, being as practical as possible, shall include all

plans, design data and specifications as indicated in the above

section for the anticipated regraded drainage control plan. The

information required shall include a detailed set of construction

specifications and also a detailed maintenance schedule.
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CHAPTER 19

WATER MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

19.1 DETERMINING OR ALTERING SEDIMENT BASIN SHAPE

19.1.1 DEFINITION

page 19-1

Method to increase the effectiveness of the sediment basin by

minimizing the "short circuiting" sediment laden inflow to the

outlet device.

19.1.2 PURPOSE

The purpose is to increase the effective flow length from the

inflow to the outflow. The normal pool area (storage elevation)

shall have a length to width ratio of at least 2.0 to 1.

19.1.3 CONDITION WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

Altering sediment basin shape shall be utilized in the sediment

control structure plans so as to assist in meeting the water quality

standards as outlined in the Technical Handbook by increasing

detention time and decreasing velocity of inflow.

19.1.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

The following procedure is used to determine shape of the basin.

The length of this flow path (l) is the distance from the point of

inflow to the outflow point. The pool area (A) is the area of the

normal pool, sediment storage elevation. The effective width W(e)

is found by this equation:

W(e) = AIL
L:W Ratio = L/W(e)

In the event there is more than one inflow point, any inflow

point which conveys more than thirty percent (30%) of the total peak

inflow rate shall meet the length width (L:W) ratio criteria.
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The required basin shape may be obtained by proper site selection,

by excavation or by constructing a baffle in the basin.

The purpose of the baffle is to increase the effective flow

length path. The baffle location and length will be such that a

minimum 2:1 length width ratio is obtained. The effective length

L(e) shall be the shortest distance the water must flow from the

inflow point to the outflow point. The equation shall be:

W( e) = AIL (e)
L:W Ratio = L(e)/W(e)

Examples of these procedures are the following:
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19.2.2

19.2

19.2.1

STONE CHECK DAMS

DEFINITION

A barrier composed of large stone constructed across a drainway.

PURPOSE

To retard stream flow and form a small sediment basin in order

to assist in sediment control.

19.2.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

Stone check dams may be used only to assist in sediment control.

They ARE NOT SUBSTITUTES for sediment dams or excavated sediment

ponds. If used above such structures, stone check dams will in no

way reduce the required sediment capacity (0.125 acre-feet/acre of

disturbed area) of sediment control structures.

Stone check dams will not be used when the drainage area above

them exceeds 50 acres. They may be used in locations such as:

1. In natural or constructed drainways close to the disturbed area

in order to catch initial sediment loads.

2. In channels carrying water off the bench toward a natural drainway.

3. Other locations where small localized sedimentation problems exist.

19.2.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

A design is not required for stone check dams; however, the

following standard criteria will be use:

1. Twenty five percent (25%) of the rock will be 18 inches or

larger. The remaining seventyfive percent (75%) shall be well

graded material consisting of sufficient rock small enough to

fill the voids between the larger rocks.

2. The dam will be keyed into the sides and bottom of the channel a

minimum depth of 3 feet. Minimum width of the key will be 3 feet.
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3. Upstream slope and downstream slope will be 3 horizontal to 1
~

vertical.

4. A weir the average width of the stream channel and a minimum of

1 foot deep will be positioned at the center of the dam.

5. Maximum height will be 4 feet (from lowest point along centerline

of dam to crest of weir).

6. Minimum top width shall be 5 feet.

19.2.5 MAINTENANCE

Stone check dams shall be cleaned when sediment capacity is

approached.
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19.3 STRAW BALE DIKE

19.3.1 DEFINITION

A temporary

months or 1ess,

disturbed area.

19.3.2 PURPOSE

page 19-5

barrier or structure with a life expectancy of three

installed across or at the toe of a slope of the

To intercept and detain small amounts of sediment from unprotected

disturbed areas and to assist the overall sediment control plan.

19.3.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

Dikes may be used only to assist in sediment control. They

ARE NOT SUBSTITUTES for sediment control structures. Dikes will in

no way reduce the requi red sediment capacity of sediment control

structures.

The temporary straw bale dike may be used when:

1. There is no concentration of water in a channel or other drainageway

above the dike.

2. Erosion would occur in the form of sheet and rill erosion.

3. The length of slope in the contributing drainage area above the

dike is less than 200 feet. The slope should be fifteen percent

(15%) or less. If the slope is greater than fifteen percent

(15%), bales should be located on 100 foot spacing.

19.3.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

All bales shall be placed on the contour and should be tied with

either wire or nylon string, if available.

19.3.5 CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

1. Bales shall be placed in a row with ends tightly abutting the

adj acent bales.
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2. If bales are so constructed (curved ends) that a tight fit

cannot be attained, the bales shall be embedded in the soil a

minimum of 4 inches or bales covered with a fiber mat.

3. Bales shall be securely anchored in place by stakes or rebars

driven through the bales. The first stake in each bale shall be

driven toward previously laid bale to force bales together.

4. Inspection shall be frequent, and repair or replacement shall be

made promptly as needed.

5. Bales shall be removed when they have served their usefulness.

6. Maintenance will be required on all structures to insure proper

function of this intended purpose.
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19.4

19.4.1

LOG AND POLE STRUCTURES

DEFINITION

A barrier composed of logs and poles constructed across a

natural or constructed drainway.

19.4.2 PURPOSE

To retard stream flow and catch small sediment loads.

19.4.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

Log and pole structures are to be used only to assist in sediment

control and ARE NOT SUBSTITUTES for sediment control structures. When

used, log and pole structures will not reduce the required sediment

capacity (O.125 acrefeet/acre of disturbed area) of sediment control

structures.

They may be used in locations such as:

1. In natural drainways close to the disturbed area to catch

initial sediment loads.

2. In channels carrying water off the bench toward a natural

drainway.

3. Other locations where small localized sedimentation problems

exit.

19.4.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

A design is not needed for log and pole structures. Generally,

they will follow the standard as shown on the illustration. Log and

pole structures will not be used on a drainway whose normal discharge

is greater than 5 cubic feet per second.



lOG a POLE SILT STRUCTURE

-: ::-V--~-
--""~ SECTION B-B
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UPSTREAM VIEW
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19.5

19.. 5.1

FILTER FENCE

DEFINITION

A temporary structure with a life expectancy of six (6) months

or less. Installation shall be below a small di sturbed area or at

the toe of a slope.

19.5.2 PURPOSE

To intercept and detain sediment from small unprotected disturbed

areas and to assist the overall sediment control plan.

19.5.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

Filter fences may be used only to assist in sediment control.

They ARE NOT SUBSTITUTES for sediment control structures. If used

above such structures t fences will in no way reduce the required

sediment capacity of sediment control structures. Filter fences

will not be used when the drainage area above them exceeds 50 acres.

They may be used in 1ocat i on s such as:

1. Areas of no concentration of water in a channel or other drainage

way above the fence.

2. Areas where erosion will occur in the form of sheet and rill erosion.

3. If di sturbed slopes are greater than twenty five percent (25%)t

fence should be located on 100 foot spaci ngs. If slopes are

less than twenty five percent (25%)t fence will be located on

200 foot spacings.

19.5.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

Design computations are not required. All filter fences shall

be placed as close to the contour as possible. A detail of the

filter fence shall be shown t on the plant and contain the following

minimum requirements:
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1. The type, size and spacing of fence posts.

2. The size of woven wire support fence.

3. The type of filter cloth used.

4. The method of anchoring the filter cloth.

19.5.5 MATERIALS

1. Filter Fence Cloth: Filter X, Polyfilter X, Mirafi 100X,

Erosion Control Cloth, Bidim, or approved equal, which is

resi stant to the sun I s ray s.

2. Fence Posts: The length shall be a minimum of 48 inches long.

Wood posts wi 11 be of sound qual ity hardwood with a mi nimum

diameter of 2 inches or as approved. Steel posts will be standard

T or U section weighing not less than 1.33 pounds per linear foot.

3. Wire Fence: Woven wire fencing shall be a minimum 14-1/2 gage

with a maximum 6 inch mesh opening, or as approved.

19.5.6 CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

1. The fence posts shall be spaced a maximum distance of 10 feet

center-to-center.

2. Woven wire fence shall be fastened securely to the upstream side

of the fence posts by staples or wire ties.

3. Staple or fasten securely the filter cloth to the upstream side of the

woven wire, allow sufficient filter cloth for anchor at the bottom.

4. The filter cloth shall be embedded in the soil a minimum of 4

inches and have compact soil to hold it in place.

5. The inspection shall be frequent, and the filter cloth shall be

replaced promptly as needed if it is torn.

6. Maintenance will be required on all structures to ensure proper

function of the intended purpose.
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I. WOVEN WIRE FENCE TO BE FASTENED SECURELY
TO FENCE POSTS WITH WIRE TIES OR STAPLES.

Z. FILTER CLOTH TO BE FASTENED SECURELY TO
WOVEN WIRE FENCE WITH WIRE TIES SPACED
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3. SEE STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE ON NEXT SHEET.



BUILDING A SILT FENCE

A STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE

I.

\LI,
til

SET POSTS AND EXCAVATE
TRENCH

3.

STAPLE WIRE FENCING TO THE
POSTS

4.

ATTACH FILTER FABRIC TO WIRE

FENCE, ALLOWING EXTENSION

INTO TRENCH AS SHOWN

BACKFILL AND COMPACT
EXCAVATED SOIL
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19.6

19.6.1

SEDIMENT TRAP

DEFINITION

A small temporary basin formed by excavation to intercept

sediment laden runoff and to trap and retain the sediment.

19.6.2 PURPOSE

The purpose of a sediment trap is to intercept sediment laden

runoff and trap the sediment in order to protect drainageways,

ditches and streams below the sediment trap from sedimentation.

19.6.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

A sediment trap is usually installed in a drainageway at a

culver-t inlet or at other points of di scharge from a di sturbed

area. Sediment traps may be used only to assist in sediment

control for the mining operation areas. They ARE NOT SUBSTITUTES

for sediment control structures for mining operation areas. Traps

will in no way reduce the required sediment capacity of sediment

control structure. Traps may be approved for erosion and sediment

control for haulageways, access roads and temporary bench control

systems.

19.6.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

The trap should be located to ohtain the maximum storage

benefit from the terrain for ease of cleanout and disposal of the

trapped sediment and to minimize interference with activities

proposed. The sediment trap size shall have a minimum capacity of

80 cubic feet per acre of disturbance within the drainage area.

The sediment shall be cleaned out when it reaches forty percent

(40%) of the design sediment requirement.
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All excavation for construction of traps shall be carried out

in such a manner that erosion and water pollution shall be

minimal. Any excavation portion of traps shall have a 2 horizontal

to 1 vertical in earth and 1/4 horizontal to 1 vertical in rock.

An adequate outlet shall be maintained for all sediment traps.

such as. but not limited to: Culvert. vertical riser. rock riprap.

and open channels.

19.6.5 CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

Construction operations shall be carried out in such a manner

that erosion and water pollution are minimized. Also. the

structure shall be inspected after each rain and repairs made

immed i ately.
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19.7

19.7.1

TOE BERM

DEFINITION

A berm or "bench" of compacted and vegetated soil constructed to

act as a temporary sediment control system for bench control systems,

haulageway construction, sediment structure construction and etc.

19.7.2 PURPOSE

To control sheet and gully erosion from the disturbed areas by

diminishing the velocity of the runoff and making it possible for

sediment to deposit.

19.7.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

The toe berm can be used at the toe of the outer spoil slope to

control excessive erosion until the slope has been properly revegetated

and stabilized. The toe berm should be constructed as soon as spoil

slope is established. This shall be done as mining progresses. The

berm shall not be built where concentratedd flows from the bench

area or other areas occur; it shall be built only where runoff is

from spoil slope. A temporary control system can be used for bench

control systems and for temporary sediment control during construction

of haulageway s, sediment structures etc.

19.7.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

A design is not requiredd for toe berms; however, the following

standard criteria will be used:

1. Toe berm will be sloped a minimum of one percent (1%) and a

maximum of three percent (3%) away from the toe of spoil,

inside slope or other conditions.

2. Outer slope of the toe berm will be 2 horizontal to 1 vertical

or flatter.
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3. Toe berm will be seeded and mulched immediately after construction

and shall cover the outer slope of the berm and shall extend a

mi nimum of 10 feet up the spoi1 slope. The pH and nutrient

level of the soil shall be such that a vigorous stand of vegetation

can be estab1i shed.



TOE BERM

TYPE 1 (CUT)

~'--~~~l-
1% MIN. SLOPE

2:1 MIN.

1% MIN. SLOPE __

TYPE 11 (FILL)

ORIGINAL SLOPE--_...........

1% MIN. SLOPE

SLOPE TYPE m (FILL ON SPOIL)

~---2:1 MIN.
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19.8

19.8.1

LEVEL SPREADER

DEFINITION

An outlet constructed at zero percent (O%) grade across the

slope where concentrated runoff may be spread at non-erosive velocities

over undisturbed areas stabilized by existing vegetation.

19.8.2 PURPOSE

The purpose of the level spreader is to convert a concentrated

flow of storm runoff into sheet flow and to outlet it onto areas

stabilized by existing vegetation without causing erosion.

19.8.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

Level spreaders may be used where storm runoff is concentrated

and diverted from surface mined areas onto undisturbed areas (i.e.,

at diversion outlets, etc.). This practice applies only in those

situations where the spreader can be constructed on undisturbed soil

and where the area directly below the level lip is stabilized by

existing revegetation.

19.8.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

A specific design for level spreaders will not be required.

However, spreader length will be determined by knowing the peak rate

of discharge (Q) Chapter 2, "Estimating Runoff" and utilizing Table

selecting the appropriate length.

19.8.5 OUTLETS

Final discharge will be over the level lip onto an area already

stabilized by existing vegetation.



LEVEL SPREADER

Undisturbed Slope

2: I or Flatter

Undisturbed scil stabilized
by existing vegetation

Channel

grade 0.5 to 1.0%
a-

SECTION A-A

A

\ ~.
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\ ----- Level lip ooove undisturbed,

stabilized area

Designed Q

( c t s )

up to 10

/I to 20

21 to 30

31 to 40

41 to 50

compacted earthfj/f berm

PLAN VIEW

TABLE I

l =Minimum Length
("L"infeet)

r----------- -------------------...,
I 15
. 20

26

36

44

General Notes:

All draWings Not to Scale.

2. Construct level lip on zero percent grade to insure uniform spreading of storm runoff

(convertmg channel flaw to sheet flow).

3. Level spreaders must be constructed on undisturbed sOil (not on fill).

4. Entrance to spreader must be graded in a manner to Insure that runoff enters directly

onto the zero percent graded channels.

5. Storm runoff converted to sheet flow must outlet onto areas already stabilized by

eXisting vegetation.
6. Periodu: Inspection and maintenance must be provided to insure mtended purpose is

accomplished.
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19.9.2

19.9

19.9.1

SKIMMER DEVICE

DEFINITION

Method or device which may be used on sediment control structures

to prevent discharge during base flow conditions of coal fines, oil

residue or other floating pollutants.

PURPOSE

A dewatering device preventing pollutants from entering reservoirs,

ditches, diversions, waterways and streams.

19.9.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

Usage of skimmer devices will only be utilized in those areas

where there is a possibility that coal fines, oil residue or other

floating pollutants will be in runoff entering sediment control

structures.

19.9.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

The minimum design criteria for sediment control structures are

as follows:

1. Drainage area less than 10 acres, the skimmer device shall

be able to safely bypass a lO-year, 24-hour precipitation event

in lieu of required exit channels on Excavated Sediment Pond,

Dugout Type and Excavated Sediment Dam, Embankment Type.

2. Drainage areas larger than 10 acres, the skimmer device shall be

able to safely bypass a I-year, 24-hour precipitation event and

provide an emergency spillway if structure is classified as an

Excavated Sediment Dam, Embankment Type. If structure is

classified as an Excavated Sediment Pond, Dugout Type, then a

minimum of a 12 inch skimmer device will be required along with

the minimum exit channel design.
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3. Storage elevation of all structures shall be at the invert of

the skimmer device.

4. It may be required to have anti-seep collars and trach racks

installed on skimmer devices.

To determine whate size corrugated steel pipe will be required

to meet the standards set forth above, see Exhibit 13-3 of this

handbook and given: K(e) = .9, head in feet (H) measured from the

centerline of the outlet end to the top of water at the inlet side

and minimum slope (S) of one percent (1%) to d maximu~ slope of

three percent (3%).
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19.10 PERFORATION

19.10.1 DEFINITION

A method which can be utilized on drop inlet, principal

spillways, vertical riser, etc., to act as a dewatering device.

19.10.2 PURPOSE

Dewatering device of this type will allow additional

detention for the structure, regulate the pool elevation during

base flow conditions and allow for excess storage of runnoff

during storm events.

19.10.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

Dewatering device such as perforation may be required on many

erosion and sediment control systems such as the following:

1. Drop Inlet Type, principal spillways on Sediment Dams,

Embankment Type or Excavated Sediment Dams, Embankment Type.

2. Vertical risers utilized on haulageways, banch control

systems and regraded drainage control.

3. Types of drainpipe apparatus on sediment control structures

so as to conduct periodical maintenance.

19.10.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

Drop Inlets, vertical risers or other methods when perforated

shall be done so throughout the top two-thirds (2/3) of their

length with 3/4 inch diameter holes spaced eight inches (8")

vertically and 12 inches (12") horizontally center to center.
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19.11 ROCK RIPRAP

19.11.1 DEFINITION

A layer of loose durable rock or aggregate placed over an

erodible soil surface.

19.11. 2 PURPOSE

The purpose of rock riprap is to protect the soil surface from

the erosive forces of water.

19.11.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

This practice applies to soil-water interfaces where the soil

conditions, water turbulence and velocity, expected vegetative cover

and groundwater conditions are such that the soil may erode under

the design flow conditions. Rock riprap will be used, as appropriate,

at such places as culvert outlets, stream bank protection grade

checks, headwalls for culverts, spillways, entrance channels, flumes

and etc.

19.11.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

The rock riprap will be placed in a 1.5 foot thick blanket

throughout the structure. Twenty fi ve percent (25%) of the rock

will be of 18 inches, the remaining seventy five percent (75%) shall

be well grade material (minimum 3 inches to maximum 18 inches) of

sufficient rock small enough to fill the voids between the larger

rock. The size of rock will not be larger than the thickness of the

rock riprap blanket. Shale shall not be used for riprap.
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19.12 PUMPED WATER MANAGEMENT

19.12.1 DEFINITION

Pumped water management is the control of water being pumped

on mining operations so that it will not be deleterious to the

environment by eroding soil and providing sediment to downstream

areas.

19.12.2 PURPOSE

When there is a probable usage of a pumping system on a mining

operation with a discharge either in diversion ditches, sediment

structures, disturbed areas and fill slopes. Proper management of

these systems must be considered to prevent additional contribution

of suspended solids to the stream and in assisting the operation

in meeting all existing State and Federal Water Quality Standards.

19.12.3 DESIGN CRITERIA

Oi scharge of hose from pumping system may be outlet to the

fall owi ng:

1. Rock riprap structure

2. Oi ssi pators

3. Level spreaders

4. Any other methods for which will decrease the velocity to a

safe, acceptable limit.
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19.13 EXCELSION BLANKET

19.13.1 DEFINITION

The excelsion blanket is a protective blanket used in the

establishment of vegetation in critical areas.

19.14.2 PURPOSE

The use of a reinforcing weave, the intertwined nature of

the excelsion and the fact that the blanket is secured to the

soil by metal staples makes thi s product resi stant to erosion by

concentrated storm runoff. As a mulching product, it conserves

soil moi sture, serves as an insulator against solar radiation,

dissipates energy from fallen raindrops and reduces erosion

caused by overland flow.

19.14.3 r.ONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

The excelsion blanket may be used in critical areas such as

swales, diversion, steep slopes, highly erodible soil, etc.

19.14.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

In general, the blanket is rolled out on the seeded area to

be protected and is stapled into ~ace. Staple application rate

under nonnal conditions is five staples per six linear feet of

blanket, placed two along each side and one in the middle.

Where more than one blanket is required, they are butt-joined

and securely stapled.

19.14.5 DESCRIPTION

The Erosion Control Excelsior Blanket consists of a machine

produced mat of cur 1ed wood excel si or of ei ghty percent (80%) 8

inch or longer fiber length. It is of consistent thickness and

the fiber is evenly distributed over the entire area of the
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Blanket •. The top side of each Blanket is covered with 3 inch by

1 inch weave of twisted Kraft paper or biodegradable plastic

mesh that has a high wet strength. Blankets are mold resistant

and contain no chemical additives. The Blankets are available

in 3 foot by 150 foot rolls and in 4 foot by 180 foot rolls.

They are secured to the soil by the use of heavy duty wire

staples.
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19.14 MULCH BLANKETS

19.14.1 DEFINITION

Mulch blankets are used in the establishment of vegetation in

critical areas such as diversion waterways, and etc.

19.14.2 PURPOSE

As a mulching product they conserve soil moisture, serve as

insulators against intense solar radiations, dissipate energy

fromfa1ling rain and reduce erosion caused by overland flow.

After application and saturation by rain, the fibrous blanket

loosens to form a thick mulch cover. This cover and the underlying

seed and soil are then held in place by the me sh plastic net.

The fiber mulch blanket conforms to the surface to prevent

erosion by wind and water.

19.14.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTIEC APPLIES

Mulch blankets may be used on areas such as, but not limited

to: Oiversion ditches, stream channel s, waterways, steep slope

conveyances and flumes to protect the structure from erosion by

wind and water until establishment of vegetation.

19.14.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

Specific sites may require some modification or variation

from the general criteria listed below. Manufacturer technical

representatives or conservation specialists experienced in the

use of this product should be consulted for guidance. Both

materials are designed to be unrolled and stapled over prepared,

seeded soil surfaces. Where more than one roll of material is

required, sufficient overlap should be provided to ensure against

separation at these seams. Neither material should be stretched
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tight. They should be applied so as to conform to surface

irregularities and must be in continuous contact with the soil

surface. Material should be secured in depressions with additional

staples. When used in areas that experience concentrated overland

flow, fabric blankets must be extended laterally to an elevation

that is several inches above the elevation of the design high

fl ow.
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19.15 JUTE NETTING

19.15.1 DEFINITION

Jute Netting is used in the establishment of vegetation in

critical areas. Jute is a coarsly woven material of jute yarn

which can be used to control soil erosion in waterways, diversion

and on steep slopes.

19.15.2 PURPOSE

As a mulching product, it conserves soil moisture, serves as

an insulator against intense solar radiations, dissipates energy

from falling raindrops and reduces erosion caused by overland

flow. The thick strdnds and heavy weave enable this product to

withstand the higher flow velocities associated with critical

swales, diversion ditches, waterways, and etc.

19.15.3 DESIGN CRITERIA

Prepare seedbed according to local specifications. Seeding

may be split so that one-half (1/2) of seed is sown after the

jute has been applied. Each specific site may require some

modification or variation from the general criteria listed below.

Manufacturer technical representatives or conservationists

experienced in the use of this material should be consulted for

specific guidance.

In general, start laying the thatching from the top of the

channel and unroll downgrade so that one edge of the strip

coincides with the channel center. Lay a second strip parallel

to the first on the other side of the channel and allow a 2 inch

overlap. If one roll of thatching does not extend the length of

the channel, continue downhill with additional rolls.
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Bury the top end of the jute strip in a trench 4 inches or

more deep. Tamp the trench full of soil. Reinforce with a row of

staples driven through the jute about 4 inches downhill from the

trench. These staples should be about 10 inches apart. Then staple

the overlap in the channel center. These staples should be 4 to 10

feet apart. The outside edges may be stapled similarly at any time

after the center has stapled. Closer stapling along the the sides

is required where concentrated water may flow into the channel.

19.15.4 DESCRIPTION

Jute Neeting is a heavy woven jute mesh of rugged construction.

It is constructed of undyed and unbleached twi sted jute fibers. It

can be treated to be mold resistant. It is commonly available in

individual rolls, 225 feet long and 4 feet wide. Each roll contains

100 square yards and weighs approximately 90 pounds.
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19.16 NETTING

19.16.1 DEFINITION

page 19-26

,
Netting is used as a means by which natural or synthetic

fiber mulch can be securely anchored to seeded areas or areas

temporarily stabilized with mulch on which conventional mulch

tacking products are judged to be insufficient.

19.16.2 PURPOSE

Nettings are used to reinforce newly placed turf that may be

subjected to severe runoff velocities before the root zone has

matured to the point where turf structure above can withstand the

anticipated stress.

19.16.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

Nettings may be used on areas such as, but not limited to:

Diversions, stream channels, waterways, steep slope conveyances,

and flumes to protect the structure from erosion by wind and

water until establishment of vegetation.

19.16.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

Generally, these products are unrolled and stapled on areas

that have been mulched with natural and synthetic fiber mulch.

Guidance can be secured from manufacturer's technical representatives

or conservation specialists familiar with the use of these

products.

When used to anchor newly placed sod, stapling becomes more

critical and staple placement on 36 inch centers is often used.

Netting with small openings is susceptible to heaving as the turf

matures.
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19.16.5 DESCRIPTION

Several products are on the market, and compositions range

from tightly twisted Kraft paper yarns to polypropylene oriented

plastic to fiber glass scrim. All are lightweight. The Kraft

paper yarns are biodegradable. The polypropylene is ultraviolet

sensitive and gradually disintegrates in the presence of sunlight.

The polypropylene net and fiber glass scrim will not support

combustion. All products are marketed in rolls. Roll widths

range from 3.75 to 15 feet. Lengths range to 2500 feet.
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19.17 ROCK RIPRAP FLUME

19.17.1 DEFINITION

A permanent rock riprap lined channel to conduct surface runoff

from the top of a slope to the bottom of the slope.

19.17.2 PURPOSE

To convey storm runoff safely down steep slopes without scouring

or erosion damage.

19.17.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICES APPLIES

Rock riprap flumes shall be used to convey surface water from

the bench to a natural drainway and also in other locations where

concentrated flows will produce erosion problems.

19.17.4 DESIGN CRITERIA

19.17.4.1 CAPACITY

The flume shall be designed to carry the expected peak flow from

a lO-year, 24-hour storm. To deteremine peak flow, see Chapter 2,

"Estimating Runoff".

19.17.4.2 SLOPE

The maximum allowable slope shall be fifty percent (50%).

19.17.4.3 ROCK RIPRAP

To be in accordance with the standard and specifications for

rock riprap as outlined in Chapter 19.

19.17.4.4 DESIGN

To obtain the required dimension, see the following Table No.1.
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TABLE I

ROCK RIPRAP FLUME REQUIRED DIMENSIONS

DISCHARGE BOTTOM SIDE CHUTE DEPTH INLET & EXIT
(cis) (ft. ) SLOPE (ft. ) DEPTH (ft.)

o - 30 4 3:1 1.5 3.0

30 - 50 6 3:1 1.5 3.0

50 - 65 8 3: 1 1.5 3.0

65 - 80 10 3:1 1.5 3.0

80 - 100 12 3:1 I. 5 3.0
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19.18 FRENCH DRAINS

19.18.1 DEFINITION

A method of conveying runoff through a backfill area and discharging

it safely on natural undisturbed ground.

A constructed rock drain used in interception and conveyance of

runoff from above the operations through the backfill area.

19.18.2 PURPOSE

A method to be utilized with the mining operation which could be

incorporated in the regraded drainage control plan as required in

Chapter 18.

19.18.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

Mining operation areas can utilize this method in natural

drainways or other areas where runoff above the operation can be

conveyed through the backfill area safely.

19.18.4 DESIGN

French drain shall be a minimum of twelve (12) feet in width and

composed of rock with a minimum dimension of twelve (12) inches.

Rock drains cannot consist of more than ten percent (10%) fines as

determined by visual inspection (fines being a material with a

dimension of less than twelve (12) inches). When french drains are

used in near horizontal positions of the bench, the drain will be a

minimum of twelve (12) feet in height and extend safely through the

backfill area and discharged safely. Also, when used in near

vertical position of the highwall, there will be a minimum twelve

(12) feet square drain extended to the top of the backfill to the

near horizontal drain.
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Rock material shall not consist of any coal waste, toxic forming

or potential toxic forming materials.

Before construction of french drains located on the pit floor,

special care shall be taken to insure that the floor is completely

clean.
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19.19 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR ROCK RIPRAP

19.19.1 DEFINITION

A layer of loose rock or aggregate placed over an erodible soil

surface to prevent erosion, scour or ~oughing of a structure. Rock

shall consist of non-degradable, non-acid or toxic forming rock such

as natural sand and gravel, sandstone, limestone or other durable rock

that will not slake in water and will be free of coal, clay or shale.

19.19.2 PURPOSE

The purpose of riprap is to protect the soil surfaces from the

erosion forces of water.

19.19.3 CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES

This practie applies to soil-water interfaces where soil conditions,

water turbulence and velocity, expected vegetative cover and groundwater

conditions are such that the soil may erode under the design flow

conditions. Riprap may be used, as appropriate, at such places as

cu1 vert outlets, diversion ditches, stream channel s, emergency

spillways, roadside ditches, embankment protections, entrance

channels, etc.

19.19.4 SPECIFICATIONS

Rock riprap will be placed in a 1.5 foot thick blanket on the

structure. Twenty-five percent (25%) of the rock will be of 18

inches, the ramaining seventy-five percent (75%) shall be well

graded material (minimum 3 inches to maximum 18 inches) with sufficient

amounts of rock small enough to fill the voids between the larger

rocks. The size of rock will not be larger than the thickness of

the rock riprap blanket. SHALE OR OTHER ROCK TYPES WHICH HAS A HIGH

WEATHERING POTENTAl SHALL NOT BE USED FOR RIPRAP.
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19.19.5 DESIGN, IF APPLICABLE

This section shall aply to the designing or rock riprap size and

criteria if the above specifications are not applicable.

The minimum design discharge for channels, spillway, ditches,

and etc , , shall be the peak discharge from the design storm, based

on maximum watershed development during the life of the structure.

The roughness coefficient, n, is used for determing flow on the

constructed riprap surface as shown in Table 1.

In design of riprap-lined channels, The National Cooperative

Highway Research Program Report No. 108, "Tentative Design Procedure

for Riprap-lined Channels", details the procedure for determining a

design stone size is stable under the design flow conditions with a

reasonable factor of safety. The design stone size which is exceeded

in weight by fifty percent (50%), or median stone diameter, defined

as that stone size which is exceeded in weight by fifty percent

(50%) of the mixture.

Erosive forces of flowing water are greater in bends than in

straight channels. Therefore, riprap size for bends and straights

in the channel must be computed. If the riprap size [d(50)] computed

for bends is less than ten percent (10%) greater than the riprap

size for straight channels, then the riprap size for straight

channels shall be considered to be of adequate size; otherwise, the

largerr riprap size shall be used in the bend. This is done in

order to minimize the number of riprap sizes should be used on any

single contract, in order to minimize construction problems caused

by too many sizes. The riprap size to be used in a bend shall

extend upstream from the point of curvature and downstream from the
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point of tangency a distance equal to five times the channel bottom

which (length; 5b). This riprap size shall extend across the bottom

and up both sides of the channel.

19.19.5.1 RIPRAP

The riprap shall be composed of a well-graded mixture down to the

1 inch size particle, such that fifty percent (50%) of the mixture by

weight shall be larger than the d(50) size. A well-graded mixture is

defined as a mixture composed primarly of the larger stone sizes but

with a sufficient mixture of other sizes to fill the progressively

smaller voids between the stones. The diameter of the largest stone

size in such a mixture shall be considered to be 1.5 times the d(50)

size. The riprap size as shown on the plans and specifications or for

other construction purposes shall be the size of the largest stone in

the mixture, i.e., 1.5 x d(50). The minimum thickness of the riprap

layer shall be 1.5 times the maximum stone diameter but not less than

6 inches. The riprap shall extend up the banks to a height equal to

maximum depth of flow or to a point where vegetation can be established

to adequately protect the channel.

In channels where there is no riprap or paving in the bottom. the

toe of the bank riprap shall extend below the channel bottom a distance

at least 1.5 times the maximum stone size, but in no case less than 1

foot. The only exception to this would be in the event that there is

a non-erodible hard rock bottom. The channel bank shall not be

steeper than 2.0 horizontal to 1.0 vertical.

After determining the riprap size that will be stable under the

flow conditions. the engineer shall consider that size to be a minimum

size and then, based on riprap gradations actually available in the area.

shall select the size or sizes that equal or exceed the minimum size.
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19.19.5.2 FILTER

page 19-34

A filter is a layer of material placed between the riprap and

the underlying soil surface to prevent soil movement into and

through the riprap.

Riprap shall have a filter placed under it when either of the

following conditions exist:

1. The riprap is not well graded down to the 1 inch size particle.

2. Riprap is placed on the side slopes of a channel and the soil is

sand size or finer with a ~asticity index, PI, less than 10.

This requirement applies to slope having this soil in lenses or

layers greater than 3 inches in thickness.

A filter can be of two general forms. One is a single layer of

plastic filter cloth manufactured for that express purpose. Another

is a properly graded layer of sand, gravel, or stone.

The criteria for the design of an aggregate filter are as follows:

d 15 Filter
d 85 Base

in which d(15) or d(85) is the size of base, filter or riprap material.

In these equations, fifteen and eighty-five percent (15-85%), respectively,

are finer. The base is the soil layer underneath the filter. The

filter shall be graded down to sand size particles. Riprap 12

inches and larger shall not be dumped directly onto the plastic

filter cloth, since it may tear or displace the filter cloth.

Instead, a 4 inch minimum thickness blanket of gravel shall be

placed over the filter cloth or the riprap shall be placed directly

on the filter cloth by hand or by the bucket of the equipment. Side

slopes shall be 1:1 or flatter to prevent the gravel from sliding

down the filter cloth before placing the riprap.
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19.19.5.3 SOIL SIZE CLASSIFICATION
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Soil sizes given herein are according to the Unified Soil

Classification as indicated:

Soil

Gravel

Sand

19.19.5.4 QUALITY

Sieve Size

Smaller than 3 inch and larger than #4
(Approximately 1/4 inch)

Smaller than #4 and larger than #200
(0.074 mm)

Stone for riprap shall consist of field stone or rough unhewn

quarry stone of approximately rectangular shape. The stone shall be

hard and angular and of such quality that it will not disintegrate

on exposure to water or weathering, and it shall be suitable in all

other respects for the purpose intended. The specific gravity of

the i ndividua 1 stones shall be 1ea st 2.5.

Rubble concrete may be used, provided it has a density of at

least 150 pounds per cubic foot and otherwise meets the requirements

specified herein.

19.19.5.5 DESIGN PROCEDURES

The design of riprap-lined channels (National Cooperrative

Highway Research Program Report No. 108, "Tentative Design Procedure

for Ri prap-Lined Channel s") is based on the tractive force method

and covers the design of riprap in two basic channel shapes:

trapezoidal and triangular.

NOTE: This procedure is for the uniform flow in channels and

is not to be used for design of riprap de-energizing devices

immediately downstream from such high velocity devices as

pipes and culverts.
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Report No. 108 gives a simple and direct solution to the design

of trapezoidal channels including channel carrying capacity, channel

geometry, and riprap lining. The publication is a very good reference

and design aid.

The procedure presented in this section is based on the assumption

that the channel is alreadly designed and the remaining problem is

to determine the riprap size that would be stable in the channel.

The designer would first determine the channel dimensions by the use

of Manning's equation. The n value in Manning's equation is derived

by estimating a riprap size and then determining the corresponding n

value for the riprapped channel from Table 1.

When the channel dimensions are known, the riprap can be designed

(or on already completed design may be checked) as follows:

19.19.5.6 TRAPEZOIDAL CHANNELS

1. Calculate the bId ratio and find the P/r on Figure 2.

2. From Table 1, using S(b), Q, and P/r, find the median riprap

diameter, d(50), for straight channels.

3. On Table 1, find the actual n value corresponding to the d(50)

from step 2. If the estimated and actual n values are not in

reasonable agreement, another trial must be made.

4. For channels with bends, calculate the ration B(s)/R(o) where

B(s) is the channel surface width and R(o) is the radius of the

bend. Use Table 4 to find the bend factor, F(B). Multiply the

d(50) for straight channels by the bend factor to determine

riprap size to he used in bends. If the d(50) for the bend is

less than 1.1 times the d(50) for the straight channel, then the

size for straight channel may be used in the bend; otherwise,
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19.19.5.7

1.

the larger stone size calculated for the bend shall be used.

The ri prap shall extend across the full channel section and

shall extend upstream an downstream from the ends of the curve a

distance equal to five times the bottom width.

5. From Table 5, determine the maximum stable side slope of riprap

surface.

TRIANGULAR CHANNELS

From Table 3A, using S(b), Q and z, find the median riprap

diameter, d(50) for straight channels.

2. From Table 1, find the actual n value. If the estimated and

actual n value are not in reasonable agreement, another trial

must be made.

3. For channels with bends, see step 4 under Trapezoidal Channels.

the riprap size to be specified on the plans shall be the

maximum stone size in the mixture which shall be 1.5 times the

d(50). The thickness of the riprap layer is 1.5 times the maximum

stone size, but not less than 6 inches. Freeboard shall be added to

the channel depth and shall be not less than 0.2 times the depth of

flow, or 0.3 feet, whichever is greater.
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Example:

Given:

Trapezoidal Channel

page 19-38

Q = 100 chs
S = 0.01 ft./ft.
Side Slopes = 2.5:1
Mean bend radius, R(o) = 25 ft.
n = .033 (estimated and used to design the channel to find

that b = 6 ft. and d = 1.8 ft.)
Type of rock available is crushed stone:

Solution

Straight Channel Reach

bid = 6/18 = 3.3
From Table 2, P/r = 13.0
From Table 3, d(50) = 3.4 in.
From Table 1, n (actual) = 0.032, which is reasonably close
to the estimated n of 0.033
Maximum riprap size = 1.5 x 3.4 = 5.1 in.
Riprap thickness = 1.5 x 5.1 - 7.7 in.
Use 5 in. as maximum riprap size and 8 in. as riprap layer
thickness.

Channel Bend

b(s) = b + 2zd = 6 + (2)(2.5)(1.8) = 15 ft.
b(s)/r(o) = 15/25 = 0.60
From Table 4, F(B) = 1.33
F(B) = 1.33 -- 1.1; therefore the bend factor must be used.
Riprap size in bend, d(50) = 3.4 x 1.33 = 4.52 in.
Maximum riprap size in bend = 4.52 x 1.5 = 6.78 in.
Riprap thickness = 6.78 x 1.5 = 10.2 in.
Use 7 inch for maximum riprap size and 10 inch for riprap
layer thickness.

The heavier riprap for th bend shall extend upstream
and downstream from the ends of the bend a distance of
(5)(6) = 30 ft.
The riprap for d(50) = 3.4 in. and 4.52 inc., which will
both be stable on a 2.5:1 side ~ope (Table 5).

Freeboard = (0.2)(1.8) = .36 ft. which is not less than
0.3 ft.
Therefore, minimum freeboard is 0.36 ft.. Use 0.4 ft.
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19.19.5.8

1.

2.

3.

4.

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

The subgrade for the riprap or filter shall be prepared to

the required lines and grades. Any fill required in the subgrade

shall be compacted to a density approximating that of the surrounding

undisturbed material.

The rock or gravel shall conform to the specified grading limits

when installed, respectively, in the riprap or filter.

Plastic filter cloth shall be protected from punching, cutting

or tearing. Any damage other than an occasional small hole

shall be repaired by placing another piece of cloth over the

damaged part or by completely replacing the cloth. All overlaps,

whether for repairs or for joining two pieces of cloth, shall

be a minimum of one (1) foot.

The stone for the filter an riprap may be placed by equipment.

Both filter and riprap shall each be constructed to the full

course thickness in one operation and in sucha manner to avoid

displacement of the underlying material. The stone for filter

and riprap shall be delivered and placed in a manner that will

insure that the filter and riprap each shall be reasonable

homogeneous with the smaller stones and spalls filling the

voids between the larger stones. Riprap shall be placed in

a manner to prevent damage to the filter blanket. Hand placing

will be required to the extent necessary to prevent damage

to the permanent work s,
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TABLE-2 RELATIONSHIP OF P/R TO bid IN TRAPEZOIDAL CHANNELS
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MEDIAN STONE DIA., d/50, IN INCHES
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r (USE ONE FORM FOR EACH ~~~\ SAMPlSD)

SAT1DLE .~RU: _

1. (OUNT NUMBEQ OF PLOTS (X) AN~ RECORD ~ELOW.

2. COUNT flU/IBER OF PLOTS (0) AND ALSO ~:;:OP~I

3. ~UM J AND 2 TO f,ET TOTAL NUMBER OF "'_Drs.

1I00DY pwn SAt1f'LE

BY:

[\)1 W1N 2 :OIUMN 1 COLUMN 2
rlNF1uM No. "0. OF f'lIN~MUM tolo.
OF . AMPLE SAI"PlE OF .AI"PLE
!'LCTS WITH l'IlOTS PLOTS WITH
,",aODY ~TEMS f\BSERVEn 1·IOODY STEMS
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COlUM1j 1

No. 0:'
<;AMPL:
DLOTS

OBSERVED

nATE:. _

r~O . OF (X) PLOTS: 1.1: .-

rIo. OF (OJ PLOTS: ___liNE ;:

TOTAL fio. OF PLOTS: I ~ NE 3~1+2

LINE 4

LOCATE THE RANGE (COll.l"'N 1) THAT
INCLUDES THE NUMBER ~F PLOTS YOU
TOOK (LINE 5) AND K"CORD THE
MINIMUM NUMBER OF (Xl PLOTS
NEEDED FOR AL~:::)UATE STOCKING FROM
COLUMN 2 ON U NE II

·i.

P••

r

f

I
5. Is LINE j EQUAL TO OR LARGER THAN LINE 4'

___YES:

__~Io:

TI-tE AREA HAS AN ADEQUATE NUMBER
2F WOO~Y PLANTS.
IHE AREA LACKS AN ADEQUATE NUMBER
OF WOODY PLANTS.

5. flERCENT or PLOTS '11TH WOODY STEMS,
'LI:JE liLINE <;) = :z

C. GROllilD (I"'EP 'feW'LE

1. O:l HL, ',' FOR~. COIlNT TnE NUMBER OF ?l.0T::; T.\LLl ED IN (OLUMN 2 FOR EACH qQW AND RECORD IN COLU"N ".

2. FOR tACH PC", ON TAo_LY FORM, MULTiPLY THE NUMBER IN COLUMN 1 BY THE NUMBER IN COLUMN L1 AND llECOPD IN COLUMN 5.
3. TOT~i r.O~UMNS 3 A'm 5

~C5

4.

s.
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Table No. 1

Table No. 2

Table No. 3

A P PEN D I X

Conversion Factors and Formulas for English System
and Metric System

Conversion of Slope Ratio to Degrees and Percent Slope

Conversion of Degrees of Slope to Percent of Slope 
Supplement to Table No. 2

Illustration No. 1 Drainage Tables and Charts



TABLE 1

CONVERSION FACTORS AND FORMULAS

To reduce units in column 1 to units in column 4, multiply column 1 by column 2
To reduce uni ts in column 4 to uni ts in col umn 1, multiply column 4 by column :I

CONVERSION FACTORS

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4

LENGTH

In . 2.54 0.3937 Cm.
0.0254 39.37 M.

Ft 0.3048 3.2808 M.

Miles. . 1.609 0.621 Km .

AREA

~q. in 6.4516 O. .l550 Sq. em.

Sq. m. . 10.764 .0929 Sq. ft.

27.8784xlO
6 7

ft.0.3587xlO- 2
Sq.

Sq. miles. 640.0 5 .15625xlOg Acres (l section). 30.976xlO .3228xlO- Sq. yd.
~.59 . 386 Sq . km.

4
ft.ilere 43,560.0 O.22957xIO:; Sq.

4,046.9 .21171x.lO-: Sq. m.
j

4,840.0 . 206fixlO- Sq. yd .



TABlE 1

CONVERSION FACTORS AND FORMULAS

To reduce units In column 1 to units In co]umn 4, multiply co]umn ] by column 2
To reduce units in column t1 to units in column], mulLiply column 11 by column 3

CONVERSION FACTORS

COLU~1N 1 COLUMN 2

FLOW

COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4

I-------..,-----------.,.....----------r-------------I

Cu. ft. / sec.
(second-feet)
(sec.-ft. )

60.0
86,400.0 6

31.536xlO
448.83

646,317.0
1.98347

723.98
725.78

55.54
57.52
59.50
6t .49

50.0

40.0

38.4

35.7

0.0283]7
1. 699

0.99173

0.016667 4
. 11574xlO-7
. 31709xl02
. 2228xlO- 5
. 15472xlO
. 50417 2
. 13813xlO-

2
. ] 3778xlO
. 018005
. 017385
. 0]6806
. 0]6262

.020

.025

.026042

.028011

35.31
.5886

1.0083

Cu. ft./min.
Cu. ft/day .
Cu. ft./yr .
Ga 1. /min .
Gal. /day .
Acre-ft. /day .
Acre-ft./365 days .
Acre-ft./366 days .
Acre-ft./28 days .
Acre-ft./29 days .
Acre-ft./30 days .
Acre-ft.;31 days .

Miner's inch in
Idaho, Kans.,
Nebr., N. Mex.,
N. Oak., S. Dak.,
and utah
Miner's inch in
Ariz., Calif.,
Mont., Nev., and
Oreg.
Miner's inch in
Colo.
Miner's inch in
Brilish Columbia
Cu.m./sec.
Cu.m./min.
Acre-in. /hr.



TABlE 1

CON Vr.;HSI ON FJ\CTOHS

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4
,

FLOW cont'd

L,u. ft/min - - - 7.4805 0.13368 4 Gal./min.
10,772.0 . 92834xlO- Gal. /day .

1. 5472 0.64632 2
Cu. fL/sec.

]n
6 694.44 . ltl'10xlO- Gal./min .

ga 1/day - - -
1\ l' r'c- r! . ;'lhy .:'. Otii'\9 . :L~5i'\~i

.,
Ill. dept.h/hr - - ti'15.33 (J. 15'19tixl 0- Sec.-ft/~Cf.mj Ie

--

In. depth/day- - 26.889 0.03719 Sec.-ft/sq.mi1e
53.33 .01878 Acre-ft/sq.mile

I .0111 :) 0.96032 Jn. depth/28days
1.07H5 .92720 In.depth/29days
1.ll57 .89630 In. depth;30days

see.-ft/sq.mile- 1.1529 .86738 In.depth/31days
13.574 .073668 in. depth I 36 5days
13.612 .073467 In. depth/ 366days

~
Gal./min2~().~;J 0.4'12xI0-

20.17 .0'19ti Miner's inch 111

Aere-ft.. /day - - california
19.36 .0517 Miner's inch in

Colorado

Gal./sec - - - 5.347 0.187 Miner's inch in
California

5. J 28 .195 Miner's inch ln
Colorado



DRAINAGE TABLES AND CHARTS

All Drainage Plans to include, but not limited to, the following Tables

and Charts:

COMPONENT DRAINAGE AREAS

Drainage Area

A
B
C

Acres

TOTALS

SEDIMENT STRUCTURES

Acres Disturbed

Type of Sediment
Control Structure

'-' No.

Dam No 1
Crib Sediment No. 1
Excavated Sediment

Pond No. 1

Total Contributing
Drainage Area

(Acres)

TOTALS

Disturbed Acreage
Controlled by

(Acres)

Total Disturbance
in Drainage Area

(Acres)

Storage
Capacity
(Ac-Ft)

Test No.

I
2
3

WATER TEST RESULTS

Iron Suspended Solids



TABLE 3

CONVERSION OF DEGREE OF SLOPE TO PERCENT OF SLOPE

DEGREES PERCENT DEGREES PERCENT

0 0 19 34

1 2 20 36

2 3 21 38

3 5 22 )10

4 '( ')"' )I:c!(._"l

5 9 24 45

6 11 25 47

7 12 30 58

8 14 35 70

9 16 40 84

10 18 45 100

11 J9 50 119

12 21 55 143

13 23 60 173

14 25 65 214

15 27 70 275

16 29 75 373

17 31 80 567

18 32

*Supplement to Table 2 - Conversion of Slope Ratio to Degree and Percent Slope



TABlE 2

CONVERSION OF SLOPE RATIO TO DEGREES AND PERCENT SLOPE

Horizontal Vertical Ratio Fraction (e) Degrees % Slope

1 1 1:1 1/1 45° 100

1.5 1 1.5:1 1/1.5 33° 65

2 1 2:1 1/2 27° 50

2.5 1 2.5:1 1/2.5 21° 38

2.8 1 2.8:1 1/2.8 20° 36

3 1 3:1 1/3 18° 32

3.5 1 3.5:1 1/3.5 16° 29

4 1 4:1 1/4 14° 25

4.5 1 4.5:1 1/4.5 12° 21

'--" 5 1 5:1 1/5 nO 19

5.5 1 5.5:1 115.5 10° 18

6 1 6:1 116 9° 16

7 1 7:1 1/7 8° 14



TABLE 1

CONVEHSION FACTORS

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4

WEIGJlT

P.p.m - - - - - 0.00136 735.29 Tons/aere-n.
.058<1 j 7 .123 (;r·/g<lb·

8.345 0.1198 t.b . / 10 g:.il .

,--b.
3

0.14286x10-
3- - - - - - 7.0xlO Gr.

Gm - - - - - - 15.432 . 064799 Gr .

Kg - - - - - - 2.2046 . 45359 Lb .

27.681L 0.03612 Cu.in.
0.11983 8.345 Gal.

Lb. ~ater at .09983 10.016 Imperial gal.
39.1 F - - - - .453017 2.204 Liters.

.01602 62.425 Cu.ft.pure water

.01560 64.048 Cu.ft.sea water.

Lb. water at
0

Cu.ft.pure62 F - - - - 0.01604 62.355 water
.01563 63.976 Cu. ft. sea water

-



TABlE 1

FORMULAS

VULUMI':

Average depth In inches, or acre-inch per acre

(eu. fL./sec.) (hr. )
-

acres

(gal. /mi] . ) (hr. )
=

450 (acres)

(Miner's in. ) (hr. )
=

(40~' ) (acres)

*where 1 miner's In. - 1/40 sec. ft.

Use 50 where 1 miner's In. - 1/50 sec. ft.

Conversion of inches deplh on area lo sec. ft..

ft.
(64:') (sq. miles) (i n. on area)

sec. -

(time in hr. )

SI-:DI MEN TAT I ON

Tons/ acre-fL. = (unit we tgh lieu. n.) (21. 78)

Tons/day - (sec.-flo ) (p.p.m. ) (0.0027) .

TEMPERATURE

o
C.

5
9

o
F. 9 0 C. + 32

0

5



TABLE 1

CONVERSION FACTOHS AND F'OHMULAS

To reduce units in column 1 to units in column 4, multiply column 1 by column 2
To reduce units In column 4 to units in column 1, multiply column 4 by column 3

CONVERSION FACTOHS

-
COLUMN l CULUMN 2 COLlJJ\lN 3 COLUMN 4

VOLUME

Cu. ft J ,728.0 0.5787xl0-
3

in.. Cu .
7.4805 . 13368 Gal .
6.2321 .16046 Imperial gal.

Cu. m 35.31'15 0.028317 Cu. ft.
J .3079 . 76456 Cu . yd.

Gal. 0.4329xlO-
2

Cu. in.. . . ·231.0
3.7854 . 26417 Liters .

Mi 11 ion gal 0.74805xlO-
5

Cu. ft.· 133,681.0
3.0689 . 32585 Acre-ft .

Imperial gal . 1.2003 0.83311 Gal.

. 275'18xlO-
3

ft .Acre-in . . · 3,630.0 Cu.

3
Acre-ft . · 1,233.5 O. 81071x10-4 Cu. m.

43,560.0 . 22957xlO- Cu. ft .

4
0.'1304'1xlO-

6
ft.In. on 1 sq. 232.32xlO Cu.

mile 53.33 . 01875 Acre-ft .

,
278.784xlO

5
0.3587x10-

7
ft.Ft. on J. sq. Cu.-mi 1e 640.0 . l5625xl0 2 Acre-ft .



TABlE 1

CONVERSION FACTORS AND FORMULAS

To reduce units in column 1 to units in column 4, multiply column 1 by column 2
To reduce units in column 4 to units in column 1, multiply column 4 by column 3

...

CUNVERSION FACTOHS

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3 COJ.UMN 4.
.._.

VELOCITY AND GRAVE

.. - . ...

Miles/hr . . . 1.4667 0.68182 Ft./sec .

,..
.-. ..."

M./sec 3.2808 .3048 Ft./sec.. . .
2.2369 .44704 Miles/hr..,

._-
.,

Fall in ft./mile 189.39xlO-
6

5.28xl0
3

Fall /ft.

I
~" .-

PRESSURE

,

Ft. water at max. 62.425 0.01602 Lb. / sq . / ft .
density 0.4335 2.3087 Lb./sq. In.

.0295 33.93 Atm.

.8826 1.133 2 In. Jig at 30°F.
773.3 o.1293xlO- Ft. air at 32

0

F. and atm.
pressure

Ft. ;lVg. sea wat.er J .02ti O.97t1ti FL pure w;lf.cr'

Atm.~ sea level,
32 F. 14.697 .06804 Lb./sq.in.-,

Mi 11 ibars
4. . 295.299xlO-2 33.863 In . fig.

75.008x10- 1.3331 Mm. Hg.

Atm 29.92 33.48xlO-
3. . . In.Hg .
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